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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

In Episode Ten of the 2009 series of The Real World, the MTV reality 
show in which a group of young strangers from across the USA lived 
together in an unfamiliar city (this time Brooklyn, New York), the cast 
were tasked to organise a film screening to raise awareness about ‘safe sex’ 
practices among young people. Whilst these kinds of tasks had, by 2009, 
become an unremarkable feature of The Real World’s format, functioning 
to incite stress and generate conflict amongst the roommates, and bolster 
the show’s claims to some kind of pedagogical address to youth viewers, 
what was notable about this episode of The Real World: Brooklyn was how 
it broke the show’s usual refusal to acknowledge its own status as a TV 
show. Obviously, the whole premise of the programme was that the cast 
had been brought together for the express purpose of creating a  television 
programme. Yet, within the broadcast texts, the means of  production—
camera operators, sound technicians, producers, runners, lights, boom 
microphones and so on—usually remained scrupulously outside the frame. 
Cast-members were explicitly instructed to ignore the camera, to act like 
they were not on TV (Winick 2000). Episode Ten of the 2009 season 
inverted this logic as the film the roommates were asked to screen was 
Pedro, a biopic about Pedro Zamora, the openly gay, Cuban-American 
AIDS activist and star of The Real World: San Francisco in 1994. Zamora’s 
 presence in the 1994 season has been widely celebrated for advancing pub-
lic awareness of AIDS, and worked to cement The Real World’s popular 
 reputation for dealing with difficult social issues through progressive 
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 representations (Pullen 2007). In The Real World: Brooklyn, MTV execu-
tive Maggie Malina appeared in front of the camera with the roommates, 
telling them:

It’s a story and a moment in MTV’s history that we’ve always held very dear 
because having the first HIV positive gay man on television on our show, it 
was pretty remarkable, and he had an amazing impact upon all the people 
who saw the show.

Later, one of the 2009 roommates, a gay man named JD, was shown 
reflecting upon his own childhood experiences of watching Zamora, say-
ing, ‘I remember being nine years old and watching Pedro on The Real 
World in San Francisco. I always thought he was a hero.’ The sound of 
these lines bridged a textual juxtaposition of past and present, as shots of 
JD speaking to the camera/audience were intercut with footage of Pedro 
from the 1994 series, rendered in an exaggeratedly grainy quality, signify-
ing its status as a historical or archival document from time-gone-by.

In a not dissimilar turn of events, in 2013 the UK reality show Celebrity 
Big Brother was won by a television personality named Rylan Clarke, an 
openly gay 24-year-old, who was known to audiences at that time for hav-
ing competed on another British reality show, The X Factor. As he exited 
the metallic compound of the Celebrity Big Brother ‘house’ after being 
announced as the series’ winner, Rylan was greeted by the show’s pre-
senter, Brian Dowling, another gay man who had risen to televisual fame 
as the winner of Big Brother UK in 2001. ‘How does it feel for me to actu-
ally tell you that you are the winner of Celebrity Big Brother?’ Brian asked, 
to which Rylan responded:

Coming from you, this is a dream come true […] I have been the biggest 
fan of Big Brother […] I remember when Brian was in the house, and it [the 
Big Brother compound] was five minutes from my house, and I got on the 
train, I went down there […] and I screamed at the top of my voice, ‘Brian!’

Both of these moments, The Real World: Brooklyn in 2009 and Celebrity 
Big Brother 2013, brought into proximity, through mediated or embodied 
connections, two generations of queer people. In each show, a pioneer of 
millennial queer visibility was encountered by a younger queer person, 
one who had come of age in an era of comparative tolerance and (in some 
quarters) acceptance for sexual minority identities across the global West. 
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In particular, the years between Pedro and JD’s appearances on The Real 
World, and Brian and Rylan’s respective participation in Big Brother, were 
characterised by unprecedented expansions in the visibility of LGBT peo-
ple in popular culture. As JD watched the filmic incarnation of Pedro 
Zamora, and as Rylan poured out his own teenage fandom for Brian live 
on prime-time TV, audiences were presented with two iconic reality for-
mats self-reflexively looking back upon their own roles in making queer 
identities visible to mainstream audiences throughout the first, and into 
the second, decades of the twenty-first century.

As moments like these attest, reality television has been one of the most 
prolific spaces of queer representation in Anglo-American popular media 
since the beginning of the twenty-first century. Wikipedia has a page enti-
tled ‘List of reality television programs with LGBT cast members’1 which, 
despite detailing hundreds of participants from over 140 shows, remains 
far from complete. The GLAAD Media Awards, which seek to ‘recognize 
and honour media for their fair, accurate and inclusive representations of 
the LGBTQ community and the issues that affect their lives,’2 have an 
award for Outstanding Reality Program, and run-downs of fondly (or not- 
so- fondly) remembered LGBT reality stars have become commonplace 
online, under headings like ‘13 LGBT Reality Series that Changed Queer 
Life,’ ‘The 50 Most Memorable LGBT Reality TV Stars of All Time,’ ‘25 
Reality Shows that Made LGBT History’ and ‘42 LGBTQ People Who 
Made Reality TV History.’3

Moreover, reflecting upon my own formative experiences as a lonely 
teenager with a burgeoning queer sexuality, growing up in a small town in 
West Midlands of England in the early years of the twenty-first century, it 
was through my encounters with reality television that I began to perceive 
life outside the heterosexual norm as viable, liveable, something that real 
people did (this was, after all, reality TV). Yet, just as I watched the loveable 
Brian Dowling triumph in Big Brother or The Salon’s flamboyant Ricardo 
weave his creative magic in a custom-built hair studio, thinking ‘maybe 
that could be me,’ reality TV was also the place where I learned how not 
to be queer. From the much-derided militant lesbian feminist Kitten in Big 
Brother 2004, to the gay ‘bunny boiler’ Craig the following year, whose 
romantic obsession with a heterosexual housemate was ridiculed across 
the tabloid press, my early interactions with reality television were contra-
dictory and complex; laying out for my young self a future at once rich 
with queer possibility, yet strictly delimited within elusive parameters of 
mainstream acceptability.

 INTRODUCTION 
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Reality TV is thus an intricate and productive cultural form, one which 
has offered up a diverse range of potential subject positions from which to 
live out differences to the heterosexual and cisgender norms. At the same 
time, the formations of queer identity made legible in reality program-
ming are shot through with judgements about their social, ethical and 
commercial value, their legitimacy and acceptability. This book interro-
gates the cultural work of these representations, exploring what reality TV 
has enabled socially, culturally and politically as one of the most consistent 
and profuse sites for the production and circulation of lesbian, gay, bisex-
ual, transgender and otherwise queer subject positions in twenty-first- 
century British and American popular culture. I argue that reality 
television’s representations of queer people matter; that, taken together, 
they have been instrumental to the ways in which non-heterosexual and 
gender non- conforming identities have come to be understood within 
contemporary cultural life. This book asserts that these representations 
cannot be ignored if we are to understand how and why certain kinds of 
non-normative sexualities and gender identities have become relatively 
normalised, accepted or legitimised, whilst others remain abnormal, devi-
ant and unknowable, within the popular cultural imaginary.

Centrally, this book is concerned with how queer visibility in reality pro-
gramming is shaped by the generic conventions, commercial imperatives 
and audience pleasures of reality TV itself. It interrogates how this repre-
sentational process has made intelligible a series of scripts, narratives 
and archetypes of queer identity and queer life that have become highly 
 recognisable in twenty-first-century Anglo-American media. In particular, 
I explore how reality TV’s insistent valorisation of what I term compulsory 
authenticity—the notion that each individual has an innate and essential 
‘true’ self which it is their duty to discover, manifest and be faithful to, 
and that failing to ‘be yourself’ constitutes nothing short of an existential 
 crisis—has functioned as a profoundly generative force in relation to cul-
tural perceptions of queer people. This generic trope, which unites all 
incarnations and sub-forms of reality programming, has brought into being 
a discursive field in which particular ways of being queer, of living and per-
sisting in the world as a non-heterosexual and/or gender non-conforming 
subject, have been able to not only take shape, but become (relatively) 
normalised, even common-sense, within twenty-first-century cultural life. 
These include the idea that people are ‘born gay,’ that transgender identi-
ties constitute an authentic gender ‘trapped’ within the ‘wrong body,’ and 

 M. LOVELOCK
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that a ‘successful’ queer life involves branding and selling one’s queerness 
in particular, normative ways.

Most emphatically, this book does not seek to make judgements about 
how ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ these representations might be, nor how 
‘accurately’ they have reflected any kind of pre-defined LGBTQ commu-
nity. Rather, adopting the perspective, well established in queer and post- 
structuralist theory, that sex and gender categories (lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, or indeed cisgender and heterosexual) are culturally deter-
mined and constructed, this book interrogates critically how reality televi-
sion, as one of the most prolific sites of queer pop-cultural visibility, has 
brought certain queer subjectivities into being. I explore why this visibility 
has taken the forms it has, and what these representations have done in 
terms of the increasing naturalisation and continuing marginalisation of 
queers and queerness in a heteronormative world.

What Is RealIty tV and WheRe dId It Come  
FRom

As a genre of television, reality TV (if indeed it can be considered a genre 
at all—see below) is one of the newest. Reality programming emerged in 
the 1990s in the form of shows like Cops, Airport, Driving School and The 
Cruise, and was a response to changing contexts of production, distribu-
tion and reception in the television industry at the close of the twentieth 
century. TV had traditionally operated as a ‘broadcasting’ medium, that is, 
a small number of networks (the American ‘Big Three’: ABC, CBS and 
NCS, and the historical duopoly between the BBC and ITV in the UK) 
offering programming targeted towards a large-scale ‘mass’ or ‘main-
stream’ audience (often imagined as taking the form of heterosexual 
 families—see Chap. 2). The arrival of cable and satellite television in the 
1980s and into the 1990s, however, created a multi-channel landscape in 
which an ever-growing number of channels had to compete for a swiftly 
diminishing share of the TV audience. As audience attention was now split 
between a multitude of different channels (many offering niche program-
ming aimed at very specific demographics), costs of TV advertising fell 
and, as such, so did programme budgets. Reality television emerged as a 
solution to this problem, making use of (relatively) inexpensive, light- 
weight filming, sound recording and editing equipment to craft soap 
opera-like narratives out of the unscripted interactions of unpaid, amateur 
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performers out in the ‘real’ worlds of workplaces, roads, airports rather 
than in costly studio environments.4

Following its emergence in the 1990s, the years 2000–2001 marked 
the consolidation of reality TV as a major presence on Anglo-American 
television. Several of the most iconic and high-profile reality formats were 
first broadcast in these years, including Big Brother, Survivor, The Amazing 
Race and Popstars (which would later spawn American Idol and The X 
Factor). Rather than mediating participants in their ‘real life’ social worlds 
(workplaces, homes, motorways, city streets), these ‘second generation’ 
reality shows (Kavka 2012), inserted so-called ordinary people in  explicitly 
contrived or manufactured settings (the Big Brother house, the Survivor 
island, the Popstars studio) and brought then into some form of competi-
tion with one another. The purportedly ‘real’ interactions, emotions and 
relationships produced through this melding of televisual contrivance and 
emotional and interpersonal ‘reality’ were then sold as a televisual specta-
cle. It is with these post-millennium shows that this book’s analysis of 
queer visibility in reality TV begins.

Indeed, just as reality television was cemented as a cultural phenome-
non in the early 2000s, it became something of an academic phenome-
non too. Early scholarship on reality TV was centrally concerned with 
questions of generic definition: what exactly were the characteristics that 
defined the parameters of reality TV and united the shows collated under 
this generic label? Answering this question proved by no means straight-
forward, as many of the programmes clustered under the heading of real-
ity TV, in both academic and popular discourses, had little in common in 
terms of aesthetics, narrative structure, production values and so on: the 
usual markers of generic coherence. For John Corner (cited in Hill 
2015), reality television is less a distinct genre of its own than an ‘inter-
generic space’ in which elements of documentary, game show, soap 
opera, melodrama, talk show, talent show and sporting broadcast inter-
weave. Approaching the genre question from a different angle, June 
Deery (2015) has suggested that what reality TV shows share are particu-
lar conditions of production rather than textual features. She states:

[Reality TV] is best understood not so much as content with certain textual 
or aesthetic characteristics, but as a relationship between texts, agents, and 
technical devices. It is, in other words a way of making television. While 
particular topics or formats may trend only for a time, the basic production 
relations remain much the same – ordinary people, actual events, participa-
tion and interactivity. [emphasis in original]

 M. LOVELOCK
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In this book, I follow Deery by adopting a broad definition of reality 
television as ‘pre-planned but mostly unscripted programming with non- 
professional actors in non-fictional scenarios’ (ibid.: 3), as such an expan-
sive definition is able to capture all of the reality shows I analyse. Clearly, 
however, the levels of pre-planning, (un)scriptedness and non- 
professionalism of participants vary considerably between different reality 
formats, and I outline the distinctions between the different reality sub- 
forms I engage with in this book—intimate strangers, talent shows, make-
over shows and docusoaps—shortly.

Where my approach to reality TV diverges from Deery, however, is that 
I would maintain that all reality shows, and certainly all of the many I 
interrogate in this book, do share one, overriding textual feature. This is a 
discursive investment in the issue of the ‘real,’ particularly in relation to 
selfhood and identity. By this, I do not mean that reality TV shows make 
(be it fraudulent or truthful) claims to representing ‘real life’ in an unex-
purgated fashion, but that reality TV is deeply attuned to the ambivalences 
that the concepts of ‘reality’ and the ‘real’ have taken on in contemporary 
popular thought. Reality TV takes as central preoccupations questions 
like: Where is the real located? What does it mean to be real? How can 
individuals discover and be true to their real selves? How can we tell if oth-
ers are being real?

In this way, reality TV is emblematic of what we might call a broader 
crisis of the real in the twenty-first century, one that Sarah Banet-Weiser 
(2012) has described as ‘the loss of a kind of authenticity […] the 21st 
century is an age that hungers for anything that feels authentic, just as we 
lament more and more that it is a world of inauthenticity and superficial-
ity.’ As cultural theorists from Walter Benjamin to Jean Baudrillard and 
beyond have argued for some time, in the contexts of mass media, post-
modern and ironic popular culture, proliferating global capitalism and the 
digitisation of everyday life, precisely what it means for something or 
someone to be real is increasingly uncertain. The search for ‘something 
outside of mere consumer culture, something above the reductiveness of 
profit margins, the crassness of capital exchange’ (Banet-Weiser 2012) has 
thus become a dominant theme of contemporary popular culture. This 
hunger for the real, for authenticity, is also a product of what sociologists 
have conceptualised as the ‘fragmentation’ or ‘individualisation’ of social 
life in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. Here, traditional 
anchors of selfhood and identity; the collective structures which have his-
torically defined a worthwhile or meaningful life, like occupation, family 
ties, religion and local community, are perceived as increasingly unreliable 
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and insecure (Giddens 1991; Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2001). In 
response, popular culture now encourages individuals to look inwards, to 
the very fabric of the self, in order to find something ‘real,’ something 
which will enable us to carve out a happy and successful life. As the soci-
ologist Anthony Giddens (1991: 74) has claimed, ‘The idea that each 
person has a unique character and special potentialities that may or may 
not be fulfilled,’ has come to define popular perceptions of meaningful 
and non-meaningful existences.

Reality TV, I would argue, is perhaps the central proponent of this 
authenticity imperative. Through a discursive repertoire of ‘being your-
self,’ ‘being real’ and ‘living your truth’ (and not being ‘fake,’ ‘phony’ or 
‘shady’), reality programming has produced and circulated the idea that 
the ‘truth’ of who we are is to be found in an innate and immutable set of 
desires, dispositions, talents, values and ambitions located inside each per-
son. According to reality TV, to find the real we must discover, make, 
manifest and live in a way that is faithful to our authentic self. This invest-
ment in authentic selves, the affects and emotions which emanate from 
them, and the relationships in which they become entangled, is the core 
claim to the real made by reality TV. Reality shows do acknowledge that 
they are structured, edited and manufactured media spectacles, but at the 
same time claim that their constructed televisual settings enable the medi-
ation of participants’ ‘real,’ authentic selves, emotions and relationships. 
To be clear, I am definitely not suggesting that reality programmes actu-
ally do offer access points to cast-members’ innate, pre-cultural, ‘real’ 
selves. Rather, reality TV’s most potent and pervasive cultural work has 
been to bring the authentic self into being as a ‘symbolic construct’ 
(Banet-Weiser 2012), a culturally specific way of thinking about and valu-
ing selfhood and identity which has become highly normalised, even 
common- sense, in twenty-first-century Britain and America. The central 
argument of this book is that reality television’s recurrent naturalisation of 
the authentic self has been instrumental to the genre’s impact upon how 
queer sexualities and gender identities have come to be made sense of in 
contemporary Anglo-American popular thought.

sub-FoRms oF RealIty tV
This core claim to the real, that the constructed environments of reality 
texts enable the revelation and consumption of real, authentic selves, plays 
out differently in different forms of reality TV. In this way, one of the aims 
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of this book is to interrogate how the sub-generic specificities of different 
types of reality TV shows have shaped queer representation in different 
ways. In this book I engage with four broad types of reality TV. There are 
intimate strangers formats (a term I borrow from Misha Kavka’s 2012 
monograph on reality television), reality talent shows, makeover shows 
and docusoaps.

During its first decade, from 2000 to the beginning of the second 
decade of the twenty-first century, intimate strangers formats practically 
defined reality TV. Within this sub-form we can place iconic, globally syn-
dicated formats like Big Brother, Survivor and The Real World, little- 
remembered, early formats like The Salon and Back to Reality, and more 
recent programmes like Jersey Shore, Geordie Shore, The Bad Girls Club and 
Love Island. In intimate strangers formats, groups of participants who 
have (usually) never met prior to the show live (and/or sometimes work) 
together in an environment explicitly constructed for the purpose of mak-
ing the show. This location has not necessarily been built from scratch for 
television, but does function as a space saturated in mediation (usually 
24-hour surveillance) and cut off from the ‘outside’ world. Some more 
recent shows, Jersey Shore for example, have muddled the mediated verses 
non-mediated/ordinary binary which traditionally structured intimate 
strangers shows, as casts move between their custom-created living space 
and ‘real world’ settings like nightclubs and bars. What remains, however, 
is the discursive claim that these shows’ constructed, mediated environ-
ments work to bring out and make manifest the authentic selves of 
 participants, an authenticity which is usually coded through outbreaks and 
articulations of affect and emotion by and between cast-members.

Talent shows, as the name suggests, are structured as competitions 
based on some form of talent (as this term is normatively construed). The 
earliest and most famous reality talent formats, Pop Idol, American Idol, 
The X Factor and The Voice, focused upon singing and performing pop 
music, but the sub-genre encompasses talents from baking (The Great 
British Bake Off) to fashion design (Project Runway, The Fashion Fund), 
modelling (America’s Next Top Model, The Face, Make Me a Supermodel) 
to cooking (Masterchef), dancing (Strictly Come Dancing, Dancing With 
the Stars) and broad field of ‘talent’ as in Britain’s Got Talent and America’s 
Got Talent. In these shows, the claim to the real lies in two primary areas. 
Firstly, the participants are represented to be actualising and affirming an 
innate (and thus authentic) talent for singing, baking, modelling or what-
ever the show concerns through their involvement in the show. Secondly, 
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the emotional turbulence resulting from the pressurised context of 
the  mediated competition is mined as spectacles of apparent affective 
authenticity.

In makeover shows, a participant with an apparently deficient corpore-
ality undergoes a physical transformation, aided and enabled by a team of 
experts. As Brenda Weber (2009) has discussed in detail in her monograph 
on makeover television, the claims to the real of the makeover sub-genre 
are located in the apparent existential dynamics of the participant’s trans-
formation. As Weber states, ‘makeovers depict stories of failed or imper-
illed selfhood, the locus of identity stalled or stagnated. In these mediated 
makeover texts, the body stands as the gateway to the self,’ so that, ‘to 
communicate an “authentic” self, one must overwrite and replace the 
“false” signifiers enunciated by the natural body.’ Makeover texts mount a 
discursive collapsing of body and self, where a body that is altered to emit 
signifiers of corporeal ideals is construed as one which has achieved a state 
of authenticity. Clearly, the notion that one’s apparently individual, innate 
authenticity is brought out through one’s closeness to homogenous, cul-
turally constructed perceptions of physical beauty is deeply contradictory. 
Yet, makeover TV has sought to smooth over such discursive ‘illogics’ 
(Weber 2009), in part, through the mobilisation of particular under-
standings of queer life. Most obviously this has been in the form of gay 
male  fashion and beauty ‘experts’ whose expertise has been discursively 
grounded in their own apparent struggles to actualise their authentic 
selves in contexts of heteronormativity and homophobia. I engage with 
these representations in more detail in Chap. 6.

Docusoaps are the most historically recent sub-form of reality TV, 
emerging around 2007 but proliferating from around 2010 onwards. The 
earliest docusoaps were MTV’s Laguna Beach: The Real OC and The Hills 
(and the short-lived attempt at a British version, Living on the Edge). At 
the same time, these shows find pre-cursors in some of the earliest reality 
texts, like Airport Driving School and The Cruise, which crafted soap 
opera-like storylines from the relationships of ordinary people, mostly in 
workplaces, thus melding the visual and thematic tropes of documentary 
with the narrative structure of a soap. These early formats profoundly 
impacted the TV industry by demonstrating audiences’ appetites for con-
suming narratives based around the purportedly ‘real’ everyday lives of 
apparently ‘ordinary’ people. Contemporary docusoaps have developed 
this formula in three primary ways. Firstly, the focus on workplaces has 
shifted to a more directly soap opera influenced focus upon groups of 
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friends, enemies, acquaintances and neighbours, usually within a particular 
urban milieu, as seen in, for example, The Real Housewives or Love and 
Hip—Hop franchises in the USA, and shows like The Only Way is Essex and 
Made in Chelsea in the UK. Secondly, recent docusoaps have incorporated 
textual features from fictional TV drama, such as non-diegetic music, 
glossy title sequences, and more clearly constructive rather than reactive 
editing, so that the shows are openly signifying that they are building a 
narrative rather than reacting to unfolding, ‘real’ events (as in observa-
tional style of early reality shows, which was, of course, no less a textual 
construct). Relatedly, of all reality TV, docusoaps are the most self- reflexive 
about their statuses as constructed texts. These shows deliberately blur the 
boundaries between fiction and factual television, and audiences are 
addressed as literate in how constructed they are. For example, The Only 
Way is Essex begins with an onscreen caveat that ‘some of what you see has 
been constructed for your entertainment’ and in the large number of 
ghost-written cast-member autobiographies, participants have talked 
openly about how events that are framed within the text as, sometimes 
coincidental, meetings between friends are in fact determined, planned 
and semi-scripted by producers.5

At the same time, The Only Way is Essex maintains in its opening caveat 
that ‘these people are all real.’ This invokes a claim to the real in the selves, 
relationships and emotions of participants which are brought into public 
view by this very obviously and openly constructed and mediated context. 
Indeed, whilst, on the whole, the means of production (cameras, crew, 
etc.) are normally not visible in these shows, audiences are not called upon 
to suspend our disbelief in the constructed text in the manner of fictional 
media. Rather, many docusoaps offer audiences apparent access to the real 
in moments where the ‘real,’ signified through affect and emotion, appears 
to exceed the contrivance of the docusoap context, where artifice seem-
ingly cannot contain the real. This happens most obviously in fight 
sequences, where smooth visual styles give way to jolting camerawork, and 
the cast-members move, seemingly unexpectedly, beyond the space of 
action which will keep the production crew concealed. Sparring partici-
pants barge into camera operators, as security guards and producers wear-
ing microphones and headsets ender the frame to calm the participants 
down. The mediated and the real are thus represented to collapse upon 
one another in explosions of apparently authentic affect.

The differences between these four reality sub-genres are, of course, 
not always easy to delineate, and reality shows have always melded and 
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borrowed from different sub-forms. For example, it has been argued that 
The X Factor (which I would describe overall as a talent show) is also a 
makeover show because it narrativises the transformation of participants 
from so-called ordinary people into celebrities (Bratich 2007). Similarly, a 
show like America’s Next Top Model, where a group of aspiring fashion 
models live together whilst competing in various challenges in order to 
win a modelling contract, is both a talent show through its judging of the 
participants’ abilities at modelling, and an intimate strangers show because 
large portions of each episode centre upon the emotional dynamics (fights, 
friendships, relationships) of the would-be models’ cohabiting, thus 
mobilising a joint claim to the real.

an exCeptIon to the Rule? QueeR people, RealIty tV 
and tRansFoRmatIVe possIbIlItIes

In January 2017, following his election on a platform of xenophobic, con-
servative populism, Donald Trump was inaugurated as President of the 
USA.  Two months later, in March 2017, the cable TV channel Logo 
released a 90-second trailer for Fire Island, a new reality shows about a 
group of gay men sharing a summer house in the legendary queer party 
enclave of Fire Island Pines. The trailer offered a mash-up of cast-members 
arguing over dinner tables, engaging in bitchy confessionals, drinking, 
partying and hooking up—highly conventional scenarios for 2010s inti-
mate strangers formats like Jersey Shore and Bad Girls Club, injected with 
the twist of an all-gay male cast. In response to the trailer’s release, the gay 
magazine The Advocate published an opinion piece on its website denounc-
ing the show for ‘Giving this sort of behaviour a national platform where 
it becomes normal’ (Wimberly 2017). The article thus, on one level, reart-
iculated what has become a highly recognisable criticism of reality TV, that 
it has degraded public culture by naturalising the mediated display of 
apparently extreme, and traditionally private, behaviours like sexual inti-
macy, emotional outbreaks, fights, alcohol consumption and so on. In the 
context of a gay cast, however, this well-worn critique took on added con-
notations, as The Advocate’s piece went on to complain:

As a minority group, the actions of a few can unfortunately shape the view 
of the many […] In a time with so many of our rights being challenged daily, 
LGBT people must choose to elevate public perception of us as best as we 
can. We are above this sort of mindless “It doesn’t matter, it’s just a show” 
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dialogue. It does matter. If it didn’t matter, we wouldn’t be in a position 
where a reality TV star is now running the United States of America. 
(Wimberly 2017)

This final sentence reproduced what had become a common discursive 
technique in liberal media reporting of Trump, drawing upon his status as 
a former star of the reality show The Apprentice as semantic shorthand for 
Trump’s apparently crass populism, duplicitous campaign narratives, and 
appeals to base voter sentiments rooted in a conservative, xenophobic 
vision of traditional patriotic values (anti-immigration, anti-LGBTQ, anti- 
women’s rights, anti-welfare, anti-gun control, etc.). As Weber (2014: 
11), writing presciently before Trump’s entry into formal politics, has 
stated, ‘“Reality TV” functions as a synonym for poor taste, questionable 
morals, shallow celebrity, and manipulative storytelling.’ The Advocate’s 
rebuke of Fire Island mobilised a common popular characterisation of 
reality TV as having ruptured the divide between ‘elevated’ political debate 
and apparently crude, private emotional and sexual expression. This dis-
course evoked an irreconcilability between reality television and social or 
political progress for LGBTQ people, particularly at a time when the 
ascent of Trump appeared to threaten the hard-won civil rights gains for 
LGBT people under the Obama administration. For the piece’s author, 
‘bad’ politics was proximate to reality TV, and reality TV meant bad poli-
tics for queer people.

The Advocate was not alone in its public critique of the Fire Island 
trailer. The writer H. Allan Scott, for example, published an ‘open letter to 
gay kids’ on his public Facebook page discussing the show’s trailer and its 
cast, stating:

This isn’t what it’s like to be a gay man. You don’t have to be like them, or 
look like them, or have the same interests as them. Gay media wants you to 
believe this is reality, but it’s not. They’re paid to fool you into thinking this 
is what it’s like to be a gay man. Don’t buy into it. […] A real gay man is a 
man with a mind, an engaged mind, an enlightened mind. So watch this shit 
if you want to, but then go read some James Baldwin.

This post puts forward another two, common criticisms of reality 
TV. Firstly, that it degrades the minds of its audiences, rendering them 
media illiterate, incapable of distinguishing between manufactured, com-
mercial media representations and so-called real life. Secondly, that it 
encourages audiences to value particular undesirable ‘interests’ (drinking, 
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partying, promiscuity) or ways of being (over-emotional, attention- 
seeking, bitchy, judgemental, lazy) over more high-minded pursuits (like 
reading classic queer literature) and the ‘engaged’ and ‘enlightened’ ways 
of thinking about and being in the world which these are perceived to 
induce.6 This is seen as particularly harmful in the context of young, gay 
audiences for whom media representations might form their primary (or 
indeed only) framework for making sense of what it means to occupy a gay 
subject position in the contemporary moment.

Scott’s post is also fixated with the idea of representational fidelity, that 
shows like Fire Island are fundamentally unfaithful to some kind of a priori 
truth of gay life (‘what it’s [really] like to be a gay man’) which is to be 
found outside the parameters of commercial media. In a similar vein, an 
academic acquaintance of mine, a queer media studies scholar from a 
British university, shared a link to the Fire Island trailer on his Facebook 
profile under the words, ‘This is not Fire Island and these people are not 
us.’ Again, an ‘us’ imagined as an authentic reality of queer life is perceived 
to be obscured or elided by this constructed media text. In both these 
posts, this dichotomy between ‘real’ gay lives and the putatively inaccurate 
or false representations of these lives as found in Fire Island attains its 
rhetorical force through the mobilisation of broader hierarchies of cultural 
value attached to media forms. In this rhetorical frame, apparently authen-
tic renditions of queer existence are to be found in high-brow cultural 
works like the (fictional) novels of James Baldwin, while the trash (or 
‘shit’) form of reality TV, even as something like Fire Island stars actual 
gay people who exist and identify as gay beyond their participation in the 
show, is perceived as pushing ‘real’ queerness outside of mainstream culture.

In the context of this book, these strongly worded criticisms of Fire 
Island (garnered from 90 seconds of promotional footage) perform two 
main functions. Firstly, they emphasise how mounting an objective, schol-
arly analysis of queer representation in reality TV involves entering a 
knotty terrain of debate in which the politics of visibility and the politics 
of genre, taste and cultural value are messily, yet inextricably, intertwined. 
The core concern of each of the anti-Fire Island pieces I have outlined 
above is that media visibility for LGBTQ identities is important, even in 
such low-brow fare as reality TV, as it has the power to shape broader 
cultural perceptions of sexual and gender minority populations. On this 
point I agree with the three authors quoted above. For many heterosexual 
and/or cisgender identifying people, it is precisely through media that 
they come to know LGBTQ identities as recognisable and meaningful 
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formations of sexuality and gender. Where I take issue with the vociferous 
denigrations of Fire Island is in the extent to which they rely upon a 
dichotomy between ‘real’ queer people who ‘really exist’ in the ‘real 
world,’ and the apparently false, inaccurate or unrealistic representations 
of these identities offered up by the show. Such discourses of (in)accuracy 
or (un)realistic-ness are problematic from an analytical perspective because 
they slide easily into highly subjective opinions about what a ‘good’ or 
‘positive’ representation of queer life might look like. In contrast, as I 
discuss in more detail later, this book approaches reality TV not as a space 
of distortion or blockage, where ‘real’ queer lives are inaccurately or poorly 
represented, but as a profoundly generative domain, in which particular 
ways of thinking about and understanding sexuality, gender and identity 
are actively crafted and brought into being.

Moreover, if the criticisms of Fire Island distil broader cultural critiques 
of reality TV as a damaging or degenerative force in twenty-first-century 
public life into the specific context of queer representation, this forms just 
one side of the popular debates on queer visibility in reality formats. Whilst 
the Fire Island nay-sayers posit reality TV’s ability to bring behaviours 
formerly seen as private onto the public stage as an unremittingly negative 
force in relation to cultural perceptions of LGBTQ people, other com-
mentators have taken the precise opposite position. Since reality TV’s ear-
liest days, many journalists, broadcasters, activists and queer reality 
participants themselves, have argued that reality television’s claims to rep-
resenting the ‘real’ selves and emotions of cast-members can possess a 
‘humanising’ potential, enabling queer people to become visible through 
a transcendental audio-visual lexicon of authenticity, intimacy, humanity 
and truth in ways less accessible to other forms of representation.

This line of thought again distils, albeit in the opposite direction, 
broader cultural perceptions of reality TV as an inherently democratic 
media form, one which, through its focus on the emotional contours of 
everyday life, has expanded the range of identities, voices and concerns 
articulable within the mainstream media to encompass formerly ‘private’ 
issues around sexuality, gender and the family, and those occupying mar-
ginal subject positions like women, people of colour and, crucially for the 
focus of this book, sex and gender minorities. As the academic Ib 
Bondebjerg wrote of the first wave of reality TV in the 1990s, ‘What is 
taking place here is an updating of a paternalistic public service discourse 
to include a more democratic selection of topics and voices outside the 
traditionally defined area of public interest’ (1996: 44).
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For example, channelling this broader perspective into the context of 
queer representation, discussing the victory of transgender (or ‘transsex-
ual,’ to use the terminology of the time) cast-member Nadia Almada in 
UK Big Brother in 2004, the activist Christine Burns stated:

The positive response to Nadia is a sign of growing public understanding of 
transsexuality  – but it has only happened because viewers have had an 
unprecedented opportunity to get to know her as a person rather than a 
label […] She is treating the diary room as a place she goes to empty out her 
heart, which enables people to see in a way they might not have seen before, 
that transsexual people get hurt and cry about it. (Quoted in Edge 2004)

Burns was referring here to the numerous moments in which Nadia 
recounted her day-to-day struggles of life as a transgender woman within 
the sealed, confessional space of the Big Brother diary room. Nadia articu-
lated feeling perpetually haunted by the spectre of her ‘past,’ her sadness 
at her inability to find a partner accepting of her transgender identity, and 
the mixed feelings of physical pain and emotional euphoria following her 
gender conformation surgery (‘It was the happiest day of my life, but I was 
in so much pain’). Burns suggested that it was Nadia’s representation 
through the conventions of reality TV, her intimate, personal and emo-
tional confessionals, rather than any attempt by the series to ‘label’ her as 
a metonym for ‘transsexual people’ (in the manner of a traditional docu-
mentary), which worked to override the apparent difference signified by 
her transgender identity, and to expose a common humanity between 
Nadia and the assumed heteronormative viewers. As the journalist Julie 
Burchill also argued, Nadia’s narrative had resonated with audiences, 
‘because we recognise that nothing human is alien to us’ (2005).

Over a decade later, in 2015, the US reality show I Am Jazz, a docu-
soap about a transgender teenager named Jazz Jennings and her family, 
was received in a very similar way. The series was described by one journal-
ist as ‘a Trojan horse in Florida-casual, riding into the living rooms of 
people who might not know or care much about transgender issues’ 
(Shapiro 2015). Much like Nadia and Big Brother, I Am Jazz’s exploration 
of transgender identity through the personalised context of Jazz’s home 
and family life was perceived to hold particular power to speak to viewers 
unacquainted with transgender issues and transgender lives. Again, the 
making public of the domestic and the private which in part defines reality 
TV was seen to have spun Jennings’ life-story through a universal textual 
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fabric of family, authenticity and overcoming adversity. As the president of 
TLC, Marjorie Kaplan stated, ‘What our audience comes for are families 
that they can identify with, and Jazz’s family fits that universe in a very 
comfortable way’ (quoted in Shapiro 2015).

This book sits somewhere in the middle of these opposing critical posi-
tions. I do not celebrate queer visibility on reality TV uncritically as signi-
fiers of a kind of progress narrative towards greater public acceptance and 
understanding of sex and gender minorities. At the same time, however, I 
do not discount the very real implications of reality televisual representa-
tions of queer identities in consolidating and circulating a discursive con-
text in which queer people are afforded a greater spectrum of ways to 
forge a queer subjectivity within a heteronormative world. Thus, rather 
than wading into circuitous and subjective discussions of positive and neg-
ative, accurate and inaccurate representations, I take seriously what reality 
TV has done in producing particular ways of thinking about sex and gen-
der normativity and difference in the twenty-first century, interrogating 
why certain understandings of queer life, rather than others, have become 
normalised in this generic context.

Indeed, returning to the quote from Kaplan above, the network’s desire 
to render Jennings a ‘comfortable’ object of consumption for cisgender 
(non-transgender) viewers raises important questions about the extent to 
which reality TV’s treatments of queer identities have been ultimately con-
tingent upon the commercial imperatives of the form. Whatever the claims 
to progressiveness and social justice made by programme makers, queer 
reality cast-members also function to generate ratings and financial revenue 
for networks and producers. Jazz Jennings has described her own motiva-
tion to participate in I Am Jazz as a drive to ‘help audiences understand 
that being transgender is about discovering who you are [and] living your 
life authentically’ (quoted in Villareal 2015). At the same time, Jennings’ 
apparent desire to use reality TV to manifest her authenticity converges strik-
ingly with broader generic tropes and audience pleasures of reality televi-
sion. As outlined previously, reality TV is deeply invested in the concept of 
authenticity. John Corner (2002) has used the term ‘selving’ to describe 
‘the central process whereby “true selves” are seen to emerge (and develop)’ 
through participants’ mediations in reality formats. This claimed represen-
tation of ‘authentic’ selves is perhaps the central generic pleasure of reality 
TV, irrespective of a cast-member’s sexuality or gender identity. Certain 
narratives of queer life, like Jennings’ articulation of her transgender iden-
tity as the emanation of her ‘authentic’ self, appear to slot into this mould 
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completely. This conceptual convergence between normative scripts of 
transgender identity and reality TV’s broader currency of ‘authentic’ sub-
jectivities, prompts a questioning of how far some of the most potent cul-
tural work of reality TV has been to produce and circulate ways of 
understanding queer identities which are shaped by the commercial tropes 
and audience pleasures of reality formats.

In pursuing these kinds of questions, this book seeks to move beyond 
the conceptual approach which has tended to structure academic studies of 
queer media visibility in recent years. This perspective is exemplified by 
Robert Bateman (2005: 9) when he asserts that, ‘One must always ask: 
what is being represented, and does this representation challenge the norms 
and preoccupations of heteronormative society or simply reaffirm them?’ 
This kind of statement reduces the complex contours of queer media visi-
bility to binary of heteronormative (representations which reproduce the 
defaultness of heterosexuality) or queer (those which challenge heteronor-
mativity in some way). Whilst this book is concerned with the relationships 
between reality TV, its representations of queer people, and heteronorma-
tivity, I do not seek simply to assess what these representations are like 
(heteronormative or queer), but to interrogate the more complex question 
of what these representations do. I engage with the cultural and commer-
cial work of reality TV’s representations of LGBTQ identities, not only in 
terms of their impact upon how non-heterosexual and gender non-norma-
tive identities have come to be categorised and understood in the twenty-
first century (as in Chaps. 3 and 4), but in terms of how a particular queer 
worldview has been integral to reality TV’s consolidation of a new mode of 
‘mass’ address for post-millennial television. In this reimagining of TV’s 
address to audiences, the traditional broadcast conceptualisation of viewers 
as each forming a constituent part of a heterosexual, nuclear family (male 
breadwinner, female housewife, children), is displaced by an envisioning of 
the audience as a heterogeneous mass, occupying many different vectors of 
identity. Rather than an assumption of heterosexuality, reality TV seeks to 
unite these viewers through a discursive investment in the ideal of compul-
sory authenticity, that, rather than being heterosexual, everyone should be 
true to their apparently authentic self, whatever sexual or gendered 
form this may take. I discuss this further in Chaps. 2 and 3. I also explore 
how channels and  individual reality TV formats have utilised particular 
kinds of queer representation in the (re)forging of their brand identities. 
Further, I interrogate how queerness has been consolidated within the 
popular imaginary as proximate to other kinds of values or ideals: 
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 authenticity, living your truth, bringing the self into being through the 
fashioning of the body and spectacular, passionate labour. Crucially, these 
ideals possess no small amount of commercial and cultural currency across 
contemporary media markets (Chap. 6).

ConCeptual appRoaCh

Foundational to this book’s analysis is the idea that ways in which we have 
come to think about, categorise and understand sexuality and gender in 
the twenty-first century are culturally specific and culturally constructed. 
A long trajectory of theory and research has explored how sex and gender 
norms (ideas about what constitutes a ‘normal’ sexuality or gender  identity, 
as well as what does not) are cultural products that take shape and become 
normalised through representation. This representation occurs in lan-
guage and everyday interactions (e.g., when a young woman is asked if she 
has a boyfriend this line reproduces heterosexuality as the default, assumed 
norm of sexuality), but also, crucially, through media such as television. 
Amy Villarejo (2014) has described TV a ‘technology of sexual becom-
ing,’ whilst Lynne Joyrich has similarly argued that our knowledge of 
sexuality is, in large part, a product of ‘the epistemology of the console,’ 
claiming that, ‘we, as subjects, come to know sexuality through television’ 
(2009: 20–21).

Joyrich’s ‘epistemology of the console’ refers to Eve Sedgwick’s The 
Epistemology of the Closet (1990) and, implicitly, to other influential works 
of (what has come to be called) queer theory, such as Judith Butler’s 
Gender Trouble (1990). Butler famously argued that gender and sexuality 
have no innate or essential reality but are produced through the ‘perfor-
mative effects of language and signification.’ In this theoretical framework, 
gender and sexuality are concepts made real when individuals identify with 
them and conduct themselves accordingly: for example, moving, speaking, 
dressing and so on, in particular, gender-coded ways. Butler encapsulated 
this process with the term performativity, maintaining that performativity 
was compelled, enabled, regulated and constrained by discourses about 
gender, sexuality and identity which circulate through the social realm 
(Butler 1999 [1990]: 185). This is not to imply that gender and sexuality 
are performed in the theatrical sense: we do not choose to be male or 
female, gay or straight, as if donning a costume or a mask. Rather, we 
perceive ourselves as belonging to these identity categories, and come to 
understand the (explicit or implicit) conditions of this belonging, because 
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these are presented to us, repeatedly and pervasively yet often without us 
even being aware of it, as normative, recognisable and legitimate forms of 
personhood.

Central to this theoretical approach are two concepts that I will briefly 
outline and address: discourse and power. Discourses are ‘highly regulated 
sets of statements which delimit a field [sexuality and gender, for example] 
and constitute objects for us’ (Palmer 2003: 4), objects which ‘have a 
profound influence on the ways that individuals think and act’ (Mills 
1997: 62). These discursive ‘objects’ include the categories of LGBTQ 
and the very notion of LGBTQ identities. Media representations produce 
and are composed of clusters of discourses. At the same time, sexual desire, 
the feelings of being sexually attracted to particular people or bodies, 
should not be thought of as totally and completely products of, and reduc-
ible to, discourse. The relationship between the affective messiness of 
sexual desire and cultural norms of sexual expression is, to be sure, incred-
ibly complex and there is little space to delve into these debates adequately 
here. For the purpose of this book, however, I approach the identities 
collated under the LGBTQ acronym as what the philosopher Guy 
Hocquenghem, writing in the 1970s about the category of the ‘homo-
sexual,’ called ‘frozen frame[s] in an unbroken and polyvocal flux […] 
abstract division[s] of desire’ (1993 [1972]: 50–51). When we identify as 
a lesbian or a gay man, for example, we are capturing the ‘multiple forms’ 
(ibid.: 50) of sexual desire, its affects, feelings, intensities and drives, 
within a culturally constructed interpretive framework which is brought 
into intelligibility through discourses and representations.

Power refers to the ways in which discourses, such as those encountered 
through media representations, are rarely neutral phenomena, and often 
work to privilege certain identities or ways of being over others. An impor-
tant exercise of power engaged with in this book is heteronormativity, the 
cultural expectation that (almost) everyone is heterosexual, and that all 
people are to be assumed heterosexual unless they signal otherwise (e.g., 
by coming out as lesbian, gay or bisexual, or adopting a recognisably ‘gay’ 
appearance). This assumption of heterosexuality is embedded within the 
fabric of day-to-day life on a range of social, cultural and political levels. 
Outside of academia it is rarely comprehended as a culturally constructed 
relationship of power which works to privilege straight-identified/identi-
fying people over those with non-heterosexual identities. Rather, power 
operates in this context by consolidating heteronormativity, the idea that 
basically everyone is straight, as the norm, as common-sense, as seemingly 
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just the way things are. As Lois McNay, drawing upon the work of the 
philosopher Michel Foucault, has explained, power works ‘not through 
overt repression by through a set of standards and values associated with 
normality’ (2005: 95).

Yet, whilst discourses often reaffirm dominant power structures, like 
heteronormativity, they also have the capacity to challenge them and pro-
duce alternative ways of thinking about sexuality, gender and the world at 
large. This is because, as Foucault influentially theorised, in modern soci-
eties power is ‘productive’ rather than ‘repressive’:

What makes power hold good, what makes it accepted, is simply the fact 
that it doesn’t only weigh on us as a force that says no, but that it traverses 
and produces things, it induces pleasure, forms of knowledge, produces dis-
course. It needs to be considered as a productive network which runs 
through the whole social body. (1980: 119)

Rather than repressing or seeking to control any kind of essential, pre- 
existent sexuality, discourses provide us with the material with which we 
are able to think about sex and gender and to articulate ourselves as sexed 
and gendered beings. Discourses therefore endow us with agency to use 
and reproduce discourses in our own ways, ways which might question, 
challenge or run counter to dominant frameworks of meaning. Media rep-
resentations, as clusters of discourses, can therefore be highly contradic-
tory, offering multiple envisionings of the same topic, none of which are 
more ontologically ‘true’ than any other. As demonstrated at numerous 
points throughout this book, reality TV is particularly emblematic of the 
ambivalence of discourse and the possibilities for resistance it enables, as 
reality TV shows have often attained commercial appeal through the con-
flicts, arguments and emotional outbursts produced through the collision 
of different ideas about sexual normalcy and difference.

the medIa, sexualIty and RealIty

Media representations are crucial in defining who and how we can be in 
sexed and gendered terms. Media offer us subject positions, particular dis-
cursive formations of sexuality and gender (e.g., ‘gay man,’ ‘transgender 
woman’) which are assembled in and through media texts, and which 
‘help us make sense of experience’ and enable us to ‘construct [oneself] as 
an individual with particular capacities and possibilities for action’ (Palmer 
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2003: 4). As such, to draw any kind of division between media and ‘real 
life’ would be artificial. Media are deeply imbued in the ways in which 
social life, in its cultural, political and interpersonal dimensions, is under-
stood and takes shape. Media representations of queer people therefore 
both impact upon the ways in which heterosexual and cisgender identify-
ing viewers come to think about sexual difference, and provide discursive 
resources for queer people in the formation of their own subjectivities and 
senses of self. As Richard Dyer (1993: 1) has stated, ‘how social groups are 
treated in cultural representations is part and parcel of how they are treated 
in life […] poverty, harassment, self-hate and discrimination are [all] 
shored up and instituted by representation.’

Crucially, and in opposition to the critiques of Logo’s Fire Island dis-
cussed above, television (or any form of media) does not simply ‘reflect’ or 
‘distort’ a social reality which already exists, a priori, outside the parame-
ters of media texts. Rather, as Nick Couldry has argued in relation to 
television:

The public world to which broadcasting connects us is not a pre-existing 
entity whose boundaries are consensually established, independently of what 
the media does. On the contrary, the public world’s boundaries are the sub-
ject of continual definitional conflict in which the media play a central role. 
(Couldry 2000: 11)

What this means in relation to televisual depictions of LGBTQ people 
is that LGBTQ identities do not pre-exist discourse but are actively 
brought into being through discourses and representations. Rather than 
being either made visible (in accurate or inaccurate ways) or kept invisible 
by media representations or lack thereof, representations of gay men or 
transgender women, for example, are constitutive of these very identities; 
these representations produce the categories of ‘gay man,’ ‘transgender 
woman’ and their associated meanings, as culturally intelligible ways of 
categorising, making sense of sex and gender, and bringing oneself into 
being as a sexed and gendered subject.

As such, as I have stated, this book is firmly opposed to the notion that 
there is some ‘truth’ of queer life which is either made public or obscured 
by televisual representations. Beyond the kinds of popular diatribes that 
we encountered earlier in relation to Fire Island, this idea has also seeped 
into academic studies of queer visibility in TV. For example, in her often- 
cited book on gay and lesbian visibility in popular culture at the turn of the 
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millennium, Suzanna Danuta Walters repeatedly refers to a ‘we’ who are 
now ‘more widely seen’ but not necessarily ‘more widely known.’ She 
stated of late 1990s media culture, ‘Who is pointing the spotlight and who 
is being consigned to the shadows? What nuances of color, gesture, voice 
are obscured by the glare of the media?’ (2001: 26). Similarly, in a recent 
monograph on queer representation in American television and film, 
Melanie Kohnen (2015: 2) writes that in representing certain kinds of 
queerness, media are engaged in ‘filtering processes that screen out other 
possibilities from view.’

In both of these approaches, media are configured as distributing iden-
tities rather than producing them, and thus queer identities are 
 (intentionally or not) conceptualised as ontological realities which already 
exist before, outside or beyond media, and which are then either made 
visible (in partial, simplified or inaccurate ways) or kept invisible by media 
representations. In contrast, I would argue that such conceptualisations of 
television as a platform, screen, filter or spotlight (as implied by Walters’ 
‘glare’) drastically downplay television’s role as a mode of production. In 
reality television formats, combinations of real people (in the sense that 
they do exist, have lives, identities, emotions and so on, before and beyond 
their participation in the show), constructed televisual environments, 
where semi-structured and sometimes semi-scripted interactions take 
place, and the editing of these interactions into consumable narrative arcs, 
form an unstable matrix which brings into being both a reality TV text 
which is circulated and consumed by audiences, and ideas about sexuality, 
gender and the self which are embedded within this cultural product. In 
this process, reality television itself—its generic conventions, thematic 
norms and network contexts—functions as the discursive matter which 
brings LGBTQ identities into being through representations. These tele-
visual factors form the conditions of possibility for these very identities.

The central argument of this book is that, as one of the most consistent 
and wide-reaching spaces of queer visibility in the twenty-first-century 
Anglo-American media, reality television has been instrumental in produc-
ing and delineating a series of normative ideas about what it means to 
occupy a lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender subject position in the con-
temporary moment. Of course, the aims of reality television producers are, 
by and large, to create programming which generates audience ratings and 
advertising revenue, and, as such, the discursive configurations of queer 
personhood offered up by reality TV have, in some senses, recurred 
because they cohere with the generic conventions and audience pleasures 
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of reality TV. At the same time, as many researchers have noted, reality 
television has crystallised many broader structures feeling in contemporary 
cultural life around, for example, selfhood and identity, celebrity and suc-
cess and the shifting boundaries between public and private. Therefore, I 
explore how, as an unintended cultural by-product, reality TV has enabled 
certain understandings of queer life to take hold within the cultural imagi-
nary by rendering these identities intelligible through the optic of the 
broader norms and ideals of personhood, behaviour and acceptability 
bound to reality TV. Reality TV therefore offers a unique vantage point 
for assessing why certain models of queer life been conferred a degree of 
relative acceptance in contemporary popular culture, whilst others, those 
which might challenge particular normative logics of sexuality, gender and 
the self, remain beyond the peripheries of mainstream public discourse. 
These less normative subject positions are not screened out of mainstream 
media, mainstream media does not produce them.

paRameteRs oF the study

In terms of the specific reality shows I draw upon to undertake my analy-
sis, my aim is not an exercise in canonisation, holding up specific reality 
texts or participants as ‘classic’ or especially important or significant 
moments of queer visibility on television in and of themselves. Helen 
Wheatley has described the ‘relative stagnation of the canon of television 
studies,’ stating that, ‘While television’s textual history is vast… “televi-
sion”, as it is constituted in the academy, is relatively tiny, represented by 
a small number of texts to which scholars of television return time and 
again’ (2006: 1). In the interdisciplinary field of queer television studies 
this has certainly been the case. Analysis of queer representation on TV has 
largely orbited around small repertoire of particularly well-known, and 
almost exclusively fictional, shows: Queer as Folk,7 Will & Grace8 and The 
L Word.9 The only reality text which has received any sustained academic 
attention is the North American incarnation of Queer Eye for the Straight 
Guy, which has been the subject of a large number of studies.10 Taking 
into account Queer Eye’s all-gay central cast (then unprecedented in fac-
tual programming), its provocative use of the word ‘queer’ in its title, and 
its mobilisation of highly stereotypical ideas of gay sexuality grounded in 
femininity, fashion and consumption, it is not difficult to see why scholars 
of queer media have been so drawn to this format as a site of analysis 
and critique.
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In contrast, I would argue that the significance of most reality TV 
shows as objects of analytic scrutiny lie in many ways in their lack of excep-
tionality. Reality TV is important precisely because of its pervasiveness and 
everyday character; its narrative focus upon the emotional, the personal 
and the ‘ordinary,’ and the fleeting ephemerality of many of its 
 representations, which nonetheless crowd the televisual landscape in an 
unstable, dynamic, and constantly mutating, ever-present mass of contin-
gent texts. Unlike the small canon of fiction programmes which have 
largely preoccupied queer television studies thus far, most reality TV texts 
do not ‘stick around’ in the cultural domain much beyond their broadcast 
life. Episodes and seasons are mostly encountered through temporalities 
of here-today- gone-tomorrow (whether these are consumed through 
broadcast (or narrowcast) television or online streaming), simply the most 
recent products of the relentless output of the reality TV industry and the 
ever-more crowded and dispersed marketplace of digital television. As 
such, reality programmes arguably leave little cultural imprint at the level 
of individual episodes and individual seasons, but are nonetheless deeply 
significant, both commercially and culturally, on a collective basis.

In order to try and capture this pervasive dynamism of the reality TV 
field, its simultaneous ephemerality and constancy, my analysis collates a 
large number of texts and representations which have come together, 
across the landscape of Anglo-American reality TV, to form clusters of 
pixels comprising larger pictures of LGBT identity within the mainstream 
cultural imaginary. These representational pixels have congealed to make 
manifest a series of overarching trends in reality TV’s representations of 
LGBT people.

As this book’s analysis evidences, these recurring narratives have been 
reproduced and rearticulated through multiple representations, emerging 
from many different reality formats, and across a time-span of almost two 
decades. This inter-textuality demonstrates the consistent and wide- 
reaching role that reality TV has played in the production, circulation, 
negotiation and contestation of the meanings of queer identities within 
the pop-cultural domain, across the first and second decades of the twenty- 
first century. Yet, drawing upon my discussion of power, discourse and 
representation above, I follow Foucault in conceptualising power as ‘a 
productive network which runs through the whole of the social body’ 
(1980: 119), and which becomes manifest in ‘diverse forms, of immense 
diffusion and consumption’ (ibid.: 131). In this way, discourses reproduce 
(and contest) power relations not in grand, transcendental power strug-
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gles, but at what Foucault called ‘infinitesimal points.’ As such, in inter-
rogating how reality TV has brought queer subject positions into being, 
alongside broader discussion of reality TV trends, much of my analysis 
here comprises close attention to specific moments and sequences in par-
ticular episodes of different reality TV shows. Discourses (on sexuality, 
gender or anything else) are not amorphous, overarching things, but are 
produced through very specific, localised textual productions, which feed 
into larger frameworks of knowledge. The infinitesimal points of queer 
representation I analyse here comprise not only the appearances of queer 
people in reality shows themselves, but the representation and discussion 
of queer reality participants in other forms of media, like magazines, news-
papers and blog posts. Viewers do not encounter queer reality stars sealed 
within the shows themselves, but within an inherently inter-textual media 
landscape in which numerous different media sites come together to form, 
at times ambivalent and contradictory, representations of these figures.

My transatlantic focus serves to emphasise how the global language of 
reality TV has instrumentally shaped the ways in which reality shows in 
Britain and the USA have made queer people visible. By this I mean that 
a large number of reality formats (indeed the majority) are not confined to 
one national territory, but circulate within a global media marketplace 
where broadcasters based in different countries, or spanning a group of 
countries, purchase the rights to produce their own ‘version’ of a reality 
TV show, based on an established format. The generic form of reality TV 
has permeated the television landscape on a global scale. At the same time, 
the ways in which such global formats play out at a national level are also 
inextricably shaped by the specific national (or multinational) contexts in 
which the shows are produced and consumed, and this is particularly 
important in relation to queer representation. The social, cultural and 
political situation for queer people in the USA and the UK, my joint 
national focus, are in some ways quite different.

In the UK, homophobia and other forms of anti-queer animus (at least 
in their most overt manifestations) have, by the 2010s, come largely to be 
considered as marginal viewpoints: backwards, anachronistic and out-
dated. In contrast, in the USA, anti-LGBT right-wing and religious fac-
tions have continued to occupy a vociferous and influential position in 
social and political life. Legal rights for LGBT people in the USA are also 
far less evenly dispersed, when compared to the whole-nation applicability 
of UK law. The fact that much legislative reform in the USA takes place at 
state, rather than national, level has produced differential allocation of 
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rights for sexual minorities between more liberal states (particularly those 
on the metropolitan coasts) and those with more conservative administra-
tions. Importantly, however, the television industry is predominantly 
located on the liberal West Coast (with Los Angeles a particularly central 
location for reality TV production), a context which could be seen to have 
impacted upon the representations of sexuality which reality programming 
has offered. As I stated previously, the claims to ‘reality’ made by reality 
TV texts are highly continent upon reality formats’ simultaneous self- 
consciousness of their own artificiality. This acknowledged artificiality—
reality TV as not a representation of ‘real life’ but a mode of production 
which takes place within particular constructed settings (sets like the Big 
Brother house or The Real World apartment) and geographical locations 
(most often liberal media centres like LA or London)—is claimed to 
enable articulations of real selves and emotions. As Nick Couldry (2004) 
has argued in relation to Big Brother, reality TV has recurrently evoked an 
explicit divide between the ‘media’ world which it represents, and the 
‘ordinary’ world ‘outside.’ As I explore throughout the following chap-
ters, this media/ordinary divide has been a central optic through which 
the identities of queer participants have been represented. Reality TV has 
been constructed as a validating, authenticating or even utopic space for 
queer self-expression, precisely because it is separate from the ‘real’ world. 
At the same time, this apparent validation has been unequally accessible to 
all permutations of queer identity.

With regard to my focus on queer representation, I do not mean to 
conflate gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and other sex/gender non- 
conforming identities under the homogenous labels of queer or 
LGBTQ. Nor do I wish to disavow the highly divergent experiences of 
oppression and marginalisation for different queer people, particularly as 
sexuality and gender intersect with other vectors such as race and class. 
That said, all queer identities occupy an ultimately shared position in rela-
tion to heteronormativity. The logic of heteronormativity is reliant upon 
a binary conception of gender in which everyone is gendered unproblem-
atically as male or female, and where sexual desire flows from men to 
women, and women to men. Thus, gay/bi and transgender lives are char-
acterised by experiences of what Alan Sinfeld (2000: 162) called ‘gender 
disaffection,’ the feeling that the behavioural and sexual expectations 
attached to one’s assigned gender do not correspond to one’s intuited 
desires and sense of self, albeit in different ways. I therefore employ the 
term queer to describe ‘whatever is at odds with the normal, the  legitimate, 
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the dominant,’ namely, the heteronormative (Halperin 1995: 62).11 For 
sematic variation, I use ‘LGBTQ’ and ‘sexual minorities’ interchangeably 
with queer.

In terms of the book’s structure, Chap. 2 traces the inter-generic history 
out of which twenty-first-century reality TV’s representations of queer 
identities have emerged. I discuss early television documentaries on the 
subject of ‘homosexuality,’ reality pre-cursors An American Family and The 
Family, tabloid talk shows, the alternative vision of public service broad-
casting (PSB) propagated by Channel 4 in the UK, and the broader context 
of the so-called gay 90s, as parts of the heritage of the more contemporary 
representations with which this book is concerned. In so doing, I argue 
that reality TV questions common accounts of queer TV history through 
its forging of an expanded audience address and discursive worldview in 
which default conceptualisations of the TV audience as heteronormative 
have been displaced by more sexually variable construction of the ideal of 
authenticity as the common denominator apparently linking the different 
members of the television audience in the twenty-first century. Chapter 3 
expands upon the cultural work of the discourse of compulsory authenticity 
in relation to queer representation. I argue that the ways in which reality 
shows have layered different vectors of intimacy and enunciations of self-
hood have spoken to the experiences of being queer in the heteronormative 
world. In this representational framework, being queer has become con-
strued as a mode of being authentic, opening up, through the discourse of 
compulsory authenticity, spaces within mainstream cultural texts for the 
generation and normalisation of particular ways of being queer.

Chapter 4 hones in on reality TV’s normalisation of very specific ways 
of understanding, forging and articulating identities beyond the hetero-
normative. Most prominently, these have included conceptions of gay and 
lesbian identities as innate ‘truths’ of selfhood, and the notion that trans-
gender identities constitute authentic gendered cores ‘trapped’ within the 
‘wrong bodies.’ Through studies of intimate strangers, docusoap and 
celebrity-centric formats, I argue that the discursive conventions of reality 
TV, and their broader affinities with the twenty-first-century zeitgeist of 
authenticity, have functioned as sense-making frameworks for these nor-
mative models of queer life. In this context, Chap. 4 also explores how 
reality television has operated as a disciplinary area, in which forms of 
queerness that do not align with these essentialist scripts have been ren-
dered undesirable and incoherent within the popular imaginary, as directly 
contra to the mandate to compulsory authenticity.
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Chapter 5 engages specifically with the sub-genre of reality pop pro-
gramming, particularly Pop Idol, American Idol and The X Factor. As I 
argue, this is because reality pop has been, and remains, an outlier in the 
context of queer representation in reality TV. Rather than displacing het-
eronormativity with compulsory authenticity, the shows within this sub- 
genre have instated a resurgent heteronormativity, manifested through a 
traditional ‘family’ address and ambivalent representations of queer par-
ticipants, in the face of its displacement across the rest of the reality TV 
landscape.

Chapter 6 discusses the reality televisual themes of labour and self- 
branding in relation to queer representation. I argue that reality TV has 
animated histories of queer subject formation within contexts of margin-
alisation, and reconfigured these for the conjoined contemporary socio- 
political contexts of neoliberalism and heteronormativity. Through studies 
of RuPaul’s Drag Race, makeover shows and more recent docusoaps, I 
argue that these shows have idealised queer people who can seemingly ‘get 
over’ their experiences of marginalisation and mould their identities into 
neoliberal self-brands predicated upon the apparent dividends of being 
authentic in the face of marginalisation.

notes

1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_reality_television_programs_ 
with_LGBT_cast_members

2. https://www.glaad.org/mediaawards/selection
3. http://www.newnownext.com/the-50-most-memorable-lgbt-reality-tv- 

stars-of-all-time/06/2015/
http://www.etonline.com/tv/190508_13_lgbt_reality_series_that_ 

changed_queer_life/
https://www.advocate.com/television/2017/6/30/25-reality-shows- 

made-lgbt-history#slide-0
https://www.advocate.com/television/2018/1/30/42-lgbt-people- 

who-made-reality-tv-history
4. For expanded discussions of the ‘birth’ of reality TV see Kilborn (2003), 

Holmes and Jermyn (2004) and Kavka (2012).
5. For an expanded discussion of the relationship between early and contem-

porary docusoaps see Biressi and Nunn (2014).
6. This characterisation is also at odds with audience research on reality TV 

audiences, which has shown viewers to be very aware of mediation tech-
niques used in the construction of reality texts (cf. Jones 2003; Hill 2004; 
Skeggs and Wood 2012).
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7. See, for example, Arthurs (2004) and Davis (2007).
8. See, for example, Battles and Hilton-Morrow (2002).
9. See, for example, Akass and McCabe (2006) and Heller (2013).

10. See, for example, early collections of essays published in the journals 
Feminist Media Studies (Volume 4, Number 2: 2004) and GLQ: A Journal 
of Lesbian and Gay Studies (Volume 11, Number 1: 2005).

11. I must also acknowledge, however, that some queer studies scholars have 
used the term ‘queer’ to refer to forms of life which escape categorisation 
within legible taxonomies of sexuality and gender altogether. As such, for 
some, the LGBT spectrum, as a culturally constructed system of identity 
classification, and the concept of queerness exist in opposition to one 
another. Paradigmatic of this critical position is Lee Edelman’s (2004: 17) 
contention that ‘Queerness can never define an identity, it can only 
 disturb one.’
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CHAPTER 2

‘Real’ Queers on Television: 
From Heteronormativity to Compulsory 

Authenticity

In April 2016, the news website The Huffington Post published an article 
entitled ‘How Big Brother Brought Queer Culture to the Nation’s Living 
Rooms.’ The piece formed part of the site’s ‘Loud and Proud’ series, a 
collection of articles ‘celebrating how LGBT culture has influenced and, 
in turn, been embraced by all fields of entertainment.’ In the article, the 
journalist Daniel Welsh detailed a history of well-remembered, queer con-
testants from Big Brother UK, from Brian Dowling, the gay winner of the 
2001 series, through Nadia Almada, the transgender winner in 2004, 
Kemal Shahin, who entered the 2005 series in a drag rendition of an 
‘Indian bride.’ The article culminated in an interview with Luke Anderson, 
the transgender male winner of the show in 2012. Welsh argued that these 
representations had been crucial to the ways in which mainstream audi-
ences had come to understand sexual minority identities in twenty-first- 
century Britain. The piece’s title evoked a perceived historical tension 
between queerness and living rooms (the British word for the front room, 
where the television set would conventionally be found), mobilising a 
train of associations linking television, domesticity and sex and gender 
normativity. In this framework, TV figures as a means through which ideas 
about what constitutes a ‘normal’ sexuality or gender identity are solidi-
fied, but also as space in which these norms can be contested, altered or 
augmented. Big Brother, in its inclusion of queer people, is put forth as 
operating in the latter form.
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In television, media and cultural studies, television, through its tradi-
tional location in the domestic realm, as a technology which distributes 
texts to large numbers of viewers who are each atomised within their own 
domestic unit, has been conceptualised as playing a central role in discur-
sively assembling and binding national publics, publics defined through 
the apparent commonality of sex and gender norms. TV viewers are not 
co-present in space (or even always in time in the contemporary context of 
on-demand viewing). They are, however, co-addressees of a discursive for-
mation which seeks to artificially produce the sense of an ideological con-
sensus, a unity grounded in particular values, ideas and norms.

In this chapter, I explore the role of reality TV, particularly in relation 
to its representations of queer identities, in shaping, unstitching and 
refashioning the norms which are perceived to bind the television audi-
ence. Broadly, this chapter argues that reality TV has offered a new way of 
imagining the broadcast TV audience (a concept which, in reality TV’s 
lifetime, has been perpetually under threat) away from an assumption of 
heteronormativity and towards an alternative envisioning of a commonal-
ity of authenticity. In order to explore how reality TV has done this it is 
necessary to engage with some of the history of queer visibility on Anglo- 
American television, specifically in genres which have claimed to represent 
‘real’ queer people. This historical visibility was, by and large, shaped by 
broader imaginings of the TV audience in heteronormative terms. At the 
same time, twenty-first-century reality TV’s own mode for representing 
non-heterosexual lives finds roots in the specific ways in which factual tele-
vision has historically brought non-heterosexual lives into public intelligi-
bility. Indeed, as I explore, the televisual genealogy of reality TV’s 
imagining of the audience in some ways offers an alternative narrative for 
how queer representation on television has developed than the narratives 
which have been naturalised in both popular and academic accounts of 
queer TV history thus far.

Queer TV HisTory: DominanT accounTs

This history of queer people on British and American television, as it has 
been told in both popular and academic accounts, has tended to go some-
thing like this: before the 1980s, non-heterosexual identities were either 
invisible on television, or else were represented through crude and offen-
sive stereotypes, as ‘deviant, tragic, predatory and/or comic figures’ (Jones 
2002: 109). According to most accounts, whilst queer visibility expanded 
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in the 1980s, it was the 1990s which saw an explosion of gay and lesbian 
representation across mainstream popular culture. This shift has been dis-
cussed as evidencing not only a quantitative increase in gay and lesbian 
representation, but also a qualitative shift towards a more sympathetic and 
seeming gay-affirmative discursive register in media depictions of gay and 
lesbian lives.

Some of the most widely remembered, discussed and analysed moments 
of what is often referred to as the ‘gay 90s’ were televisual, particularly the 
simultaneous coming outs of the lesbian comedian Ellen DeGeneres and 
the character she played in the ABC sitcom Ellen, Ellen Morgan, in 1997.1 
Researchers have argued, however, that these kinds of representations 
were produced explicitly for the consumption of heterosexual-assumed 
audiences. For example, whilst ‘coming out’ episodes became common-
place in 1990s TV sitcoms, the person who actually came out as lesbian or 
gay tended to be a peripheral, one-off character introduced into the epi-
sode as friend, family member, ex-partner or co-worker of a heterosexual 
series regular. As such, the narrative focus was the reaction of the straight 
character to the coming out, rather than the gay or lesbian person’s own 
experience of the coming out process (Tropiano 2002). Even in the case 
of Ellen, where the coming out was of the title character (and lead actor), 
this was narratively framed in terms of its ramifications on Ellen’s relation-
ships with other people, her ‘friends, family and fans’ (Dow 2001: 134). 
Reality TV, however, did things differently.

Yet, whilst reality TV is one of the newest genres of television, emerg-
ing in the 1990s, it did not simply spring into life as a fully formed, totally 
new kind of television, marking a clean, decisive break from the old. 
Rather, reality TV finds its roots in a history of other kinds of television, 
out of which it developed in a gradual and uneven process. Centrally, real-
ity television borrows generically from earlier television documentaries 
and talk shows, both of which have been staple (though at the same time 
mutating) TV genres since the mainstreaming of television in the 1950s. 
As such, reality television’s depictions of queer identities, identities out-
side of the heterosexual and cisgender norm, also find representational 
precedent in these earlier forms of television.

However, when I set out researching queer visibility in post-2000 real-
ity television, I could find few academic or popular studies of queer repre-
sentation in factual TV before the 1980s with which to contextualise my 
analysis of contemporary programming. Instead, these representations 
were largely assimilated into the kinds of sweeping generalisations about 
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early queer TV history I outlined briefly above, and of which this passage 
from a popular text book on television studies exemplifies:

Until the late 1980s explicit representations of lesbians and gay men were 
rare on television programmes. Where they did occur, they usually repeated 
the same old stereotypes: limp-wristed sissies […] confused and unhappy 
young men […] or aggressive butch lesbians […] lesbians and gay men were 
represented as deviant, tragic, predatory and/or coming figures. Their pres-
ence on the small screen was intended to elicit horror, laughter, pity or dis-
gust from a mainstream heterosexual audience. (Jones 2002: 109)

In contrast to this broad portrait of near-total invisibility punctuated by 
occasional phobic stereotypes, actually watching early factual television 
programmes dealing with non-heteronormative representations presents a 
far more complicated picture. Not least, to speak of ‘lesbians and gay men’ 
in relation to programming broadcast before the 1970s in some senses 
imposes an anachronistic conceptual framework onto these historical texts. 
This is because it implies that these identities were already fully formed at 
this time, but were being represented in selective, partial and stereotypical 
ways. In fact, the notion of gay or lesbian identity, conceived as a form of 
personhood with which one would self-consciously identify, was only just 
bringing to take shape within public culture at this time, primarily through 
the emergent homophile movement, in which organisations like the 
Mattachine Society and the Daughters of Bilitis in the USA and the 
Homosexual Law Reform Society in the UK campaigned for freedom 
from legal persecution for those who wished to engage in sexual activity 
with members of the same sex consensually and in private.2 This idea of 
homosexuality (the term ‘gay’ was little used before the 1970s) as a ‘viable 
subjective stance’ (Halperin 1995: 47) took shape in opposition to the 
more dominant mid-century model of homosexuality, which, in David 
Halperin’s terms (1995: 47), formed ‘a perennial object of inquiry’ for 
legal, medical, religious and moral authorities. Homosexuality was less a 
legitimate subject position than a condition afflicting some individuals 
(‘homosexuals’) and a problem facing society.

Indeed, the 1950s and 1960s were a period of increasing public aware-
ness of, and interest in, the topic of homosexuality. In the UK, the govern-
ment launched a parliamentary initiative exploring the possibility of 
legalising sex between men, the findings of which were published as the 
Wolfenden Report in 1957. This period also saw a spate of widely reported 
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homosexual scandals involving public figures, such as the aristocrat 
Montagu Wildeblood, the actor John Gielgud, and the Labour MP 
William Field. In the USA, the Kinsey Report—the first part of which, 
Sexual Behaviour in the Human Male, was published in 1948—claimed 
that rather than a heterosexual/homosexual binary, sexuality was best 
thought of as a sliding scale. The report argued that whilst around 10 per 
cent of American males were ‘more or less exclusively homosexual,’ nearly 
46 per cent of males had ‘reacted’ sexually to men and women, and that 
37 per cent had at least one homosexual experience (Kinsey et al. 1975 
[1948]: 656). Moreover, the post-war period saw a large movement of 
individuals into urban centres where, in the relative anonymity of the city, 
more visible queer subcultures could develop (D’Emilio 1993 [1983]).

The 1950s and 1960s also saw the mass take-up of television within 
British and American homes, and television became important in the dis-
cursive construction of homosexuality. Early representations of homosex-
uality and homosexuals were mostly confined to talk shows focusing on 
controversial ‘social issues,’ where homosexuality became intelligible as a 
form of anti-social behaviour equivalent to prostitution, alcoholism or 
narcotics (Alwood 1997). The earliest known discussion of homosexuality 
on American television was an episode of the series Confidential File 
broadcast in 1954 entitled ‘Homosexuals And The Problems They 
Present.’ This broadcast set the mould for how homosexuality would be 
approached on television in the 1950s and 1960s. The show assembled a 
group of ‘experts’ from the medical, legal and religious spheres to discuss 
how this ‘problem’ might be addressed by heterosexual society (Tropiano 
2002). Subsequent programmes on this theme, such as three episodes of 
the talk show Open Mind broadcast in 1956 and 1957, The Rejected, 
broadcast on the San Francisco based network KQED in 1961, and the 
first mass media broadcast of this nature, an instalment of the series CBS 
Reports in 1967, overwhelmingly evoked homosexuals and homosexuality 
as something which needed to be diagnosed, made sense of and, if neces-
sary, dealt with and contained by the police, judiciary, doctors, psychia-
trists and the church. In the UK, the current affairs show This Week 
featured an episode in 1964 called ‘Homosexuals’ which asked, ‘What is it 
like to be a homosexual male in Britain today, whose only choice is between 
a lifetime of complete abstinence, or being a criminal?’ An episode on 
‘Lesbians’ followed in 1965, and in 1967 the BBC aired two episodes of 
its current affairs series Man Alive on gay men and lesbians, respectively 
(Consenting Adults: The Men and Consenting Adults: The Women).
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As documentary texts, these programmes made various claims to the 
real by claiming to (at least try to) arrive at some objective ‘truth’ about 
homosexuality. This Week’s ‘Lesbians’ episode, for example, asked ‘What is 
lesbianism? What causes it, and can it be cured?’. Whilst much of this 
apparent truth was proffered at the level of medical, legal or religious 
expertise, these shows also contained interviews with ‘real life’ lesbians 
and homosexual men, speaking in their own voices about their own lives 
and senses of self, often in highly emotive ways.

These moments, as short and fleeting as they often were, nonetheless 
formed a space for the generation and articulation of ideas about sexuality 
and identity which spoke back to dominant scripts of homosexuality as 
deviant, criminal and pathological. At the same time, the lesbians and 
homosexual men represented were largely made visible within semiotics of 
secrecy, shame and criminality. Participants were overwhelmingly filmed 
from behind, rendered in silhouette or positioned behind large potted 
plants, and most often appeared under pseudonyms due to a (very real) 
fear of public reprisals (Alwood 1997). As such, rather than reproducing a 
totalising recalibration of heteronormativity, early representations of non- 
heterosexual people on factual television were highly ambivalent. These 
depictions brought two opposing discourses, the discourse of homosexu-
ality and the discourses of gay and lesbian personhood, into being, and 
into conflict, through complex textual compositions.

This representational framework therefore both aligns with and stands 
apart from the ways in which the broader audience address of television at 
this time has been conceptualised. In one of the founding works of televi-
sion studies, Visible Fictions, John Ellis influentially argued that due to its 
position as a domestic technology which streams live into the homes of its 
viewers, an investment in heteronormativity had traditionally been integral 
to television. He stated:

Broadcast TV, its intuitions and many of its practitioners alike assume that 
its domestic audience takes the form of families. ‘The home’ and ‘the family’ 
are terms which have become tangled together in the commercial culture of 
the twentieth century. They both point to a powerful cultural construct, a 
set of deeply held assumptions about the nature of ‘normal’ human exis-
tence. The family is held to consist of a particular unit of parents and chil-
dren: broadcast TV assumes that this is the basis and heart of its audience. 
Broadcast TV’s conventional notion of the family is of two parents, the 
father working, the mother running the home, together with two children 
of school age. (1982: 114)
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For Ellis, through its scheduling—broadcasting particular kinds of pro-
grammes at particular times of the day—and its liveness—broadcast TV as 
something which is always there, streaming into the home—broadcast 
television purported to mirror the rhythms of the day-to-day lives of its 
audience. This apparent mirroring was, of course, not a reflection of the 
actual lives of its viewers, but the discursive production of very specific 
ideas about what constitutes as ‘normal’ life, a conception of normality 
which took heterosexuality and the nuclear family as the central organising 
principle of domestic life for all who received and watched television.

Yet, broadcast television’s construction of a ‘mass’ audience imagined 
in heteronormative terms did not sit easily against a social backdrop in 
which, from television’s earliest years, heteronormativity had been chal-
lenged by the increasing legibility of alternative configurations of sexuality 
and gender within the public domain. Ellis pointed this out in his book, 
noting that at the time he was writing only a third of UK households con-
formed to the nuclear model. The family audience of traditional, broad-
cast television has therefore always been an ideological projection, a 
cultural construct which brings into being a discursive ideal of what the 
‘normal’ television viewer is, even as this semi-fantastical norm fails to 
cohere with the lived reality of those before the TV screen.

More specifically, the earliest factual broadcasts about homosexuality 
were infused by socio-political contexts in which alternative ways of doing 
and thinking about sexuality beyond the heteronormative, nuclear frame-
work were increasingly taking shape in public life. Examples of this 
included the publication of the Kinsey and Wolfenden reports, the activ-
ism of the homophile movement, and the development of gay night-life 
spaces in many US cities after World War II. The 1950s was also the decade 
in which transgender (or transsexual, to use the terminology of the time) 
first emerged as recognisable cultural phenomena in the USA and UK. At 
this time, new medical research had begun to call into question traditional 
understandings of, and distinctions between, ‘sex’ and ‘gender.’ As Joanne 
Meyerowitz (2002: 2) has noted in her study of transgender history in the 
USA, ‘The study of sex hormones and sex chromosomes had removed the 
biology of sex from the visible realm of genitals to the microscopic gaze.’ 
The 1950s and 1960s also saw the mediation of some of the earliest trans-
gender celebrities: Christine Jorgenson, a former American GI who trav-
elled to Copenhagen in 1950 to undergo one of the first widely reported 
cases of gender confirmation surgery; Robeta Cowell, a former British 
military pilot who, in 1951, underwent the first gender confirmation 
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 surgery carried out in the UK, and April Ashley, a British fashion model 
who was outed as transgender by the Daily Mail newspaper in 1961. 
Despite this, however, transgender people would not be represented on 
television with any regularity until the 1980s.

The early documentary and talk show broadcasts were, in their own 
ways, part of this broader unsettling of heteronormativity across Britain 
and America in the 1950s and 1960s, opening up a highly ambivalent 
space in the mass media for the production and circulation of subject posi-
tions in opposition to the transgressive ‘object’ of the homosexual. 
Although there is not space here for a more detailed analysis of these texts, 
these programmes illuminate how far the discourses of emotional connec-
tivity, object and subject, agency and constraint which, as I explore 
throughout this book, have been central to the construction of LGBTQ 
identities in twenty-first-century reality television, have a long and compli-
cated heritage.

De-naTuralising THe nuclear Family

In a broader sense, what links the early television documentaries and talk 
shows, and their representations of non-heterosexual lives, to this book’s 
focus on queerness in post-millennial reality TV lies in their claims to the 
‘real.’ More specifically, this link lies in how such claims to the real can, 
often unwittingly, unsettle, de-naturalise, or mount a challenge to domi-
nant scripts of heteronormativity. In this regard, two other key pre-cursors 
to the contemporary reality texts are the show An American Family, 
broadcast between 1971 and 1973, and its British counterpart, The 
Family, broadcast in 1974. An American Family purported to document 
the day-to-day lives of the Louds, an ‘ordinary’ upper-middle class family 
living in Santa Barbara, California, whilst The Family centred upon the 
Wilkins’, a working-class family living in Reading, England. Employing a 
method of production which would later become characteristic of reality 
TV, in both programmes the participants were filmed in their homes from 
morning until night over a period of several months, whilst being 
instructed by producers to ignore the presence of the production team, to 
‘live their lives as if there were no camera present’ (Ruoff 2002: 22). This 
footage was then edited down into soap opera-like narrative arcs and seg-
mented into weekly episodes.

An American Family and The Family therefore mounted a kind of 
inversion of the traditional, domestic, family address of broadcast  television 
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by turning the cameras onto its audience, that is, onto the domestic lives 
of ‘real’ nuclear families. As Jeffrey Ruoff has stated in his study of An 
American Family, ‘[t]he open-ended episodic structure of the program, 
broadcast weekly, accentuated similarities with everyday life and pro-
moted strong identification with the Louds’ (2002: 105). This line reso-
nates with Ellis’ (1982) argument that traditional television strived ‘to 
include the audience’s own conception of themselves’ into the texture of 
its programmes.

At the same time, the turning inwards of the televisual apparatus 
mounted by these shows, and their concomitant claims to offering 
‘authentic’ representations of family life (Kavka 2012: 34), generated a 
something of a tension or disjuncture between the heteronormative 
nuclear ideal embedded within the traditional broadcast audience address 
and the series’ claims to the real. Indeed, An American Family was con-
ceived by its producer Craig Gilbert as a ‘sociological programme about 
the issues affecting  – and irretrievably changing  – family life in 1970s 
America: divorce rates, the women’s movement, the generation gap, and 
new attitudes to sex, sexuality and drugs’ (Kavka 2012: 28). The Family 
was similarly concerned with ‘social issues such as pre-marital sex and 
interracial relationships’ (ibid.: 33). Thus, far from uncritically naturalising 
the (white) heterosexual family as the default and idealised social forma-
tion, the apparent ‘reality’ of family life which purported to pour forth 
within the programme texts was one of disharmony, conflict and subver-
sion. In An American Family, the eldest son, Lance Loud, came out as 
gay, and his mother, Pat Loud, who had discussed being bored in her role 
as a housewife and being drawn to the women’s movement, asked her 
husband, Bill Loud, for a divorce. In The Family, the Wilkins’ eldest son, 
Gary, fathered a child out of wedlock, 15-year-old Heather Wilkins had a 
mix-race boyfriend, and her mother, Margaret Wilkins, revealed that her 
youngest son was not her husband’s biological child, but was fathered by 
another man during a brief separation during their marriage.

Discussing Lance Loud’s coming out, Villarejo (2014) has argued that 
in An American Family, ‘queerness and television collide.’ Drawing upon 
scholarly understandings of queerness as that which is ‘at odds with the 
normal, the legitimate, the dominant’ (Halperin 1995: 62), I would 
expand this line of thought to argue that both these shows offered early 
demonstrations of the potential for televisual ‘reality’ to act as a subversive 
force in relation to normative perceptions of heterosexuality and family 
life. In their claims to the real, these shows represented a stark difference 
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between the normative ideal of the ‘average’ family (the staple output of 
TV, according to Ellis), and the lives of the ‘real’ families brought out 
before the cameras. Indeed, these programmes’ calling into question of 
the sanctity of the heterosexual nuclear family proved too much for some 
viewers. Kavka has discussed how a review in America magazine described 
An American Family as ‘a journal of deterioration,’ whilst the Wilkins’ of 
The Family were accused of ‘washing their dirty laundry in public’ (quoted 
in Kavka 2012: 37). As a ‘Disgusted’ viewer wrote in the Reading Family 
Post, ‘I can only say that if the Wilkins are an average family, Heaven help 
the community’ (quoted in Kavka 2012: 36).

THe 1980s: cHannel 4 anD TabloiD Talk sHows

If An American Family and The Family incited ambivalence and contro-
versy around their representations of ‘real’ family lives in the 1970s, both 
shows were nonetheless also deeply rooted in traditions of public service 
broadcasting (PSB). Arguably, the UK has a more robust PSB tradition 
than the USA, having been founded on a mantra of ‘inform, educate, 
entertain,’ famously espoused by the BBC’s first Director General, Lord 
John Reith, ideals which continue to shape the BBC’s output today. At the 
same time, An American Family has been discussed by both Ruoff (2002) 
and Villarejo (2014) as paradigmatic of public service television in the 
1970s USA. The show was broadcast on PBS, which was founded as a 
publicly funded station following the Public Broadcast Act of 1967, which 
set out to ‘rededicate a part of the airwaves – which belong to all people – 
and […] dedicate them for the enlightenment of all the people’ (quoted 
in Villarejo 2014: 93). This context opened up a space in broadcasting for 
generic, stylistic and thematic experimentation without fear of commercial 
risk, enabling the ‘innovate style and subject matter’ of An American 
Family to become viable (Ruoff 2002: 5). As such, the programme points 
to particular relationship between certain kinds of PSB and the ability for 
the production of programming which might challenge or unsettle tradi-
tional heteronormative worldviews.

In the UK, this relationship has been discussed at length in relation to 
the founding of Channel 4 in 1982, which, in both popular and scholarly 
discourses, has been attributed with transforming the ways in which sexual 
minorities were made visible on UK television. Channel 4 was established 
with a statutory remit to offer programming for ‘minority’ audiences not 
served by the three existing channels (BBC1, BBC2 and ITV). According 
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to Niall Richardson (1995), Channel 4 was heavily influenced by the iden-
tity politics which had emerged in the 1970s and become consolidated in 
the 1980s: second wave feminism, the black civil rights movement and gay 
liberation. Furthermore, Channel 4 was initially funded through a levy 
financed by ITV, which, as Jane Arthurs (2004) has noted, enabled a rela-
tive freedom for Channel 4 to be experimental and provocative in the 
representations of sexuality offered in its output, without fear of commer-
cial reprisals. To quote Richardson (1995: 220), Channel 4 thus estab-
lished itself as a ‘minority channel: political, liberal, vaguely left-of-centre, 
community oriented, experimental, even arty, and willing to tackle “diffi-
cult” “adult” themes, notably sex and sexuality.’ Queer-themed broad-
casting on Channel 4 in the 1980s and early 1990s included In the Pink, a 
series of gay and lesbian themed films, Six of Hearts, Framed Youth,3 Out 
(originally Out On Tuesday), a magazine show addressing gay and lesbian 
issues,4 and a six-part adaptation of Armistead Maupin’s Tales of the 
City in 1993.

Whilst the establishing of Channel 4 in the 1980s worked to reinvigo-
rate PSB in the UK, in the USA, legislation passed under the conservative 
administrations of President Nixon in the 1970s and Reagan in the 1980s 
greatly diminished television’s responsibilities to produce PSB (Raphael 
2004). At the same time, whilst formal, legislative PSB was being dis-
mantled, US television saw the emergence of a genre of television which 
espoused a different kind of public service ethos. Centrally, the talk show 
appeared to offer media visibility to a wider range of identities than the 
traditional heterocentric/nuclear model which had been established in 
the 1950s as the commercial nucleus of television’s address. For example, 
in his monograph on ‘sexual non-conformity’ in talk shows, Joshua 
Gamson (1998) argued that, from the 1980s onwards, the genre’s focus 
upon abnormal, strange and unusual identities and relationships meant 
that producers increasingly sought out LGBTQ people to feature in these 
shows. At the same time, Gamson claimed that many queer people were 
attracted to the talk show genre because it offered an opportunity to speak 
about their identities in their own words and voices, rather than be repre-
sented or spoken for by others. In this way, the talk show has precedents 
in the social issue documentaries discussed previously. For Gamson, the 
genre’s focus on the discussion of intimate, personal problems, through 
registers of heightened affect and emotion, opened up spaces in main-
stream television for the humanisation of sexual minority people in ways 
that worked to question normative boundaries between the normal and 
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the abnormal in relation to sexuality, gender and the self. Nonetheless, 
Gamson claimed that the genre’s mass, commercial address meant that the 
default norm against which all identities and behaviours represented on 
shows were assessed was, ultimately, white, middle-class, female and het-
erosexual. Talk shows thus offered a highly ambivalent framework in 
which LGBT people were, in the end, rendered ‘freaks,’ at the same time 
that the process of being ‘freakified’ opened up opportunities for the 
articulation of these identities as legible and legitimate subject positions 
and forms of being.

In their emphasis upon the emotional contours of everyday life and  
the space they have offered for queer visibility, talk shows are a core pre-
cursor to twenty-first-century reality TV.  However, whilst talk shows’ 
generic framework is deeply bound up in the drawing and redrawing of 
boundaries between the normal and the abnormal, I would argue that 
most reality TV does not readily make such distinctions. Rather, what is 
constructed as normal in the reality televisual universe is the ideal of 
authenticity. Yet, as I explore later, reality TV doesn’t totally erase or flat-
ten out differences between different sexed and gendered identities and 
their lived experiences. Rather, reality TV’s layering of access to apparent 
authenticity and truth can, perhaps unexpectedly, bring these distinc-
tions to the fore whilst mining their representations as a source of 
 emotional display. Talk shows explored social issues through personal sto-
ries. Inversely, reality TV shows centre personal stories, but in ways that 
can give rise to the exploration of  contemporary, socio-cultural issues 
around sexuality and gender. These issues are able to attain public articu-
lation in this highly visible context because they take shape through the 
reality televisual lexicon of emotion, affect, intimacy and confession 
rather than the language of social ‘issues.’

THe gay 90s

The 1990s have figured as a significant moment in popular and schol-
arly accounts of the development of queer, and in particular gay and 
lesbian, visibility on television. The so-called gay 90s have been dis-
cussed as evidencing a dramatic increase in lesbian and gay representa-
tion on TV, as Becker has stated in relation to the USA, between 
1994 and 1997:
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Well over 40 percent of all prime-time network series produced at least one 
gay-themed episode; nineteen network shows debuted with recurring gay 
characters; and hit shows like Roseanne, Friends, and NYPD Blue (to name 
but a few) seemed to include gay jokes and references to homosexuality 
every week. American television seemed obsessed with gayness. 
(Becker 2006: 3)

In a similar vein, writing at the turn of the millennium, Suzanna Walters 
noted that US ‘TV is now filled with gay characters – on high-end dramas 
such as E.R. and NYBP Blue and camp cartoons like The Simpsons. Gays 
are witty sidekicks, girls next door, doctors and lawyers, city officials, and 
teenage experimenters, garnering Emmys, accolades, and great ratings as 
they invade the family home through the ubiquitous tube’ (2001: 15). In 
the UK, popular drama and comedy series, mostly produced for and 
broadcast on Channel 4, such as This Life (BBC, 1996–1997), Queer as 
Folk (Channel 4, 1999–2000), Meterosexuality (Channel 4, 2001) and As 
If (Channel 4, 2001–2004) centralised gay issues, in 1994 the soap opera 
Brookside broadcast the first pre-watershed lesbian kiss, and openly gay 
and lesbian comedians such as Rhona Cameron, Graham Norton and 
Julian Clarey, and drag queens like Lilly Savage (aka Paul O’Grady) and 
Dame Edna Everage, circulated widely on British TV. In 1998, Coronation 
Street (ITV, 1960–), another popular British soap introduced its first 
transgender character, Hayley Cropper, the same year that the Eurovision 
Song Contest, held in London, was won by the Israeli transgender singer 
Dana International, whose song Diva reached number 11 in the UK pop-
ular music charts.

From an analytical point of view, this proliferation of queer representa-
tion on television at the end of the twentieth century is not only significant 
in quantitative terms, but in how it marked a decisive shift in the discursive 
constitution of sexual minority identities in and through the mass media. 
At this time, in mainstream popular culture, dominant discourses on 
 same- sex desire were reconstituted most visibly from discourses of homo-
sexuality, conceived as a social problem and/or object of medico-legal scru-
tiny, into discourses of gay and lesbian identities. In this representational 
framework, sexual and romantic attraction to members of one’s own sex 
became normatively construed, not as a form of deviance, but as a mode of 
being, as the emanation of an innate, unchangeable essence of who/what 
one was on an ontological level. Of course, as I have explored, this discourse 
did not spring out for the first time on television in the 1990s, but had 
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been forming, slowly and unevenly, in small moments of representation 
since the early documentaries on homosexuality in the 1960s. What hap-
pened in the 1990s, however, was that the idea of lesbianism or gayness as 
an authentic identity came to crowd popular culture as the most pervasive 
understanding of non-heterosexual life.

The dual coming out of the comedian Ellen DeGeneres and the char-
acter she played in the sitcom Ellen, Ellen Morgan, has been cited by 
numerous researchers as not only paradigmatic of this script, but has hav-
ing actively ‘launched the era of new gay visibility’ (Skerski 2007: 364). 
Jamie Skerski has even maintained that ‘It is impossible to read today’s 
proliferation of queer images through a pre-Ellen critical lens’ (ibid.: 365). 
Ellen’s coming out is, however, not important to queer televisual history 
just because it was highly visible, but because of the ways in which Ellen’s 
mediations drew upon discourses of authenticity to frame her coming out. 
As Bonnie Dow has noted, ‘DeGeneres’s public confession of her sexuality 
was saturated with implications of authenticity […] Her revelations were 
couched in terms of her personal journey or recovery of authenticity, she 
was revealing her “true” self to the public’ (2001: 124–125). As Dow’s 
argument suggests, Ellen’s coming out was one of the first examples of a 
discursive process which has become, and, two decades later, continues to 
be, highly normative across Anglo-American popular culture. In this pro-
cess, gay and lesbian sexualities are made intelligible within mainstream 
media texts through the construction of a gay or lesbian sexuality as a, 
perhaps the, central facet of the gay person’s authentic self. This discourse 
maintains that in coming and being out, gay men and lesbians are simply 
‘being themselves,’ being true to who they ‘really are.’

Whilst previously confined primarily to activist rhetoric, this conception 
of coming out as the making public of one’s true, innate identity was able 
to take hold of the popular imaginary in the late 1990s through its affini-
ties with a broader cultural fixation with authenticity, particularly the 
authentic self. As Dow has explored, the media texts in which Ellen 
DeGeneres’ coming out was represented, firstly the cover of TIME maga-
zine and, shortly after, interviews on the news programme 20/20 with 
Dianne Sawyer (the exact context in which Caitlyn Jenner would come 
out as transgender 18 years later) and the talk show Oprah, ‘share[d] a 
common methodological and epistemological premise’ in the power of 
personal confession to bring out intimate truths of the self and ‘as a path 
to personal authenticity’ (2001: 126). The authenticity ideal—that indi-
viduals should make public and be true to their intrinsic, inner desires, 
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dispositions and personality traits—had come to pervade popular culture 
at this time in a very broad sense (Giddens 1991), paradigmatically in 
confessional media such as these, which purported to offer pathways for 
individuals to express their authentic selves. In Ellen’s narrative, the 
generic contexts of her mediation, contexts suffused with the authenticity 
ideal, functioned as the discursive materials through which her lesbian 
sexuality became publicly legible. In coming out, Ellen was suggested to 
be fulfilling a mandate to be authentic, to ‘be yourself,’ addressed to all 
subjects of her cultural moment.

Whilst Ellen’s coming out, mediated through talk shows and news 
interviews, offered one of the most visible early examples of this discursive 
alignment between gay/lesbian sexualities and the authentic self, in the 
years that followed, reality television was to become one of the most recur-
rent spaces for the enactment of this cultural process. As I outlined in 
Chap. 1, reality TV has been, and remains, a central cultural form in which 
the notion of the authentic self has taken shape. Reality television’s generic 
investment in the ideal of authenticity is, I would argue, one of the pri-
mary reasons why the genre has been such a prolific space for the repre-
sentation of gay and lesbian identities. The claims to the real made by all 
reality formats: that their constructed, televisual environments bear an 
elusive power to bring out and make manifest participants’ authentic selves 
(see Chap. 1), coheres almost seamlessly with broader cultural perceptions 
of coming out as the revelation of an inner truth (see Chap. 3). The ideal 
of authenticity integral to reality TV, specifically the idea that authentic 
selves are located inside subjects and must therefore be brought out 
through particular kinds of (mediated) self-performance, has become a 
crucial epistemological framework through which gay and lesbian identi-
ties are understood in mainstream popular culture.

As I go on to argue in this chapter and those that follow, reality TV has 
thus impacted profoundly on normative perceptions of gay and lesbian 
lives in two ways. Firstly, through representing gay and lesbian participants 
through the generic trope of authenticity-through-mediation, and, more 
profoundly, by reproducing and rearticulating, over and over again, the 
idea that everyone has an authentic inner self, and that this self must be 
brought out through performance in order for valid, healthy selfhood to 
be achieved. It is against this discursive backdrop that the notion of gay 
sexualities as authentic identities has been able to become consolidated as 
a truism of twenty-first-century cultural life.
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The Real WoRld: realiTy TV’s germinaTion

Alongside Ellen, it is perhaps impossible to discuss queer cultural visibility 
in the 1990s without taking into consideration the impact of MTV’s The 
Real World. According to Christopher Pullen, the show, which broadcast 
its first series in 1992, was nothing short of ‘ground-breaking,’ working as 
a ‘dynamic force advocating the inclusion of gay people within normative 
social profiles on television’ (2007: 116–117). In the context of this book, 
The Real World has twofold significance. Firstly, since the inclusion of 
AIDS activist Pedro Zamora in the 1994 season (see Chap. 1), the show 
has regularly represented gay, lesbian and, later, transgender identities 
through a mainstream televisual platform. Secondly, and more broadly, 
the show is emblematic of the niche-ifying TV landscape of the late twen-
tieth century that later, also hugely influential, reality formats like Big 
Brother, Survivor and The Amazing Race were created to negotiate. The 
Real World was made by production company Bumin-Murray for MTV, 
targeting a very specific youth segment of the TV market. To this end, the 
show was one of the first to utilise sexually diverse casts as a signifier of a 
specifically youth outlook on the world, an outlook characterised by what 
Pullen has called an ‘acceptability regarding diversity’ (2007: 117), a mar-
keting strategy that, in the 2010s, has become highly recognisable across 
a number of channels and reality formats (see Chaps. 3 and 6).

Representationally, The Real World also marks the germination of some 
of the ways in which queer identities would be recurrently brought into 
intelligibility in later reality programming. In his monograph on gay male 
representation in documentary, Pullen offers an extended discussion of 
The Real World, tying the show to a history of film and TV documentaries 
addressing gay issues like HIV/AIDS and Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell, the 
now-repealed policy banning openly gay people from serving in the US 
armed forces. The inclusion of Zamora in 1994 and Danny in 2000, 
whose boyfriend, Paul, was serving in the military and so had to have his 
identity concealed when he appeared onscreen, brought political issues 
affecting gay people into consciousness for the show’s youth audience.

From the perspective of reality TV however (rather than documentary), 
The Real World offers a temporally pre-eminent demonstration of how the 
conventions of reality TV can generate discourses on sexuality, gender and 
the self that can challenge or push against the normative. In The Real 
World this discursive process attained explicitly political contours. For 
example, a key audience pleasure of intimate strangers formats concerns 
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the conflicts arising from a group of disparate strangers living together in 
a sealed environment. In The Real World (1994), Pedro came into conflict 
with another participant, Puck, whose unhygienic behaviour (for example 
putting his recently cut finger into a jar of peanut butter) posed a threat to 
Pedro’s AIDS-compromised immune system. Pedro’s commentary on 
Puck’s actions, articulated in the show’s confessional space (‘This is exactly 
who I do not want to live with’) functioned, according to Pullen (2007: 
125), to ‘promulgat[e] discursive ideas which might not be considered 
mainstream issues.’ Here, the person with AIDS was constructed as 
responsible and self-aware, whilst the other was represented as reckless and 
unhygienic, an almost direct inversion of the dominant representation of 
people with AIDS at this time. Yet, I would argue that The Real World’s 
engagement with directly political issues like AIDS and Don’t Ask, Don’t 
Tell, renders it an outlier in the broader reality TV landscape. As I go on 
to discuss throughout this book, the politics of much reality TV are a 
more diffused and less explicitly ‘political’ cultural politics of sexuality, 
gender and the self, a politics that concerns more ingrained questions 
around how we can and cannot think about and form our identities as 
sexed and gendered beings within our cultural milieus.

enTer realiTy TV: From HeTeronormaTiViTy 
To compulsory auTHenTiciTy

Whilst the 1990s saw an undeniable increase in LGBT (or L and G, at 
least) visibility on television, in opposition to much of the discussion in the 
popular press, television, media and cultural studies scholars have cau-
tioned against reading this period as necessarily evidencing a progressive 
or ‘positive’ transformation in queer media visibility, or as signifying 
greater acceptance or equality (whatever this might mean) for LGBTQ 
populations.5 In particular, numerous academic accounts have argued that 
the 1990s and early 2000s saw the mainstream media bring gay and les-
bian lives into being primarily as commercial products for the consump-
tion of heterosexual audiences. Larry Gross, for example, maintained that 
whilst television might have been representing gay and lesbian people, it 
rarely represented gay or lesbian sexualities. He stated, ‘Apparently for 
programme executives progress means constructing images of lesbians and 
gays that are not threatening to heterosexuals by erasing any sign of les-
bian or gay sexuality’ (2001: 87).
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This apparent de-sexualisation of lesbian and gay characters can be situ-
ated within broader scholarly critiques of a more expansive commercial 
process in late twentieth-century television which researchers have called 
‘gay-streaming,’ the use of gay and lesbian representations to appeal to 
‘mainstream’ (heterosexual) audiences. In his book Gay TV, Straight 
America, Becker (2006) argued that the augmenting visibility of gay peo-
ple across fiction television in the USA during this period was part of the 
television industry’s response to the fragmentation of TV audiences 
wrought by the advent of cable TV and the decline of the ‘big 3’ networks 
(see Chap. 1). For Becker, gay storylines in fictional dramas and sitcoms 
were part of a narrowcasting strategy to cultivate a brand of television 
which would attract advertising revenue through its appeal to a lucrative, 
consumer-oriented, liberal audience of young generation X-ers. Becker 
terms this demographic ‘slumpies’—‘socially liberal, urban-minded pro-
fessionals’—for whom the consumption of gay-themed material was part 
of the construction of a ‘hip,’ cosmopolitan identity.

Reality television, however, challenges the argument that queer repre-
sentations on late 1990s and early 2000s television were crafted solely for 
the consumption of straight audiences. Like the fictional programming 
analysed by Becker, reality TV, as discussed in Chap. 1, was also a product 
of the niche-ification of TV audiences at the close of the twentieth and 
beginning of the twenty-first centuries, coming into being as a low-cost, 
low-risk solution to an increasingly uncertain TV marketplace. Yet, whilst 
the fiction texts engaged with by Becker used gay characters and storylines 
to pare down and segment the mass, broadcast audience and focus upon 
one, delineated audience niche, early reality TV offered a reimagining of 
the broadcast audience and the heteronormative terms under which it had 
traditionally been conceived.

As Ellis and others have argued, the mass audience of traditional broad-
cast television was imagined as taking the form of heterosexual nuclear 
families, and this assumption of heterosexuality structured and infused the 
scheduling, live address and content of programmes. In traditional broad-
cast television, heterosexuality functioned as the point of imagined com-
monality between viewers. Being part of a heterosexual nuclear family was 
conceived as the common denominator which linked together all the dif-
ferent viewers, in their different domestic locations, tuned into the same 
broadcast. In Gary Needham’s terms, ‘Television, [as] mass medium and 
commercial entity, imagines, that the family audience is the ideological 
glue that holds it together. The family in front of and on television has 
been the anchor of this imagined community’ (2009: 145).
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In contrast, I would argue that foundational reality texts like Big 
Brother, Survivor and The Amazing Race offered Anglo-American viewers 
an alternative lens through which to think about their commonalities with 
the other people in different locations watching these shows. These early 
reality formats constructed a mode of address which sought to engage 
with the broadcast audience as a multiplicitous mass of niches, as formed of 
many individuals occupying many different subject positions, not least in 
relation to sexuality and gender. In these shows, the compulsory hetero-
sexuality of traditional broadcasting was displaced by an audience address 
grounded in what I want to call compulsory authenticity. In this address, 
what was perceived to unite the viewing publics of millennial reality televi-
sion was not a shared (hetero)sexual identity or location within a domestic 
nuclear family, but an investment in the power and value of authenticity, 
of living in a way that is true to one’s supposedly authentic self, whatever 
sexed or gendered form this authentic self might take. The visibility of 
LGBTQ identities in reality television texts formed a central part of this 
discursive strategy for reimagining and recapturing the mass audience at a 
time of fragmenting TV viewership. Rather than using queer images to 
mount a niche, but still heteronormatively imagined, mode of address (as 
in Becker’s discussion of fictional programming), reality TV recrafted the 
broadcast audience as one which included particular formations of sex and 
gender non-normativity.

For example, the first season of the US version of Survivor, which was 
won by the gay contestant Richard Hatch, was hailed by commentators 
for reviving the possibilities of broadcast TV. The show garnered audience 
figures akin to a large-scale sporting event or entertainment award show, 
but for a budget far lower than traditional event-style broadcasting (CBS 
were reported to have paid around $700,000 per episode for the rights to 
broadcast the year 2000 series). As an article in the New York Times stated:

“Survivor” has demonstrated to network executives that they can still be in 
the business of reaching a truly mass audience [as] they have faced increas-
ingly dire predictions that the coming onslaught of technological advances 
in computers and new recording devices would put them out of the busi-
ness. (Carter 2000)

Moreover, Survivor was discussed as having reinvigorated CBS by 
incorporating a more liberal, diverse and diversity-aware youth audience 
into the ‘mass’ audience as it had traditionally been defined. As one com-
mentator stated, ‘“Survivor” all but transformed CBS, long considered 
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the stodgiest network, into, of all things, a haven for young-adult viewers’ 
(Carter 2000).

The Amazing Race, first broadcast in 2001 and also on CBS, despite 
never attaining the ratings highs of Survivor, was also one of the ‘youngest- 
skewing shows’ on the channel (Rhodes 2004). In The Amazing Race 
format, 11 couples, who already had real life relationships, raced around 
the world, with the last couple arriving at delineated pit-stops being elimi-
nated. Like Survivor, The Amazing Race was cast with a deliberate empha-
sis on diversity, seeking, according to the show’s co-creator and executive 
producer, Bertram Van Munster, ‘People between 21 and 70 from all 
walks of life’ (quoted in Rhodes 2004). Alongside apparently happily mar-
ried or engaged heterosexual couples, the first series cast a team of ex- 
partners, teams of friends and a pair of gay ‘life partners,’ all represented 
as united, not by any commonality in the nature of their coupling, but by 
a shared desire to actualise an inner compulsion to test themselves and 
travel the world. This apparently innate ambition for exploration was per-
ceived to also encompass the audience, as one commentator stated, ‘It’s 
not like other shows where people are made to suffer or humiliate them-
selves. Most of the time, these people are doing things you’d like to do 
yourself ’ (Rhodes 2004).

Emblematic in this regard were Season One contestants Patricia and 
Brenda, described by the host as ‘working moms in search of a once-in-a- 
lifetime adventure.’ During their introductory sequence, Patricia and 
Brenda stated:

I hope that we represent the women out there who love their families and 
love their husbands but don’t mind being themselves. I don’t think either 
one of our husbands were real crazy about the idea to go chasing around the 
world, but we just made a pact and just decided that we were going to make 
sure we did it.

The pair is represented to have almost explicitly abandoned (at least 
momentarily) their normative positions within a heterocentric worldview 
as devoted wives and mothers. This social role is represented to have been 
overruled by an opportunity to ‘be themselves,’ to realise an inner, authen-
tic desire for travel and adventure. In this way, they arguably figured as the 
most ‘queer’ contestants of the season, even more so than the homonor-
mative ‘life partners’ Joe and Bill. In this text, traditional heteronormativ-
ity was side-lined as the dominant sense-making framework in favour of an 
encompassing discourse of authenticity.
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This reading of discourses of authenticity, which are bound up with 
understandings of selfhood as an innate essence of being, as a queering 
device, may seem contradictory. In large part, queer theory has sought to 
deconstruct such claims to innateness or stasis of sexuality, gender and 
other facets of the self, and propagate conceptualisations of selfhood as 
fluid or performative (see Chap. 1). I would, however, argue that the real-
ity televisual mandate to compulsory authenticity contains a queer element, 
working as it has to push popular understandings of what constitutes a 
recognisable and socially acceptable sexuality beyond the heteronorma-
tive, even as this queer move relies upon an, in some senses very anti- 
queer, investment in the innateness of selfhood, now defined through a 
broader range of sex and gender subject positions. Thus, as my analysis 
throughout this book demonstrates, compulsory authenticity is a highly 
ambivalent representational frame, one that both destabilises traditional 
heteronormative assumptions (in a ‘queer’ fashion), at the same time that 
it reaffirms an apparent ontology of sexuality and gender. Therefore, 
whilst the queerness of the compulsory authenticity discourse may be lim-
ited, my conceptualisation and analysis of it in this book aligns with the 
project of queer theory to interrogate how these kinds of essentialist con-
structs are assembled, rationalised and endowed with rhetorical force 
within specific cultural contexts.

Big BRoTheR anD THe auTHenTiciTy-bounDeD 
auDience

In the UK, Big Brother, screened on Channel 4 and (like Survivor) first 
shown in 2000, offered a similar revisioning of the broadcast audience to 
the early reality shows discussed thus far. In Big Brother, this representa-
tional and industrial process was especially significant in relation to 
Channel 4’s hybrid identity as a commercially funded public service broad-
caster. Having been previously financed by a levy from ITV, in the 1990s, 
Channel 4 became responsible for generating its own advertising revenue. 
At the same time, the channel retained its statutory remit to cater for 
‘minority’ audiences (altered to a mandate to broadcast content which 
‘appeals to the tastes and interests of a culturally diverse society’ under the 
Communications Act 2003). Big Brother functioned as the solution to this 
new industrial situation, offering a commercially lucrative format which 
also aligned with the channel’s public service responsibilities. For a modest 
budget, Big Brother provided controversial, event-style, ‘water-cooler’ 
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television, which drew a youth audience, highly sought after by advertis-
ers. At the same time, Channel 4 executives have pointed to Big Brother’s 
diverse casts, and the affective ties formed between participants and view-
ers, as a public service oriented reimagining of both the TV audience, and 
British society more broadly. For example, in 2001, Channel 4’s then- 
chief executive Michael Jackson asserted:

The [Big Brother] House represents a melting pot for a broader, more 
understanding and inclusive society. White, black, Asian, gay and hetero-
sexual contestants entered the house. We gave watched them, and we have 
got to know them and we liked or disliked them for who they are. Not 
what they are.

Similarly, in 2005, the channel’s then-Chief Executive Andy Duncan 
discussed Big Brother thus:

First and foremost, it’s an entertainment show and very important for us 
commercially because it attracts young viewers […] But look more closely. 
Big Brother viewers are all role models in their way – because in the final 
analysis viewers chose people whose values they identify with and admire. 
(Quoted in Brown 2007: 314)

In both of these statements, what is perceived to connect those watch-
ing at home with those onscreen are not commonalities in formal catego-
ries of identity (gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity) but more elusive, 
intangible, affective ties formed through seeing participants’ authentic 
selves represented—not ‘what they are’ but ‘who they are,’ and the ‘val-
ues’ they manifest. In both statements, the show is asserted to displace a 
heteronormatively imagined mainstream audience address, and to repre-
sent a ‘diverse’ British public in which a commitment to authenticity is, 
purportedly, the only condition of inclusion.

Crucially, for both Jackson and Duncan, it is the generic properties of 
the Big Brother format which are perceived to enable this displacement. 
Firstly, a diverse approach to casting, but also, and perhaps more impor-
tantly, a focus upon participants’ personal thoughts, feelings and emo-
tions, which enabled audiences to become acquainted with housemates as 
people rather than as representatives of particular identity categories. In 
addition, Jackson and Duncan each refer to the interactivity of Big Brother 
as a galvanising force in the production of a different kind of TV viewing 
public. Implicitly, they suggest that in traditional broadcast television, 
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producers would assume what kinds of people audiences would relate to, 
and would want to see on television. In contrast, in Big Brother, it is sug-
gested, audiences are able to make up their own minds as to who they 
connect and identify with, as they vote for which housemates they want to 
see evicted from the show and, ultimately, who they want to win.

These arguments are predicated upon a discursive slippage between the 
contestants on screen and the audience watching in front of the screen. 
The audience interactivity of Big Brother is configured as bringing about a 
projection of the values of the audiences themselves into the televisual 
text, values embodied in the Big Brother participants voted to stay in the 
competition. Clearly, the salience of this discourse is very limited. 
Audiences choose from a small group of individuals who have already been 
screened by producers and selected to produce very specific casting 
dynamics (what combination of people is expected to make ‘good TV’). 
Thus, I am not trying to argue here that Big Brother and other early inter-
active reality formats actually ‘reflected’ a new reality of a diverse, queer- 
affirmative society in any straightforward way. Rather, through its texts 
and para-texts, early reality television functioned as a generative site at 
which a particular, discursive idea about what it means to belong to par-
ticular social collectives, the audience assembled in front of the TV and, 
more broadly, contemporary British society, took shape and became 
 normalised. Indeed, whilst, early series of Big Brother UK, particularly the 
live final shows, garnered truly broadcast viewing figures (audience shares 
of over 20 per cent, higher than Channel 4’s more established rivals, BBC1 
and ITV), Channel 4 did not, and has never, targeted a ‘mass’ audience in 
the manner of BBC or ITV. Rather than claiming to speak to the entire 
British nation, as had been the case with BBC1 and ITV’s prime-time 
broadcasts, the target audience of Channel 4 was (and remains) very spe-
cifically young viewers (18–34 years old) and politically liberal, ‘up- market’ 
audiences. Thus, the vision of an authenticity-bounded public may more 
accurately signify as the properties of a particular segment of the British 
populace, defined generationally and by a liberal, cosmopolitan outlook.

Despite this, in the early years of the format, the popularity of queer 
participants was recurrently put forward by commentators as evidence of 
Big Brother’s recrafting of the connections between television audience 
and television text in ways that displaced the heteronormativity of TV’s 
traditional broadcast address. For example, in Big Brother 2000, Anna 
Nolan, an out lesbian, came in second place. On paper, Anna was certainly 
a non-normative figure, a ‘little Irish lezzie’ (as another housemate affec-
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tionately referred to her) who had worked ‘as a prison warder, an interna-
tional basketball player and, most famously, a nun’ (Lane 2000). Yet, the 
British press rationalised Anna’s popularity with viewers by praising how 
her apparent authenticity spoke to audiences in ways that overrode the 
seeming otherness of her identity. As a profile in The Guardian newspa-
per stated:

You’d want Anna on your team every time, precisely because you could rely 
on her not to release a trashy rave single, or do a stint as a panto villain, or 
become a brassiere model. Forget her canonisation as a gay icon: her appeal 
went much wider than that. Anna’s sexuality did not define her role on what 
was ultimately a soap: that alone makes her a unique figure in TV history. 
Perhaps her greatest achievement was to play Big Brother at his own game: 
she joined in without selling out, or selling her soul, and she made it to the 
wire. (Lane 2000)

Here, Anna’s apparent authenticity is signified through contrast to the 
seemingly fame-seeking motivations of the other participants, who are 
implicitly accused of putting on a false, audience-friendly persona in the 
pursuit of a post-Big Brother media and celebrity career. This authenticity 
was perceived to position her in a frame of commonality with both gay and 
heterosexual audiences.

Yet, it would, I think, be a mistake to interpret the journalist’s state-
ment that ‘Anna’s sexuality did not define her’ as meaning that the dis-
course of authenticity submerged Anna’s lesbian identity, rendering it 
unspoken within the text, and thus making her ‘safe’ for heterosexual con-
sumption in the manner critiqued by Gross in the quote I cited previously. 
Rather, since its earliest years, reality TV has constructed being openly 
lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender as an emblematic way of being authen-
tic. In turn, the authenticity discursively located within queer sexualities 
and gender identities has been represented as forming the basis for a rei-
magining of the common, ‘ideological glue’ (Needham 2009) binding TV 
audiences in the twenty-first century and, by implication, the national 
public of millennial Britain.

This reimagining of the authenticity, rather than heteronormatively, 
bounded public was also enacted textually within early reality TV pro-
grammes, specifically through the genre’s investment in the discourses and 
semiotics of intimacy emotion and authenticity. Sara Ahmed (2004: 1) has 
argued that representations of emotion in cultural texts ‘work to shape the 
surfaces of […] collective bodies.’ In this way, through its intimate diary 
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room sequences and broader investment in emotional expression, a reality 
show like Big Brother has discursively brought into being a particular 
vision of British society in the early years of the twenty-first century as one 
assembled and constituted through intangible, affective ties over and 
above common criteria of sexuality, gender or identity.

Discourses of celebrity have also been central in this process. As numer-
ous scholars have noted, reality TV has appeared to offer an expanded, 
more democratic conception of celebrity in which those whose non- 
normative identities (ethnic minorities, working-class people, sex and gen-
der minorities, disabled people) or lack of various forms of capital (such as 
economic resources, media ‘connections,’ or indeed any ‘talent’ as this has 
been conventionally understood) have traditionally located them outside 
the mainstream entertainment industry, to attain media visibility and, 
potentially, celebrity status and a connected media career. In this way, real-
ity TV celebrity is defined by a complex dynamic. On one hand, the neces-
sarily hierarchical logic of celebrity culture (most people have to remain 
anonymous consumers, non-celebrities, otherwise the very concept of 
celebrity would be obsolete) positions the reality TV star as transcendent 
of the anonymous mass of ‘ordinary’ viewers. At the same time, reality TV 
stars emerging from shows like Big Brother have been recurrently repre-
sented as remaining like the audience, as connected to them in a more 
intense and profound way than traditional hierarchies of stardom. Like the 
audience, the reality celebrity has no formal media training, their celebrity 
has stemmed simply (or so it would seem) from ‘being themselves’ on 
television. Moreover, the process of celebrification that reality participants 
undergo, starting out as unknown, ‘ordinary’ people placed before the 
cameras, a situation in which they become charged with the symbolic 
power of media visibility (Couldry 2004), emphasises that they have liter-
ally emerged from the audience themselves. Moreover, in a show like Big 
Brother, the ability for participants to access media visibility is constructed 
as reliant upon the audience, who can vote to evict participants, essentially 
blocking their ascent into celebrification.

In this context, the ability for queer people to succeed on these shows 
has discursively enveloped certain queer identities within a framework of 
apparent commonality between reality TV celebrities and their viewers. 
This representational frame has moved beyond television’s traditional 
assumptions around heteronormativity and the nuclear family as the com-
mon denominator linking audience and text. More elusively, in reality TV 
these bonds are represented to have been formed through performances 
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of authenticity, coded through the reality televisual tropes of intimacy, 
affect and emotion.

The forging of this authenticity-bounded collective played out vividly 
in the live final broadcasts of the 2001 and 2004 series of Big Brother UK, 
in which Brian Dowling, an openly gay man, and Nadia Almada, a trans-
gender woman, were respectively announced as the series’ winners. In 
2001, gesturing to the fireworks and the onscreen crowd waving placards 
and banners and shouting his name, host Davina McCall told Brian, ‘Look 
at all that, it’s for you […] They’re all here for you […] They love you,’ 
and to Nadia three years later, ‘Enjoy it Nadia, this is for you […] 
Everybody loves you. How much do we love Nadia? [Crowd cheers] 
Nadia, we love you. We love you. We love you.’ As exemplified by Davina’s 
repeated use of ‘we’ in the second quotation and her call for the crowd to 
corroborate her statement with cheers of agreement, as a presenter Davina 
was positioned as the mouthpiece of the assembled crowd, who were, in 
turn, implicitly invoked as metonymic for the wider viewing public. In this 
context, the long, physical embraces which both housemates received 
from Davina immediately upon their exits from the house become  symbolic 
for the metaphorical ‘embracing’ of these queer celebrities by and within 
a British public in which queer identities did not preclude immersion.

Nadia was depicted in close-up shots, crying, screaming and waving 
frantically, which were juxtaposed with long-shots of the vast, cheering 
crowd, as fireworks exploded dramatically overhead. Shots of Nadia, 
overcome with emotion were intercut with long-shots of the crowd, wav-
ing home-made placards and banners bearing her name and chanting, 
‘NA-DI-A! NA-DI-A!’ At one point, Nadia stood upon a raised plat-
form, depicted in a grandiose low-angle shot, blowing emphatic kisses to 
the fans below her, like a newly crowned queen looking down adoringly 
upon her equally adoring subjects. The effect of this montage—shots of 
Nadia alone followed by footage of the assembled crowd, bridged by the 
sounds of euphoric celebration—was that Nadia appeared immersed 
within an adoring collectivity. She was at once positioned above and as 
part of a public collective, or rather she was constructed as somehow 
‘higher’ or more ‘special’ than the bodies which comprised the anony-
mous crowd via her affective immersion within the collective fold.

Further, the inter-textual commentary on Brian and Nadia’s wins found 
in contemporaneous newspaper coverage worked to ‘fix’ particular scripts 
on what it meant to be a member of early twenty-first-century British 
society to the mediation of these queer figures. Brian was described as 
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 having ‘endeared himself to the nation’ (Todd and Hilton 2001) and been 
‘taken to the nation’s heart’ (White 2001) in a ‘wave of nationwide popu-
larity’ (Byrne 2001). He was ‘Queen Brian […] Our man […] the nation’s 
favourite’ (Methven and Cummins 2001). Nadia, similarly, had ‘won the 
nation’s heart’ (Calvert 2004) and ‘won the heart of the nation’ (Compton 
2005). These lines exemplify the potent cultural work of reality TV, right 
from its earliest incarnations, in reimagining the bonds connecting the TV 
audience and text and, in turn, in shaping and circulating ideas about the 
values uniting society more broadly. In the reality televisual mindset, these 
values are not grounded in any formal criteria of identity like sexuality, 
gender identity, race or nationality. Indeed, in addition to being queer, 
neither Brian nor Nadia were ethnically British: Brian was Irish and Nadia, 
Portuguese. Rather, it was the affective ties forged through a context in 
which visibility is accrued through perceived authenticity, through ‘being 
yourself,’ that was put forward within these texts as the ideological glue of 
the reality TV audience at the turn of the millennium.

conclusion

This chapter has traced the inter-generic history out of which reality TV’s 
representations of queer identities have emerged: early documentaries 
about ‘homosexuality,’ reality pre-cursors, An American Family and The 
Family, talk shows, the alternative vision of PSB pioneered by Channel 4 
in the UK, and the broader context of the so-called gay 90s. Attention to 
this heritage calls into question commonplace accounts of queer TV his-
tory, demonstrating how, from its roots in earlier TV genres and contexts, 
reality TV has been a highly visible, contemporary space for the forging of 
an expanded televisual address. In this address, default conceptualisations 
of the TV audience as heteronormative have been displaced by an invest-
ment in the normativity of authenticity, one that is capable of encompass-
ing many different formations of sexuality and gender, as the common 
denominator apparently linking the different members of the television 
audience in the twenty-first century.

noTes

1. See, for example, Dow (2001), Walters (2001), Skerski (2007).
2. For in-depth yet wide-ranging accounts of gay history in the UK see David 

(1997) and Weeks (2016) and Bronski (2011) in the USA.
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3. For an analysis of this programme see Franklin (2014).
4. See Richardson (1995) for an analysis of this programme.
5. For example, Gross (2001), Walters (2001), Skerski (2007).
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CHAPTER 3

Queerness as Authenticity in Reality TV

On 7 October 2015, over 14 million viewers watched Nadiya Hussain, a 
30-year-old British Muslim woman, win The Great British Bake Off. In the 
programme, syndicated in the USA as The Great British Baking Show, 12 
amateur bakers competed in various cake, bread and biscuit making chal-
lenges, with the worst performing baker eliminated at the close of each 
episode. Bake Off’s setting, a grand, white marquee in the verdant, mani-
cured grounds of a stately home in the south of England, offered an inter-
nationally exportable vision of a traditional, ethically white Englishness 
akin to that found in the fictional drama Downton Abbey or TV and film 
adaptations of the novels of Jane Austen. Inside the tent, retro-inspired 
Smeg fridges and vintage crockery sat alongside pastel-coloured worktops 
and Union Jack bunting. Bake Off’s casting, however, was decidedly mod-
ern. In the final, competing with Nadiya, who is of Bangladeshi heritage 
and wears a Muslim hijab, were Tamal Ray, a 29-year-old openly gay 
British-Asian man, and 47-year-old white British man Ian Cummings. The 
‘Britain’ of The Great British Bake Off was thus imagined through a meld-
ing of the nostalgic and the contemporary, where an old-fashioned 
Englishness was reinvigorated through the contemporary ideals of diver-
sity and plurality in relation to selfhood and identity. Emblematising this 
convergence almost completely, Nadiya’s final bake was a giant wedding 
cake resembling a Bangladeshi sari in the red, white and blue colours of 
the Union Jack.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1007/978-3-030-14215-5_3&domain=pdf
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As has long been argued in television, media and cultural studies, TV 
has become instrumental in shaping national identities, crafting and circu-
lating ideas about what it means to be part of a particular nation at a par-
ticular moment in time. Television’s imaginings of the national public 
have historically possessed both racial and sexual contours, and TV has 
traditionally addressed the white, heterosexual nuclear family as the nor-
mative unit of social organisation (Ellis 1982; Needham 2009). In Bake 
Off, however, national belonging was demarcated as no longer contingent 
upon any formal criteria of race, ethnicity or sexuality. Rather, what char-
acterised this televisually crafted Britishness, and what was represented to 
unite all those enveloped within its address, was a deep love for, and desire 
to excel at, baking.

This may sound flippant. However, in the show, baking was metonymic 
for a range of more profound, yet less tangible, cultural values: manifest-
ing your inner, innate talents and ambitions; overcoming adversity and 
following your dreams. Baking, therefore, functioned as a mode of authen-
ticity, a way of bringing into being deeply felt desires which stretch to the 
core of one’s sense of self. In this way, Bake Off reimagined Britishness as 
a state of shared authenticity over and above common racial or sexual 
characteristics. In so doing, it constructed a meritocratic world in which 
racism, homophobia, sexism and other forms of prejudice do not hold 
anyone back from realising their authenticity because all that matters are 
the talent of the baker and the quality of the bake. This construction was, 
of course, at least in part, a fantasy. Whilst Nadiya was a fan favourite 
throughout the competition, she spoke openly about the high levels of 
racist and Islamophobic abuse she received on social media from people 
aggrieved that a hijab-wearing, Muslim woman won a reality competition 
with ‘British’ in the title (Horton 2017). In addition, right-wing com-
mentators claimed that Bake Off’s racially and sexually diverse casting evi-
denced a ‘sinister’ bias towards liberal, left-leaning values on the part of 
the BBC. As the Daily Mail’s Quentin Letts wrote:

Were [the 2015 cast] chosen because they fitted some Twitter-influenced 
metropolitan wishlist, because they satisfied the demands of gender/ethic/
sexual/class balance […] a leaning to modernity, to fashion, to ‘the alterna-
tive’, the ‘different’ [?]. It is in keeping with the creed of egalitarianism. It is 
deeply unconservative. [BBC executives] are so easily impressed by those 
who depart from the mainstream that they often fail to represent adequately 
that very mainstream. (2015)
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Letts speculated that, upon seeing the cast for the first time, ‘the aver-
age British viewer may have felt distinctly manipulated.’ Yet, whilst such 
comments claim to seek representational justice for an objective, factual, 
‘average’ Briton, the notion of what constitutes ‘averageness’ or normal-
ity in any context is a matter of discursive construction. In their invoca-
tion of an authenticity-bounded nation, reality TV shows like Bake Off 
have entered into a cultural struggle over the very meanings of normality 
and difference, Britishness and otherness in the contemporary moment. 
Indeed, in 2018, the show moved from the BBC to Channel 4, an estab-
lished home for diversity-affirmative broadcasting (see Chap. 2), and 
continued to represent a sexually and ethnically diverse, yet authenticity-
bounded, vision of contemporary British society.

I have opened this chapter with a discussion of Bake Off because, as a 
show, it encapsulates the aspects of the cultural work of reality TV explored 
in this chapter. Building upon the previous chapter’s historically contextu-
alised discussion of what I call reality TV’s compulsory authenticity, in this 
chapter I explore in greater depth how, through a combination of its 
industrial contexts—as a commercial response to the fragmenting, multi- 
channel TV audiences in the late 1990s and early 2000s—and its generic 
conventions, reality TV has, pre-eminently, opened up a space in main-
stream broadcasting for a mode of audience address which displaces tradi-
tional assumptions of heterosexuality and location within a nuclear family 
as the ‘ideological glue’ (Needham 2009) uniting the audience. Instead, 
reality TV has crafted an assumption of compulsory authenticity. Reality 
TV, I argue, has, recurrently and prolifically through numerous different 
shows, formats and sub-genres, made intelligible visions of national pub-
lics which are bound by a shared drive towards, and investment in, the 
ideal of authenticity, rather than any formal criteria of identity like race, 
sexuality or gender identity.

Importantly, I am not trying to claim that reality programming has nec-
essarily changed how audiences think about their commonalities with oth-
ers, on or off television, in any clear, causal fashion (though it would be 
difficult to argue that reality TV has had no impact in this area). I am also 
not seeking to argue that reality TV has fundamentally dismantled hetero-
normativity (clearly it hasn’t). Rather, I wish to make the more nuanced 
claim that reality TV, through its specific generic and industrial optics, and 
through an inter-textual network of reality shows themselves and broader 
commentary on them circulating within the public domain, has discur-
sively crafted a subject position—a framework for thinking about oneself 
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and one’s commonality with other people—which is not grounded in het-
eronormativity but in a new normativity of authenticity. Firstly, I explore 
how reality TV’s layering of different vectors of authenticity call into ques-
tion the ‘assumption’ logic of heteronormativity, and invoke affinities with 
the experiences of forging a queer subjectivity in a heteronormative world. 
Secondly, I explore how different reality texts have mobilised discourses of 
authenticity as a signifier of commonality between straight and queer par-
ticipants and audiences. In this representational frame, being openly queer 
has become consolidated as a mode of being authentic.

Heteronormativity and its displacement

In order to understand fully how reality texts have displaced an audience 
address grounded in compulsory heterosexuality with one of compulsory 
authenticity, it is necessary to engage with scholarly conceptions of com-
pulsory heterosexuality and the related concept of heteronormativity. 
Critiques of heteronormativity, as a culturally constructed and socially 
organised way of understanding human sexuality, stretch back most sub-
stantively to the British and North American gay liberation movements of 
the 1970s. Whilst earlier forms of gay activism, such as the homophile 
movement of the 1950s and 1960s, focused primarily upon formal, legal 
rights for homosexuals (particularly the legalisation of consensual sex 
between men), the gay liberation movement sought more radical transfor-
mations in sex roles, gender norms, and societal attitudes towards sexual-
ity and gender. This drive manifested itself primarily in an opposition to 
what was termed ‘heterosexism,’ the recognition that, in the words of the 
British organisation the Gay Liberation Front, ‘Women and gay men are 
both victims of the cultural and ideological phenomenon known as sex-
ism. This is manifested in our culture as male supremacy and heterosexual 
chauvinism’ (quoted in Weeks 2016).

Gay liberation’s opposition to heterosexism in many ways allied and 
overlapped with the aims of Second Wave Feminism. It is therefore perhaps 
unsurprising that some of the most influential critiques of heteronormativ-
ity at this time came from lesbian feminists writing at the intersection of the 
second wave feminist and the gay liberation movements. The concept of 
compulsory heterosexuality is generally attributed to the French feminist 
philosopher Adrienne Rich, for whom the concept was part of a broader 
lesbian feminist critique of heterosexuality as foundational to women’s 
subordination to men in patriarchal culture. Rich described heterosexuality 
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as an ‘institution’ which was ‘imposed, managed, organized, propagan-
dized and maintained by force’ (1993 [1980]: 216). For Rich, this process 
was enacted socially and culturally through both the recurrent glorification 
of heterosexual unions and the eradication of other sexual possibilities 
within the cultural field. In particular, Rich levelled her critique at media 
and popular culture, stating that ‘the ideology of heterosexual romance [is] 
beamed at [women] from childhood out of fairytales, television, films, 
advertising, popular, songs, wedding pageantry.’ This, she stated, worked 
to make women ‘think of heterosexuality as the natural emotional and sex-
ual inclination’ (ibid.: 213–216, emphasis in original). The fulcrum of 
Rich’s argument was thus that heterosexuality was a cultural construct 
which privileged the social position of men over women, and which was 
sustained through social norms and cultural representations. Her project 
was to imagine how sexuality (and women’s sexuality in particular) might 
be thought about, organised, embodied and expressed differently.

More recently, scholars have used the concept of heteronormativity, 
which I outlined in Chap. 1, to explore and critique the effects of the kinds 
of cultural practices which, for Rich, constituted the institution of com-
pulsory heterosexuality. For example, writing in the context of television, 
Samuel Chambers has argued that, ‘On the majority of television shows 
heteronormativity operates in the exact same way it does in society: invis-
ibility. That is, we assume everyone is straight, and, pretty much, everyone 
is straight’ (2009: 35). For Chambers, as for many writers, heteronorma-
tivity operates through the logic of assumption. That is, heterosexuality is 
consolidated as normative, in part, because people tend to automatically 
assume that everyone they meet, or encounter in and through media, are 
straight unless they specifically declare or signal otherwise. Heterosexuality 
is thus rendered invisible, default, unremarkable and expected.

Yet, if heteronormativity relies upon unspoken assumptions about peo-
ple’s sexualities—how they feel, and indeed, in relation to contemporary 
ways of thinking, what they are, inside—then the logic of heteronormativ-
ity does not slide easily into the textual worlds of reality TV. Whilst reality 
television is deeply invested in the notion that everyone has an inner, 
authentic self, conceived as an innate set of desires, dispositions and person-
ality traits, reality shows also maintain that what this self is, both for others 
and oneself, can never, and should never, be assumed. According to reality 
TV, authentic selves rarely manifest themselves transparently and unfettered 
in social interactions. Rather, reality texts maintain that authentic selves can, 
and usually are, revealed gradually, partially and selectively; authentic selves 
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can be suppressed, hidden or misrepresented. This can be for deceitful or 
duplicitous reasons, or simply because discovering and unearthing one’s 
authentic self is represented to require testing amounts of self-reflexivity, 
brutal honesty (with oneself), therapeutic self-work and the intervention of 
experts. For example, many Big Brother participants have been accused (by 
both viewers and other housemates) of ‘performing’ for the cameras, of 
behaving in ways calculated to garner positive audience responses, rather 
than being true to their ‘real’ personalities. At the same time, a recurrent 
trope of Big Brother (and similar intimate strangers formats like Survivor, 
Shipwrecked and I’m A Celebrity…Get Me Out of Here) involves participants 
discussing how being sequestered within the televisual space of the Big 
Brother house (or the Survivor island or I’m A Celebrity jungle) has enabled 
them to realise, connect with and make manifest who they ‘really are’ inside, 
in ways they were unable to do before their reality TV ‘journey.’1

In the world according to reality TV, accessing and ascertaining authen-
tic selves, both those of others and one’s own, is fraught with difficulty, 
conflict and emotion. The tensions and uncertainties around the location 
of the real—who onscreen is ‘being themselves’ and who is being ‘fake’ or 
‘phony’—are the prime dramatic currency of reality formats. In reality TV, 
being authentic (or ‘being real’ or ‘being yourself ’) translates as behaving 
in a manner which is congruent with, and expressive of, an apparently 
innate and essential core set of personality traits, ethical values and emo-
tional and intellectual dispositions, which form the basis of ‘who you are.’ 
It also means behaving towards others in a way that expresses one’s appar-
ently genuine feelings about them, and maintaining a coherent set of val-
ues, characteristics and opinions and feelings about others across different 
social and articulatory contexts. As such, to be seen to be transgressing the 
mandate to authenticity by performing a version of selfhood which is per-
ceived as ‘fake,’ ‘two faced’ or ‘phony,’ particularly if this is perceived to 
be calculated for the mediated space of reality TV, has become consoli-
dated as the cardinal sin of reality participation.

By instating and policing such apparent distinctions between the ‘real’ 
and the ‘fake’ in the context of selfhood, reality TV is therefore highly 
attuned to the ways in which, as individuals, we can and do perform and 
articulate our identities and senses of self differently in different contexts, 
and for different reasons, in ways that render apparently ‘real’ and ‘false’ 
selves difficult to prise apart. As John McGrath (2004: 205) has argued in 
relation to Big Brother and other intimate strangers formats, ‘It is the con-
tradictions between the ways of seeing an individual that seems to be 
enjoyed [by audiences]. It is the uncertainty, the undecidability, which 
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[…] fascinate.’ At the same time, amidst the contradictions, uncertainties 
and changeability of the performances of self played out in reality TV, 
these shows nonetheless maintain that beneath these different perfor-
mances resides an innate, abiding and unchangeable authentic self. This 
self, it is claimed, may be represented truthfully or insincerely in interper-
sonal interactions. Indeed, numerous research studies with reality TV 
audiences have concluded that scrutinising participants’ behaviour for 
moments when they are ‘being themselves’ and when, in contrast, they are 
being ‘fake’ or performing for the cameras, what Janet Jones (2003) has 
called ‘fake spotting,’ is one of the central viewing pleasures of reality TV.2

Reality texts are therefore structured through layers of intimacies, rev-
elations, concealments and truths. Participants are shown to be represent-
ing their authentic selves to varying degrees of transparency in different 
social and discursive contexts. Part of the appeal for audiences lies in their 
access to an almost omniscient viewing position which traverses all the lay-
ers of intimacy, openness and concealment. In all reality formats, in con-
fessionals participants purport to share personal truths, feelings and 
reactions with the audience alone, truths which are withheld from other 
cast-members. In intimate strangers formats like Big Brother or Bad Girls 
Club, conversations between small numbers of participants, often about 
excluded others, create transient enclaves of intimacy and secrecy within 
the constructed environments of these shows. In docusoaps, scenes of 
gossiping and bitching are commonplace, as cast-members are represented 
to be airing their ‘real’ feelings for other cast-members, feelings which 
they may repress or conceal in other interactions. Crucially, these layers of 
intimacies are always porous, insecure and permanently threaten to col-
lapse. A participant might eavesdrop on another’s confessional, or a docu-
soap cast-member may confront another about a comment made about 
them behind their back, which spills into an explosive row in which their 
‘real’ feelings for each other flood to the surface. Affect circulates here as 
a core signifier of the real. When participants lose control of their emo-
tions their ‘real’ selves are represented to come out.

Queerness and self-revelation on and off 
television

The reality televisual conception of selfhood that I have outlined thus far, 
a selective, partial bringing into being of a true, authentic, inner self 
through moments of confession, revelation and emotional expression, 
speaks strikingly to the ways in which queer subjectivities take shape within 
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a heteronormative world. As outlined in Chap. 1, in this book, I am 
approaching the idea of an authentic, essential lesbian, gay, bisexual or 
transgender identity as a discursive construct, a culturally specific way of 
making sense of the complex drives of sexual desire or gendered embodi-
ment. Nonetheless, it is certainly the case that in order to craft a public 
identity as an LGBTQ person, one must negotiate an unending succession 
of revelations, confessions, concealments and elisions. If one is automati-
cally assigned a cisgender and heterosexual subject position, one must 
recurrently perform a reversal of this assumption in order to become pub-
licly legible as LGBTQ. One must constantly weigh up if, how and when 
one will bring one’s queer self into being and through what kind of self- 
performance. This is why queer theorists like Eve Sedgwick argued that 
coming out is a ‘shaping presence’ in queer lives. Discussing gay and les-
bian coming out, Sedgwick described how:

Every encounter with a new classful of students, to say nothing of a new 
boss, social worker, loan officer, landlord, doctor, erect new closets whose 
fraught and characteristic laws of optics and physics extract […] new sur-
veys, new calculations, new draughts and requisitions. (1990: 68)

Whilst social attitudes towards queer people have, overall, changed dra-
matically since the publication of Sedgwick’s book in 1990, more liberal 
public attitudes towards LGBT people have not dismantled the need to 
constantly manage potential disjunctures between what our identities are 
assumed by others to be, and what we feel them to be ourselves. A lessen-
ing of homophobia in recent decades has not necessarily resulted in a shift 
away from heteronormativity. People are still, almost always, automatically 
assumed to be straight, and so one doesn’t just come out once but must 
constantly negotiate gaps between the known and the unknown, between 
what is assumed by others and what is felt to be true by oneself.

This is exactly how selfhood, in a broader sense, is conceived in reality 
TV, as something which resides inside an individual, and which in order to 
become publicly legible must be manifested partially, selectively, offered 
up or concealed in every social interactions. Thus, across reality TV, queer 
identities have been represented through a convergence between the ways 
in which queer people must become visible in a heteronormative world 
and the reality televisual worldview of authenticity, where the authentic 
self emerges in a partial process of selective intimacies, quarantined confes-
sions and calculated revelations and withholdings.
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For example, in Episode Two of the first season of Survivor in 2000, 
Richard Hatch, who went on to win the show, was shown saying in a 
group conversation, ‘It’s been interesting in this new environment to kind 
of decide when to say what about yourself.’ These lines reaffirmed reality 
TV’s conceptualisation of selfhood as something which can never be auto-
matically assumed, and which is revealed, piecemeal, over time. The text 
then cut to a confessional of Hatch, alone under a secluded palm tree, in 
which he revealed, abruptly and matter-of-factly, that he was gay, and 
speculated that another islander, an older male named Rudy, might have 
problems interacting with him if he were to find out that Richard was gay. 
Richard stated, ‘As people get to know me they learn who I am and even-
tually, over time, they find out I’m gay.’ This statement pulled together 
the processes of negotiating a queer subjectivity within heteronormativity 
with the reality televisual promise of access to authentic truths of partici-
pants’ self-identities, truths which may be concealed from, or unknown to, 
others with whom they share the televisual space.

Likewise, in Big Brother UK 2001, during the first episode, Brian, a gay 
man, took aside Narinder, a straight woman, and came out to her as gay, 
expressing his anxieties that other housemates may dislike him because of 
his sexuality. As the conversation was taking place, on the floor of the seat-
ing area, other housemates could be seen and heard in the background of 
the shot, textually invoking an enclave of intimacy, confession and truth 
within the broader space of the Big Brother house and show, an enclave to 
which audiences, but not the other housemates, were granted access.

As another example, the opening episode of the US Big Brother of the 
same year began with the host Julie Chen telling the audience, ‘From 
Beverley Hills to Brooklyn to Opelousas, Louisiana, these strangers have 
very little in common, except the courage to leave their homes and live in 
confinement for the next three months,’ immediately invoking the theme 
of difference and diversity. Yet, the initial comments from the participants 
as they took to the confessional space of the diary room to air their first 
impressions of their fellow housemates, established the casts’ relationships 
with one another in highly heteronormative terms. For example, one 
woman stated, ‘When I first walked out into the house [I] looked around, 
scoping out the dudes, seeing the competition for the girls.’ Later, the 
housemates sat in a circle, introducing themselves to the rest of the group 
and answering questions about their families and home lives. As a middle- 
aged male housemate, Bunky, was asked questions about his ‘wife,’ which 
the others had simply assumed that he had, the sequence cut to a 
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 confessional shot of Bunky in which he stated, ‘I’m trying to stay in the 
closet and, at the same time, not lie about my sexuality. They keep making 
reference to my wife, but I’ve never said “my wife.” “My wife’s name is 
Greg” is not going to work.’

Immediately, the heteronormative flow of the housemates’ interac-
tions, as men were asked about their wives, and the young women dis-
cussed which of the young men they found most attractive, was undercut 
by Bunky’s revelation of his queer sexuality. By purporting to provide 
access to the inner life of the subject, through intimate confessional 
sequences in which participants offer their ‘true’ feelings on the inter- 
edited group interactions, the reality TV text called into question the abil-
ity of the assumption logic of heteronormativity—the default attribution 
of straightness to everyone—to account for the ‘reality’ of contemporary 
sexualities. Rather, as the text was constructed through the juxtaposition 
of different moments of revelation and interaction comprising different 
relationships of intimacy (audience and cast-member, a small number of 
cast-members, the whole cast), the show proffered a less straightforward 
perspective upon sexual normativity, cautioning against default assump-
tions of heterosexuality if the ‘truth’ of a participant’s sexuality is to be 
ascertained. The show even seemed to suggest that heteronormativity can 
work as a blockage to authentic self-expression, as the other housemates’ 
assumption that Bunky had a wife was represented to be inhibiting him 
from revealing his ‘true’ gay self to the others.

Some reality shows, particularly during the early years of the twenty- first 
century, mobilised the affinities between queer existence and reality TV’s 
shifting layers of revelation and truth as their commercial unique selling 
points. In Boy Meets Boy, broadcast in 2003, a gay man, James, was courted 
by 15 potential suitors, of which half were gay and half were straight men 
pretending to be gay in order to secure James’ affection and win a cash 
prize. In so doing, the show reversed the usual operation of heteronorma-
tivity in which gay people must either come out or be read as straight by 
forcing the straight men to conceal their sexualities. Through this, James 
and the viewers were presented with one of reality TV’s main commercial 
hooks, assessing who was manifesting their ‘real’ self and who was offering 
a false performance. At the end of each episode, the evicted suitors would 
reflect in confessionals about their reality TV experience, with the straight 
cast-members making comments like, ‘My whole experience here is like a 
mirror image of how people who are in the closet still are experiencing daily 
life,’ ‘It’s not easy to fit in when you have to pretend to be like something 
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you’re not,’ and ‘I knew it was hard for homosexuals to come out of the 
closet. I didn’t realise to what degree until I did this show. I went to bed 
thinking about it, I woke up thinking about it.’

Through its claimed pseudo-public service mission to teach straight 
men about the difficulties of negotiating a gay subjectivity, the format 
produced and circulated a conception of selfhood as a performance in 
which an inner authentic sexuality/self is either brought out or suppressed. 
In the context of the show, this sexuality might be gay or straight, but 
what was represented to unite the gay and straight participants was a 
shared awareness, now apparently heightened on the part of the straight 
men, of the importance of being true to who you ‘really are.’ As one of the 
straight suitors stated, ‘We’re all individuals. Love is love […] whether 
you’re gay or straight. And so I’m hoping this show melts away the fears 
of how different we are.’ Boy Meets Boy thus played out in a quite literal 
fashion how, through its generic investments in layered intimacies and the 
search for inner truths, reality TV has worked to unstitch and reconstitute 
the contours of normativity in relation to contemporary sexualities. In this 
discursive process, what has been normalised is not necessarily being 
straight, but being authentic. Authenticity here translated as manifesting 
whatever sexual orientation one feels defines one’s subjectivity.

Whilst the compulsory authenticity trope, as articulated in shows like 
Survivor, Big Brother and Boy Meets Boy worked to produce an expanded 
discursive field for thinking about and articulating normativity and differ-
ence in relation to sexuality and identity, reality TV’s compulsory authen-
ticity scripts have been nothing if not ambivalent. For example, other 
reality formats have operated along a similar premise to Boy Meets Boy, but 
have, at the same time, drawn upon far more regressive stereotypes about 
queer people in their mobilisation of the convergences between queer and 
reality televisual self-presentation. In the British show There’s Something 
About Miriam, broadcast in 2004 (and in the USA in 2007), a cast of 
young, heterosexual British men competed to win a date with a Mexican 
model named Miriam who, in the final episode, came out as a transwoman. 
Whilst it could, in some sense, be seen to have undermined normative 
cisgender assumptions, There’s Something About Miriam also exemplified 
how reality TV’s displacement of compulsory cisgendered heterosexuality 
with compulsory authenticity is a far more ambivalent representational 
frame than it might first appear. In There’s Something About Miriam, this 
discursive process worked to reanimate well-worn stereotypes of transgen-
der femininity as deceptive performance used to seduce unsuspecting 
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 heterosexual men (Serano 2007). This perception of transgender women 
was compounded when the male contestants attempted to sue the show’s 
broadcaster, Sky TV, and its production company, Brighter Pictures, for 
‘conspiracy to commit a sexual assault, defamation, breach of contract and 
personal injury’ (Davies 2003). The assault and injury charges apparently 
stemmed from the fact that several of the men had kissed Miriam (Deans 
2003). Whilst Brighter Pictures maintained that it ‘had made a point of 
never referring to Miriam as a woman when getting the men to take part’ 
(Davies 2003), the case was settled out of court for an undisclosed sum. 
Moreover, the show objectified Miriam’s body as a site of cisgender scru-
tiny around the ‘truth’ of her identity, rendering her ‘real’ gender not a 
matter of Miriam’s own self-identification, but the investigative tactics of 
the cisgender-assumed audience. When it was broadcast on Sky 1 in the 
UK, Miriam’s coming out in the final episode of the series was accompa-
nied by a box of onscreen text encouraging viewers to press the interactive 
red button on their Sky remote controls and participate in a poll on the 
question ‘Could you tell?’

Less dramatic, but similarly grounded in phobic stereotypes, the Playing 
It Straight franchise (the US version was broadcast in 2004 and the UK 
version in 2005 and 2012) set up heterosexual women to work out who, 
from a cast of suitors, were straight and who were gay men pretending to 
be straight in order to ‘trick’ the woman into coupling with them in order 
to win a monetary prize (the straight men, if selected, would apparently 
not win any money). Whilst, again, the show in some ways worked to de- 
naturalise the assumption logic of heteronormativity, the format was struc-
tured upon a discursive dichotomy, associating of heterosexuality with 
‘genuine’ love and gay sexualities with deception and subterfuge. The gay 
participants were characterised as deceptive schemers who needed to be 
exposed and eliminated so that ‘true’ heterosexual romance could flourish.

Moving into the second decade of the twenty-first century, this mode 
of representing queer identities through a convergence between queer 
subject formation and reality televisual conceptions of selfhood has 
become a recognisable reality TV trope. For example, in the MTV UK 
show The Valleys, about a group of young people from rural Wales living 
together in a house in Cardiff, a sequence of the (otherwise heterosexual) 
cast playing a drinking game in which they were dared to kiss other partici-
pants amidst rising sexual tension between various male/female pairings, 
was intercut with confessionals of a male cast-member, Liam, discussing 
how the situation was making him feel increasingly anxious about telling 
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the other cast-members that he was gay. In the 2016 series of Geordie 
Shore, some participants were aware that one cast-member, Marnie, identi-
fied as bisexual, whilst others, including her boyfriend Aaron, were not. 
Marnie’s attempts to manage in different social contexts the different lev-
els of knowledge about her ‘secret,’ and her attempts to pluck up the cour-
age to come out to Aaron, formed a key source of narrative tension in the 
series’ early episodes. In the 2016 season of the docusoap Love and Hip- 
Hop: Atlanta viewers saw the show regular Mimi at home with her new 
boyfriend, a transgender man named Chris. Mimi articulated her anxiety 
about introducing Chris to her friends for fear of how they might react to 
Chris being transgender. Simultaneously, other cast-members, in other 
sequences, were shown gossiping about Mimi’s ‘new man,’ who they 
assumed to be cisgender. This assumption was undercut in later scenes 
when they met Chris and found out about his trans identity.

This construction of queer identities as authentic selves, revealed par-
tially and selectively through performance has also, from the outset of 
reality TV, been inherently inter-textual. As many researchers have 
explored, reality television’s claims to authenticity are located within an 
inter-textual network in which other media sites frequently purport to 
represent the ‘reality behind the reality’ (Holmes 2004), claiming to offer 
more truthful representations of what reality TV stars are ‘really like’ in 
ways not seen on the shows themselves. Again, sexuality has figured cen-
trally in this discursive struggle over representational ‘reality.’ Most 
famously perhaps, several former contestants of reality pop franchises, like 
Will Young of Pop Idol UK in 2001 and Clay Aiken and Adam Lambert of 
American Idol in 2003 and 2009, respectively, have come out as gay, often 
following speculation in the tabloid press and on celebrity gossip blogs, 
after having been represented as heterosexual whilst on the shows (see 
Chap. 5). As other examples, Geordie Shore’s Marnie came out as bisexual 
not on the show itself, but in an interview with heat magazine, and Charlie 
King, a cast-member of the British docusoap The Only Way is Essex came 
out as gay on the daytime magazine show This Morning, sometime after 
his departure from The Only Way is Essex. After starring in Keeping Up 
With the Kardashians as her birth-assigned identity, Bruce, for several 
years, Caitlyn Jenner came out as transgender in an interview on the news 
programme 20/20 with Dianne Sawyer, and then on the cover of Vanity 
Fair magazine. These inter-textual sites staked a claim to representing the 
‘real’ Jenner, who had apparently not been seen in her previous reality TV 
appearances, a claim which was then itself challenged by the counter-claim 
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of Jenner’s own reality show, I Am Cait, which purported to offer a deeper 
insight into Caitlyn’s identity than was found upon her initial mediated 
coming outs.3

As this selection of examples demonstrate, in line with the conventions 
of the genre, in reality TV non-heteronormative identities and relation-
ships have circulated as authentic truths which are concealed and revealed, 
represented and suppressed in different ways throughout the different lay-
ers of intimacy between participants, and between audiences and partici-
pants, which structure reality texts. This conception of queer selfhood 
makes sense in this context because it is assembled through the pro-
grammes’ broader generic and commercial promises of apparently authen-
tic self-revelation. In a genre so invested in the location of the real and the 
difficulty in  locating it, being lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender has 
become intelligible as an intimate truth of the self which some people 
know, and others do not, and which can be made public or reserved for 
selected, delineated intimacies. In this representational frame, part of real-
ity TV’s mandate that one can never know the authentic self of an indi-
vidual straight away, and that, as such, what someone’s authentic self is 
should never be assumed, has involved a negation or questioning of het-
eronormativity. Reality TV has asserted that, like any ‘inner’ aspect of the 
self, sexuality or gender identity should never be automatically assumed as 
heterosexual or cisgender. In this way, reality TV has induced and thrives 
upon a tension between the seen and the unseen, the known and the not- 
yet- known, in ways that can be seen to confuse or trouble the straightfor-
ward reproduction of heteronormativity as a default, automatic assumption 
that everyone is cisgender or heterosexual. Thus, whilst it would be an 
exaggeration to state that reality TV has fundamentally displaced hetero-
normativity within the mainstream media (many of us are likely still guilty 
of initially assuming that most people we see on reality TV are heterosex-
ual, as per our socialisation in heteronormative society), reality program-
ming’s broader generic investment in authentic selves which are hidden, 
unknown and gradually and selectively revealed has at least called into 
question the assumption logic of heteronormativity.

This discursive questioning, enacted through the reality TV tropes of 
authenticity, intimacy and confession, has also done additional cultural 
work in producing and consolidating as normative a particular under-
standing of what it means to be LGBTQ in the twenty-first century, a 
norm which is grounded in the ideal of the authentic self. By representing 
queer people through its authenticity-saturated generic lens, reality TV 
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has worked to normalise a very specific understanding of queer person-
hood based upon essentialist ideas of immutable, innate sexual orienta-
tions and gender identities. We see and hear this highly normalised idea in 
commonplace assertions that people are born gay or transgender, or that 
coming out as gay or transitioning to one’s intuited gender is an act of 
simply ‘being yourself ’ (see Chap. 4 for further discussion of this trope).

This is an ambivalent discourse. Certainly, it has brought into being an 
expanded arena for thinking about and articulating sexuality and gender 
within popular culture away from the heteronormative. At the same time, 
if being gay or transgender is naturalised as an essential, innate, culturally 
transcendent way of being, then heterosexuality must be too, and if most 
people identify as straight, then the authenticity discourse might, contra-
dictorily, question heteronormativity only to, in the same stroke, reaffirm 
it. What is clear is that, through its specific generic properties, reality TV 
has opened up a space in the mainstream media, in a way rarely seen in 
other cultural forms, for making legible how queer selves must take shape 
in a heteronormative world, through unceasing negotiations of the known 
and the unknown, the revealed and the suppressed, and for probing the 
emotional and affective contours of this process. This must, in some way, 
produce a chink in the armour of heteronormativity.

imagining autHenticity-Bounded societies

Since its earliest years, reality television has pioneered a mode of address, 
structured through its generic tropes of layered intimacies and claims to 
authentic, personal truths, in which the compulsory heterosexuality of 
traditional television broadcasting has been displaced by an emphasis 
upon the possession of an authentic self, which may take many different 
sexed and gendered forms. Reality TV has thus produced and circulated, 
through its specific generic tropes and industrial concerns, a subject posi-
tion grounded not in heteronormativity, but in authenticity, as an altered 
way for viewers to make sense of the commonalities which connect them 
to others with whom they share their social world. In this way, reality 
TV’s reenvisioning of millennial TV’s broadcast mode of address has 
been intertwined with its simultaneous representation of British and 
American societies as increasingly diverse in relation to sexuality and gen-
der. In the world as imagined through reality TV, authenticity, not 
 heteronormativity, is the default value which unites and assembles this 
reimagined public sphere.
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As the television studies scholar John Ellis influentially argued in the 
1980s, television’s traditional orientation towards a presumed family audi-
ence was embedded ‘into the texture of its programmes,’ and had the 
power to profoundly impact ‘the audience’s own conception of themselves’ 
(1982: 115). Whilst any kind of cause-and-effect relationship between tele-
visual representations and viewers’ conceptions of their own identities 
would be overly simplistic, it is certainly the case that television has played, 
and continues to play, a major role in producing and circulating ideas about 
what constitute ‘normal’ ways of being a sexed and gendered being in 
social life more broadly. As Nick Mahoney, Janet Newman and Clive 
Barnett have stated, publics, conceived as a mass of individuals united by 
certain shared norms, do not come into being naturally and organically, but 
are assembled, ‘made up from the uneasy and impermanent alignments of 
discourses, spaces, institutions, ideas, technologies and objects’ (2010: 2). 
They contend that one should therefore not underestimate the role of 
media representations in ‘shaping and constituting publics’ (ibid.: 8).

The media’s constitution of publics, its production and naturalisation 
of particular ways of thinking about who and what the public of a particu-
lar time and society are, is particularly pronounced in relation to reality 
television due to the genre’s claims representing ‘ordinary’ people and the 
emotional contours of their personal and everyday lives. Of course, in so 
doing, reality TV is not just bringing visibility to some kind of ‘ordinary’ 
mass which already exists, a priori, before and beyond their representa-
tions. Rather, in its use of non-professional participants, and focus upon 
their emotional and personal lives, reality TV has discursively constructed 
particular ideas about what ‘ordinariness’ means,4 and about who and 
what constitute the ‘general public’ of contemporary Anglo-American 
societies. In this discursively crafted worldview, certain kinds of queer sub-
jectivities have been positioned as a part and parcel of public life in the 
twenty-first century, as legitimate members of a British or American public 
united by shared values, not in heteronormativity, but is the valorisation of 
authenticity.

This  construction  of sexuality pluralistic yet authenticity-bounded 
nations appears at odds with a long-standing argument within queer 
studies that sexual minorities have been traditionally excluded from 
hegemonic imaginings the national public. For example, Lauren Berlant 
and Michael Warner (1998) proposed the term ‘national heterosexual-
ity’ to conceptualise and critique the ways in which heteronormativity 
was embedded within the discursive apparatus of state-making. In this 
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framework, the citizen is addressed invariably as heterosexual, most 
potently through the valorisation of the ‘family form’ as ‘mediator and 
metaphor of national existence,’ part of ‘a constellation of practices that 
everywhere dispenses heterosexual privilege as a tacit but central orga-
nizing index of social membership’ (ibid.: 555). Berlant and Warner did 
not mention television specifically, but their assertion that the valorisa-
tion of family was central to national heterosexuality clearly speaks of 
Ellis’ work on the traditional address of broadcast TV.

In the twenty-first century, however, the borders between which identi-
ties are, and are not, constituted as belonging within the national fold 
have become increasingly porous, and certain kinds of sexual minority 
identities have been reconstituted within, rather than outside of, norma-
tive imaginings of the nation in both Britain and the USA. If what is now 
perceived to bind the nation and the public is not a common sexuality, 
then it must be something else. I would argue that authenticity has become 
the membrane of this discursive reconstitution of the nation and its sexed 
and gendered parameters of belonging. Through its generic fixation with 
authenticity, reality TV has become a central space in which certain visions 
of the national public, an unstable and contingent concept comprised of a 
series of intersecting and mutating discourses, are constructed.

This perspective has, however, not been totally confined to reality tele-
vision. Writing at the close of the first decade of the twenty-first century, 
Ron Becker (2009) discussed a move towards what he called ‘post-gay 
TV’ in television fiction. Becker articulated the ‘post-gay’ trend as a shift 
of focus in televisual representations of gay men and lesbians. This was, he 
claimed, a shift away from themes of coming out, bullying or internalised 
homophobia, which stressed the difference of gay people from hetero-
sexuals, and towards the representation of gay identities as unremarkable, 
even banal, features of modern life.

Reality TV can, in some ways, be seen to have led the way in this dis-
cursive process. As I have discussed, from the beginning, reality formats 
included gay men, as well as lesbians, bisexuals and transgender partici-
pants, within their casts, producing and circulating a vision of Anglo- 
American publics in which LGBT people were integral, and even expected 
members, and where the common ideal linking its members was an invest-
ment in authenticity, rather than a shared (hetero)sexual or (cis)gender 
identity. This has long been evidenced in the diverse casts of foundational 
reality formats like Survivor, Big Brother, The Amazing Race and The Real 
World (see Chap. 2).
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By the second decade of the twenty-first century, reality TV can be seen 
to articulate this ‘post-gay’ sensibility almost completely, constructing as 
normative a perspective on the world in which gay, and also transgender, 
people are simply an unremarkable fact of existence. This is, not least, due 
to networks’ consistent use of reality TV to attract advertiser-friendly 
youth audiences. In early reality TV, as discussed in Chap. 2, a focus on 
diversity was part of a strategy to integrate youth viewers within the 
expanded conception of the broadcast viewership. As reality TV has 
matured, as niche and on-demand viewing has become increasingly the 
norm, and as reality TV formats have proliferated exponentially, shows 
have increasingly moved away from a broadcast address and towards a 
specifically youth-oriented focus. Channels and networks like E!, MTV, 
Oxygen and Fuse (in the USA) and BBC3, E4, ITV2 and ITVBe (in the 
UK), which are all major broadcasters of reality TV, all target young audi-
ences specifically. At the same time, the emphasis upon the diversity of 
contemporary publics has remained because young people now, by and 
large, grow up consuming a pop-cultural landscape in which sexual 
 diversity is highly normalised, a situation that reality TV has played no 
small part in creating.

From an industrial standpoint, commissioning, producing and broad-
casting reality programmes featuring LGBT people and dealing with 
themes of sex and gender diversity has become a recognisable strategy for 
channels and networks seeking to expand their address to youth demo-
graphics. For example, Fuse, which had previously focused on music pro-
gramming, rebranded in 2015 ‘in order to reach the multicultural, 
millennial audience of trendsetters and influencers that we are calling 
“New Young Americans’’’ (Petski 2015). According to president of Fuse 
Media, Bill Hilary, to do this, the channel needed to ‘deliver programming 
that is diverse, sexy, honest and edgy.’ Two of the flagship shows through 
which the channel sought to achieve this goal were reality docusoaps 
about queer people, Transcendent, about a troupe of transgender dancers 
in San Francisco, and Freedia: Queen of Bounce, which followed the queer, 
African-American bounce music star Big Freedia as she produced and pro-
moted a new record.

Similarly, in 2015, ABC Family relaunched as Freeform, with a new 
image and programming schedule targeted towards ‘young adults between 
the ages of 14 and 34’ (Wagmeister 2015). Employing a similar rhetoric 
to Fuse, the channel’s marketing literature described this demographic as 
‘becomers’ because, ‘The most important question that young people ask 
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themselves as they’re going from high school to their thirties is, “Who am 
I becoming?”’ (ibid.). This description clearly drew upon normative ideas 
of life as a teleological process of finding, connecting with and actualising 
an authentic self that reality TV has normalised. One of the core shows for 
ABC Family/Freeform’s relaunch was Becoming Us, a docusoap about 
two teenagers whose parents had recently come out as transgender. 
According to Freeform’s publicity material, ‘While not many young peo-
ple go through that exact situation, the themes and coming-of-age issues 
explores on the reality series and universal and relatable for many young 
folks. ‘The teenagers’ ‘coming-of-age’ and the parents’ transgender narra-
tives were thus bound together and articulated as localised iterations of 
the apparently transcendental theme of becoming and articulating one’s 
authentic self.

As another example, the channel Oxygen has argued that their show 
The Prancing Elites Project, a docusoap about a troupe of African- 
American, gay and gender non-conforming dancers, was successful because 
their ‘millennial’ audience were ‘interested in social issues and inspiring 
change.’ Indeed, the news feed on Oxygen’s website can be filtered with 
tabs labelled ‘LGBTQ’ and ‘Feminism.’ A press release from the channel 
about the second season of The Prancing Elites Project stated, ‘The 
Prancing Elites continue to be such a unique, inspirational group of friends 
connected by their passion for dance whose journey paves the way for 
honest, authentic, self-defining emotions that connect with our young 
audience’ (Harnick 2016a).

The folding of particular kinds of essentialised queerness into the 
broader imperative to ‘authentic’ life narratives evoked by this quote 
exemplifies what Nathalie Edwards (2009), writing in a British context, 
has called young people’s tendency to ‘assimilat[e] queer behaviour […] 
as an ontological category, into their conceptions of the normal and every-
day; same sex desire, by this reckoning, is to younger viewers an altogether 
routine occurrence, ethically indistinguishable from heterosexuality.’ In 
this context, reality shows about queer people attain a twofold commercial 
importance for contemporary broadcasters. Firstly, in engaging with 
themes of sex and gender diversity they bring a contemporary, politically 
aware image to their channels, which is seen as appealing to the youth 
market. Secondly, as reality shows, they carry low production costs, and 
thus low financial risks, making use of light-weight filming equipment and 
the (largely) unpaid performances of amateur performers, and can be syn-
dicated in other distribution contexts. For example, at the time of writing, 
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Freedia: Queen of Bounce is available on the streaming service Netflix, and 
The Prancing Elites Project is available on HayU, a streaming platform 
designed to make US reality series’ viewable for British and Australian viewers.

Reality shows are both producer and product of this industrial context, 
being mobilised by channels and networks as responses to a perceived 
‘ethical indistinguishability’ between LGBTQ and heteronormative iden-
tities amongst youth viewers, at the same time that the texts themselves 
reproduce and consolidate this worldview through a representational 
framework in which queer people are suggested to be seeking to manifest 
their authentic selves, crucially, just like all the other people who populate 
reality TV. We see this, for example, in Cycle 23 of America’s Next Top 
Model (broadcast in 2016) where a contestant said to the panel of judges 
‘I’m a transwoman,’ only to be greeted with a muted ‘wow’ and a series of 
‘ok’s, nods and smiles. The pop music soundtrack was not paused or bro-
ken to signal a moment of shock but continued smoothly playing. The 
contestant’s revelation was thus represented as essentially unimportant in 
the context of the competition, and was not constructed as compromising 
the contestant’s chances of success. Rather, as she went on to tell the 
judges, ‘Even though I’m different, even though I’m trans, and maybe 
though not everyone understands that, there’s still a place for me in what 
I want to do,’ her transgender narrative became one facet of her drive to 
actualise her innate desires, ambitions and talents by becoming a model. 
In the Top Model format, the authenticity ideal is incarnated in the models’ 
apparently innate talents, desires and ambitions to be models, which 
(much like baking in Bake Off) stand in for a range of broader values 
around determination, tenacity, self-enterprise and self-realisation. In this 
generic framework, the transgender contestant became just another girl 
seeking self-realisation through the show. As the host of this cycle, Rita 
Ora, told another contestant, ‘This is a platform for you to find yourself, 
and give you the chance to make yourself a better person.’ Forging an out, 
queer subjectivity was thus represented as just one possibility enabled by 
the apparently authenticating domain of reality TV.

Similarly, in an episode of the British makeover show 100% Hotter, 
broadcast on Channel Five and syndicated for streaming on Netflix and 
HayU, a transgender woman entered the text mediated in exactly the 
same textual style as every other makeover subject. She was framed in 
long-shot as she walks down the street (apparently) leading to the televi-
sion studio, followed by a slow pan from feet to head as she entered, inter-
cut with the pained expressions of the makeover team as they assessed her 
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‘before’ look. The make-up artist greeted her with, ‘Ok Lydia, so it’s clear 
to see that you’re transgender, so how long have you been transgender 
for?’ As Lydia responded to this (perhaps problematic but well-meaning) 
question with details of her recent coming out, the team, in reaction shots, 
nodded and smiled. Like the Top Model judges, the stylists were repre-
sented as totally familiar with transgender identities, which they appeared 
to recognise as part of their social and cultural milieu. In line with the 
programme’s usual structure, Lydia underwent tasks designed to help her 
‘find her style’ wearing a t-shirt emblazoned with the text ‘WORK IN 
PROGRESS,’ and she was described in combination with the other, cis-
gender, makeover subject of that episode by the show’s voice-over narra-
tor as ‘Two leggy 23-year-olds desperate to wave goodbye to their old 
style and become all woman.’ Lydia’s transgender biography was thus 
made sense of here as just another example of someone seeking to discover 
their individual sense of style and manifest their authentic, inner femininity 
through the generic space of the reality makeover (see Chap. 6).

Threaded through each of these examples is evidence of the ways in 
which reality TV has been a core agent for consolidating the concept of 
the authentic self as the normative understanding of selfhood in the 
twenty-first century and, in so doing, for normalising particular, essential-
ist understandings of LGBT identities through the authenticity paradigm. 
This cultural work has been enacted not only in shows which specifically 
represent LGBT people, but in its broader, more diffused normalisation of 
the notion of the authentic self. Indeed, the notion of a gay or transgender 
identity as an innate, essential mode of being located deep within the fab-
ric of the self is able to make sense in contemporary popular culture 
because it corresponds with the concept of the authentic self, and way of 
thinking about selfhood which has come to traverse popular culture in the 
twenty-first century. Reality TV shows featuring queer people are there-
fore literalisations of this cultural process.

More profoundly, the concept of queer authenticity has also been able 
to take hold of contemporary popular thought because it speaks to a deep 
cultural belief in being authentic as the definition of a meaningful and suc-
cessful life and the route to a healthy and happy existence. Again, reality 
TV has been, and remains, central discursive space in which this idea has 
been brought into being. Reality programming has, perhaps more than 
any other pop-cultural form, worked to sediment the right to realise one’s 
authentic self as, it is no exaggeration to state, something of a fundamen-
tal human right in contemporary Western societies. This association of 
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happiness, well-being and success with being authentic stretches far 
beyond the media, and finds its roots in the pervasive contexts of fragmen-
tation and uncertainty which, as many sociologists have noted, have come 
to characterise life in the contemporary moment. Ulrich Beck and 
Elizabeth Beck- Gernsheim, for example, have argued that, in the twenty-
first century, social life has become dis-embedded from traditional struc-
tures of ‘collective and group identity,’ such as local community, religion, 
social class and extended family ties (2001: 24). In such a context, self-
identity is ‘in danger of breaking into pieces,’ as sustaining a coherent 
sense of who one is becomes fraught with difficulty (ibid.). Rather than 
relying upon external social structures, looking within the fabric of the self 
for a core, intrinsic, authentic identity to be unearthed and realised, has 
thus become consolidated as a central imperative for the contemporary 
subject, as a means of making sense of one’s identity in an increasingly 
atomised and individualised world.

From the standpoint of such sociological insights, it is not difficult to 
perceive why media discourses which assert the ultimate, transcendental 
fixity of the self have such cultural purchase. Reality television’s emphasis 
upon authenticity can be read as a response to an ontological insecurity 
which the modern age has appeared to induce, as it suggests that beneath 
the chaos of modern life each individual possesses an authentic, essential 
selfhood which forms the core of his or her very being. For example, writ-
ing on the early series’ of Big Brother, Estella Tincknell and Parvati 
Raghuram were quick to interpret the celebration of the authentic self as 
‘a desire to hold onto something “real” in the context of increasing social 
fragmentation’ (2002: 203). The reality televisual construct of the authen-
tic self thus functions as an example of what the postmodern philosopher 
Jean Baudrillard termed the ‘neo-real,’ a discursive fantasy which promises 
access to some kind of ontological truth of being amidst the precarities of 
the contemporary moment. He stated, ‘When the real is no longer what it 
used to be, nostalgia assumes its full meaning. There is a proliferation of 
myths of origin and signs of reality; of second-hand truths, objectivity and 
authenticity’ (2006 [1983]: 392).

This socio-cultural context, in which social fragmentation has engen-
dered a surging belief in the culturally constructed ideal of the authentic 
self, is a core discursive condition which has enabled reality television to 
reimagine the British and American publics as bound by the drive to 
authenticity over and above traditional, heterocentric sex and gender 
norms. We see these conditions at work in crafting this altered vision of 
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interpersonal connectivity in, for example, an episode of Love and Hip- 
Hop Atlanta where D Smith comes out as transgender to another cast- 
member, Tammy, who responds, ‘You have to live your truth. Who am I 
to judge you?’ Despite their different gender identities, Tammy and D are 
represented as united by a shared understanding that everyone should be 
free to flourish their authentic selves, free from inhibiting factors. In a very 
similar way, Strut, a docusoap about a modelling agency specialising in 
transgender models, was marketed in press released with the following 
statement, ‘Each member of the cast of “Strut” reminds us that we are all 
connected by the same desires to live a life of acceptance, love and truth’ 
(Harnick 2016b). Whilst the show is about transgender people, it is sug-
gested that it will appeal to cisgender viewers through the common discur-
sive investment in the power of being true to your individual authenticity.

policing prejudice and glimpsing utopias

As these examples indicate, reality shows articulate a meritocratic ethos in 
which everyone deserves the chance to be authentic, whatever sexed or 
gendered form this takes. Yet, reality TV does not suggest in any straight-
forward way that society has indeed reached this situation, and it has often 
explicitly represented that sex and gender minorities still face prejudice 
and marginalisation which can inhibit the flourishing of their authentic 
selves. Yet, when moments of anti-LGBT phobia do occur, these tend to 
be condemned and demarcated as unacceptable by reality television’s 
authority figures.

As one of the earliest examples of this trend, in 2007, the comedian Jim 
Davidson was ejected from the British reality show Hell’s Kitchen, about a 
group of celebrities working together as restaurant chefs, for referring to 
gay men with the homophobic slur ‘shirtlifters’ in a conversation with the 
gay participant (and 2001 Big Brother UK winner) Brian Dowling. In 
2014, Celebrity Big Brother UK featured the transgender boxing promoter 
Kellie Maloney, who had previously been known to the public under her 
former, male identity, and who was using the show as a platform to come 
out publicly as transgender. At one point, another housemate, the boxer 
Audley Harrison, described feeling ‘uncomfortable’ about Kellie socialis-
ing in the bathroom with the other female housemates, mobilising a well- 
worn stereotype of transgender people as sexual predators (Serano 2007). 
Later, when called to the diary room, he was told by the disembodied 
voice of the omniscient Big Brother:
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Before you entered the Big Brother house, the rules regarding unacceptable 
language and behaviour were explained to you. These rules include house-
mates behaving in a way that could cause serious offence to either their fel-
low housemates or to members of the viewing public, including, but not 
limited to, serious offence based on the grounds of disability, age, race, 
sexual orientation, and gender. Big Brother would like to talk to you about 
your reasons for nominating Kellie this evening, where you described feeling 
‘uncomfortable’ with her.

During this conversation, Harrison denounced Big Brother’s implied 
accusations of transphobia, crafting a televisual (if not social) norm in 
which prejudice against sex and gender minorities is positioned as a highly 
undesirable trait.

In a similar way, in Cycle 20 (2013) of America’s Next Top Model (which 
offered a one-season innovation of including male competitors), Will, a 
gay man who had worn high heeled boots during his first meeting with 
the judges, and who had discussed feeling able to ‘be himself’ now he was 
away from his repressive hometown, overheard Denzel, an African- 
American contestant saying that it would be shameful to be eliminated 
before ‘a dude who wears high heels,’ and how Will’s presence in the 
competition reaffirmed stereotypes of fashion as a ‘gay’ industry. At the 
end of the episode, when the contestants gathered to be assessed by the 
judges, the host and lead judge Tyra Banks chastised Denzel for his homo-
phobic comment. She stated:

This is an industry that is predominantly female, so whenever you step into 
an industry that is predominantly a certain sex, you get the stereotype that 
you are gay. Be proud of this industry and every single male model: gay, 
straight, heels, corsets, who gives a [bleeped expletive]? I want to take you 
back fifty years, and imagine you overheard Will say, ‘I hope that Denzel guy 
doesn’t win, because if a black guy wins my friends at home are gonna say 
I’m in some [bleeped racist term]?’

As these moments exemplify, expressions of prejudice against sexual 
minorities are rendered irreconcilable with reality TV’s discursive invest-
ment in the right of all subjects to ‘be themselves.’ Textually, Denzel’s 
homophobia was not attributed an equal validity to Tyra’s gay-affirmative 
stance. In the value-structure of the show, the worldview espoused by 
Tyra, who, as a successful fashion model, talk show host and entrepreneur, 
was recurrently constructed as the model of successful femininity which 
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the would-be models were encouraged to emulate and aspire to be like, 
was positioned as unquestioningly the ideal.

Through interactions like these, reality TV’s normative discursive hier-
archy of authenticity over heteronormativity has opened up a space within 
popular culture for working through ethical questions around the contours 
of belonging and inclusion within contemporary societies. Authenticity is 
put forward as a sense-making framework through which values of diver-
sity, tolerance and acceptance of sex and gender diversity are crystallised as 
seemingly common-sense ways of thinking about one’s relationship to oth-
ers. British and American societies are certainly more accepting places for 
LGBT people than they were before the advent of reality TV.  In 2018, 
support for same-sex marriage in the USA peaked at 67 per cent (up from 
27 per cent in 1996) (Pew Research Centre 2017). In British public opin-
ion polls, the number of people who thought same- sex relationships were 
‘not wrong at all’ rose from 17 per cent in 1983, when surveys started, to 
64 per cent in 2016 (NatCen 2017). Whilst it would be reductive to claim 
any cause-and-effect relationship, it can certainly be argued that reality TV 
has been an inextricable part of a broader set of cultural processes (which 
have included media, LGBTQ activism and legal reform) which have nor-
malised a subject position within popular culture in which heterosexuality 
does not define the parameters of a legitimate, social identity.

Yet, within the authenticity paradigm it is only very specific forms of 
non-heteronormativity which are able to attain legibility and legitimacy. 
Foremost, they must be grounded in essentialist understandings of gender 
and sexuality—the idea that we all have one, innate sexuality or gender. At 
the same time as it has expanded possibilities for forging sexed and gen-
dered subject positions within the public domain, the authenticity ideal 
also closes down the potential for more ‘queer’ forms of personhood, 
those which might push popular understandings of sex and gender beyond 
the essential, to cohere within the generic space of reality TV. Indeed, as I 
explore in Chap. 4, ways of being outside the essentialist paradigm tend to 
conflict with reality TV’s overarching investment in abiding, essential 
selves, and have thus been constructed as undesirable modes of existence.

In this way, whilst it has displaced heteronormativity, authenticity in 
reality TV still functions as another measure of normativity, mapping out 
what kinds of identities can and cannot become intelligible as recognisa-
ble or legitimate ways of being within popular culture. The authenticity 
paradigm enables the formation and circulation of certain queer subject 
positions within mainstream media in ways unimaginable before the 
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twenty-first century. Yet, it also brings into being new hierarchies of 
‘acceptable’ and ‘unacceptable’ ways to conceive and articulate oneself as 
a sexed and gendered being in the twenty-first century. You no longer 
have to be straight, but you do have to be authentic. The discourse of 
authenticity engenders a reconstitution of boundaries of sex and gender 
normativity and difference, rather than doing away with them completely. 
In reality TV, heteronormativity is displaced by a fixation with authentic-
ity which crystallises into a form of what Elizabeth Freeman (2010), writ-
ing in a more general sense, has called ‘chrononormativity,’ the discursive 
ordering of time into a normative life narrative. Indeed, as I explore in 
Chap. 6, the idea of selfhood as a processually unfolding authentic iden-
tity aligns closely with the logics of neoliberal governmentality, where the 
self, rather than collective, social formations, is valorised as the locus of 
security and success. The understandings of queer life produced in and 
through reality TV are easily pulled into this narrative.

Moreover, it could also be argued that the discourse of authenticity 
works to smooth out differences in the lived experiences of inhabiting a 
marginalised subject position in politically unhelpful ways. As we see with 
Tyra’s invocation of racism as an ‘old’ prejudice, a kind of historical equiva-
lent to contemporary homophobia, the authenticity ideal seeps into the 
messy cracks and disjunctures of human identities as they are forged through 
intersecting axes of gender, sexuality, race, class and so on, proffering an 
overly simplistic vision of a post-racial, post-sexuality, post- gendered world.

Yet, I would maintain that the generic properties of reality TV caution 
against reading reality TV as actually implying, in a reductive and politi-
cally problematic manner, that we do indeed live in a world where authen-
ticity overrules prejudice and marginalisation for non-normative people. 
As I have outlined, whilst reality shows make claims to the real in the 
selves, relationships and emotions of participants, they openly acknowl-
edge the environments which brought out that these authentic moments 
are artificially contrived for the express purpose of creating a TV show. 
This explicit blending of the real and the constructed offers a semi- 
imaginary vision of a world that might be, where authenticity binds us, and 
difference is accepted and celebrated. In this way, reality shows can be 
conceptualised as perhaps unlikely sites for the representation of what 
queer theorists have called ‘queer utopias.’

Queer utopias, to quote Angela Jones, are cultural spaces ‘in the present 
that do not necessarily allow for complete emancipation or even happiness, 
but are suggestive of the potentiality for the future’ (Jones 2013: 3).  
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Queer utopias offer ‘a glimpse of what might be’ for ‘minoritarian people, 
who are marginalized because of their racial, ethnic, class, sex, gender, 
sexuality, and/or ability status’ (ibid.: 11). Far from claiming to represent 
the world as it is, reality TV has mediated real people within a televisual 
spectacle predicated upon contrivance and artificiality, offering a semi-con-
structed imagining of a more inclusive social context for queer people to 
live their lives. The very fact that the space is constructed, managed and 
mediated is positioned to enable sex and gender minorities to express their 
authentic selves, divorced from the ‘real’ realities of Anglo- American social 
life. In real life, there is no Big Brother or Tyra Banks to intervene in a 
transphobic or homophobic altercation. In this way, reality TV, whilst per-
haps far from a radical site of political change, can nonetheless be con-
ceived as a deeply generative cultural form in which more egalitarian ideas 
about how we might live together as a sexual and gender diverse society 
have taken shape within mainstream popular culture. Whilst a deeply 
ambivalent space of representation, reality TV has invoked a kernel of 
promise, manifesting glimpses of how sexuality, selfhood and social belong-
ing might be enacted differently in a more utopian world.

conclusion

This chapter has explored part of the cultural work of the reality TV dis-
course of compulsory authenticity in relation to queer representation. It 
has argued that the ways in which reality shows have layered different vec-
tors of intimacy and enunciations of selfhood have spoken to the experi-
ences of being queer in a heteronormative world. This representational 
process has brought queer identities into intelligibility as modes of being 
authentic, thus opening up spaces within mainstream media for question-
ing heteronormativity and generating and normalising particular under-
standings of what it means to be queer twenty-first-century Anglo-American 
societies. In the next chapter I hone in upon the essentialist contours of 
this model of contemporary queer life, assessing what it means for the 
ways in which lives beyond the heteronormative can, and cannot, become 
legible within the popular cultural domain.

notes

1. For extended analyses of this trope see, for example, Corner (2002) and 
Andrejevic (2004).

2. See Jones (2003), Hill (2004) and Skeggs and Wood (2012).
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3. For expanded analyses of Caitlyn Jenner’s coming out see Lovelock 
(2017a, b).

4. See Carpentier (2014) for a discussion of the discursive construction of 
ordinariness in reality TV.
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CHAPTER 4

Born This Way: Authenticity as Essentialism 
in Reality TV

In April 2015, Caitlyn Jenner, former Olympic athlete and member of the 
Kardashian celebrity dynasty, came out as a transgender woman in a TV 
interview with host Dianne Sawyer. In the interview, Jenner announced 
that her transition would be made public through a reality show produced 
by and broadcast on E! Entertainment, the existing home of the Kardashian 
franchise. Premiering in July 2015, the show was entitled I Am Cait. Also 
in July 2015, the channel TLC premiered a strikingly similar-titled reality 
show, I Am Jazz, about the day-to-day life of a transgender teenager 
named Jazz Jennings and her family. Whilst the similarity between the 
names of these shows was, reportedly, a coincidence, I would argue that it 
is little coincidence that both programmes used reality TV as a means of 
staking claims to ontology—‘I am’—in the female identities of their cen-
tral figures.

These claims were articulated through a convergence between (at least) 
three popular assumptions. Firstly, that a transgender identity constitutes 
an apparently authentic gendered self, located within a mismatched body 
(what has been referred to by scholars, myself included, as the ‘wrong 
body discourse’ (Barker-Plummer 2013; Lovelock 2017a, b)); secondly, 
that gender transition is a process of bringing this authentic self tangibly 
and publicly into being; and, thirdly, that reality TV possesses some elusive 
power to validate, authenticate and confirm the essential ‘reality’ of one’s 
selfhood and identity. In representing Caitlyn’s and Jazz’s gender transi-
tion narratives, both I Am Cait and I Am Jazz mobilised broader cultural 
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associations of reality television as a domain in which the authentic selves 
of participants are brought out. This epistemological framework worked 
to discursively locate ideals of authenticity and truth in Jazz’s and Caitlyn’s 
female selves. In both these instances, the generic properties of reality TV 
functioned as the discursive matter through which a particular conception 
of transgender identity, as an authentic gendered core located within the 
‘wrong’ corporeality, was able to take shape within mainstream popu-
lar culture.

As discussed in Chap. 1, the reality docusoap is constructed as an 
explicitly manufactured and mediated text, yet one which claims to facili-
tate the emergence and consumption of the supposedly authentic selves of 
participants. In I Am Cait and I Am Jazz, this construction functioned as 
a sense-making dialectic through which both Jazz’s and Caitlyn’s trans-
gender bodies and identities were made intelligible. For example, an early 
scene in I Am Cait consisted of Caitlyn, devoid of make-up, speaking into 
a somewhat grainy and unstable handheld camera as she discussed her 
vision for the show. In the shot, Caitlyn’s slightly puffy face, the result of 
recent facial feminisation surgeries, was clearly visible. This composition 
brought together two assertions of authenticity through construction, the 
docusoap text of I Am Cait and Caitlyn’s transgender body, which was 
likewise represented to have undergone processes of (surgical) construc-
tion in order to manifest her inner, authentic self.

Similarly, the first episode of I Am Jazz opened with shots of the 
Jennings’ family’s living room in which the sofa, a signifier of domestic 
intimacy, was surrounded by the paraphernalia of television production: 
crew members, microphones, cameras, screens and monitors. Amidst this 
milieu of televisual construction, Jazz emerged into the frame and sat on 
the sofa. Offscreen, a producer’s voice asked, ‘How would you describe 
yourself?’ to which Jazz replied, ‘I am a teenage girl. I’m also a soccer 
player. I’m also an artist. I’d like to think I’m funny. I love hanging out 
with my friends. I’m also transgender, and I’m proud of that. But, you 
know, in the end, all these things come together and really just make me 
Jazz. So, I am Jazz.’ As she began to share with the audience details about 
herself and her identity, she became visible through a shot of one of the 
camera operator’s monitors. This construction strung together signifiers 
of manufacture and authenticity, crafting a discursive matrix in which both 
the transgender body and the reality docusoap became intelligible as enti-
ties that bring out and affirm an authentic, inner identity through particu-
lar kinds of construction.
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In a not dissimilar textual process, when the American channel Logo 
TV was first launched in 2005 as a channel specifically targeting LGBTQ 
viewers, one of its early original productions was a reality show called 
Coming Out Stories. In this show, gay and lesbian people were filmed pre-
paring for and coming out to their friends or family members. As discussed 
in Chap. 2, the experience of inhabiting a queer subjectivity, with its nec-
essary revelations and concealments, divulgences and elisions, in many 
ways coheres with broader conceptualisations of selfhood in reality TV 
as a partial and selective bringing into being of an authentic inner self. 
Popular perceptions of coming out align with the genre’s commercial 
promise of access to the inner truths of the participants’ lives and selves. In 
Coming Out Stories, the claims to facilitating the revelation of authenticity 
embedded within reality TV, the raw intimacy of the shaking, handheld 
camera work, the emotional, close-up confessionals and the group therapy- 
esque sequences where families sat together and discussed the young 
queer person’s revelation, for example, were central to the text’s represen-
tations of coming out. As a particular form of mediation, reality TV func-
tioned as a technology of authenticity, claiming to ratify the essential truth 
of the gay and lesbian sexualities revealed onscreen. In so doing, the reality 
TV conventions of authenticity, intimacy and truth become the optic 
through which a particular conception of gay and lesbian sexuality as an 
innate, essential identity became culturally legible.

I Am Cait, I Am Jazz and Coming Out Stories crystallise the relation-
ship between reality TV and queer identities explored in this chapter. In 
what follows, I seek to untangle and interrogate the striking conceptual 
convergence between reality television’s imperative towards supposedly 
authentic self-expression, and what have become highly normative and 
recognisable understandings of gay and transgender life in the twenty-first 
century. Indeed, the notion that a lesbian, gay or bisexual sexuality is con-
stitutive of a deep, innate, unchangeable way of being, and the idea that 
transgender identities consist of a similarly innate gender ‘trapped’ within 
the ‘wrong body’ have become fundamental to dominant imaginings of 
what it means to be LGBTQ in the present moment. As this chapter will, 
in part, demonstrate, it has become almost impossible to articulate a non- 
heteronormative subject position within mainstream popular culture with-
out drawing upon these essentialist scripts which have, in mainstream 
media, come to circulate as common-sense.

Of course, such common-sense, essentialist understandings of gay and 
transgender life stand in stark contrast to the prevailing academic 
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 conceptualisations of sexuality, gender and identity as primarily discursive, 
and forged through representation and performance. Yet, post-structural-
ist theories of gender performativity can help us to understand how and 
why this epistemological gulf between academic and popular understand-
ings of sexuality and gender has emerged. For example, Judith Butler 
(2004: 32) has argued that:

We come into the world on the condition that the social world is already 
there, laying the groundwork for us. This implies that I cannot persist with-
out norms of recognition that support my persistence: the sense of possibil-
ity pertaining to me must first be imagined from somewhere else before I 
can begin to imagine myself. My reflexivity is not only socially mediated, but 
socially constituted. I cannot be who I am without drawing upon the social-
ity of norms that precede and exceed me.

In this theoretical framework, individuals come to make sense of their 
sexualities and gender identities as emanations of innate, intrinsic essences 
of who they are because we forge our subjectivities within social milieus in 
which such ideas are routinely and recurrently reproduced as a common- 
sense norm. In this way, the gay authenticity paradigm and the transgen-
der wrong body narrative have become sedimented as ‘conditions’ in and 
through which one is able to become publicly legible as a recognisable and 
coherent queer subject.

In this chapter, I explore how, since its earliest years, reality TV has 
functioned as a central arena for the production and circulation of these 
‘conditions’ of being queer, conditions which have come to fundamentally 
enable and delimit the ways in which, as individuals, we are able to think 
about, make sense of and articulate our senses of selves as queer people. 
Reality TV has done this in two ways: on a micro level and a macro level. 
Firstly, as a domain of authenticity, which is invested heavily not only in 
the idea of the authentic self but in a perception of authentic self as brought 
into being through particular kinds of performance, reality TV has offered 
highly visible renditions of these scripts, producing and circulating repre-
sentations in and through these discourses which have attained main-
stream legibility. As I go on to explore, these representations have enacted 
a convergence between reality television’s investment in the authentic self 
and conceptions of gay and transgender identities as authentic sexualities.

I do not wish to imply, however, that the representations I interrogate 
here have necessarily or of themselves enacted the rise to dominance of 
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these normative paradigms of gay and transgender life. Rather, the narra-
tives of gay and transgender reality TV cast-members form highly visible 
literalisations of a far broader discursive climate that has enabled the con-
solidation of these essentialist epistemes within the contemporary popular 
imaginary. As I have discussed previously, reality television is one, particu-
larly visible, node within a matrix of cultural forms in which ideals of 
authenticity and ‘being yourself ’ have attained vast cultural purchase in 
the twenty-first century. Recent years have been characterised by a zeit-
geist of authenticity, which has traversed social, cultural and political life. 
It is in this context that the notion of sexual orientation and gender iden-
tity as essences of the authentic self are able to make sense, and to take hold 
of the popular imagination. Thus, reality TV has played a more pervasive 
and diffused role in normalising the gay authenticity and wrong body 
scripts because, as one of the dominant media forms of the twenty-first 
century, it has played a major role in naturalising the ideal of the authentic 
self, the backdrop against which essentialist norms of queer subjectivity 
have been able to solidify.

This chapter proceeds by offering general outlines of the gay authentic-
ity and transgender wrong body paradigms, and then examining the con-
struction of these models of queer life in and through different reality 
formats. In particular, this chapter hones in on the role of discourses of 
fame and celebrity, prime discursive currency in reality TV, within this 
process. This chapter ends with a discussion of two shows, Botched and 
Catfish: The TV Show, exploring how, in these texts, the ideal of compul-
sory authenticity has worked to discipline and demarcate as aberrant, 
modes of queerness, which challenge normalised essentialist scripts of 
queer life.

Born This Way

The notion of an ‘authentic’ gay subjectivity is far from unique to reality 
television. Throughout media, activism, politics, science and law, to quote 
Eve Sedgwick (1990: 3), ‘Modern Western culture has placed what it calls 
sexuality in a more and more distinctly privileged relation to our most 
prized constructs of individual identity, truth, and knowledge.’ Pop- 
cultural conceptions of sexuality as intrinsic and innate come to the fore, 
particularly visibly, in the context of coming out. Coming out as lesbian or 
gay has become normatively construed as a revelation or liberation of an 
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ever-present, deeply felt, ‘true’ sexuality, which is integral to gay and les-
bian people’s senses of who they are.

In existing scholarship, the mainstreaming of this gay authenticity dis-
course, which is often referred to as the ‘born this way’ or ‘born gay’ para-
digm, has been attributed to a series of different political, economic and 
scientific transformations and imperatives. The media, however, have been 
approached within this work primarily as a peripheral entity, a platform 
upon which discourses, generated in other, separate domains (science, 
law, politics and activism), are made publicly legible. Yet, as I outlined in 
Chap. 1, Media and Cultural Studies has long argued that the media do 
not just ‘reflect’ a pre-existing social world, but actively shape and con-
struct the ways in which reality is able to be understood. Reality television 
must therefore be taken seriously as a productive force for the creation 
and circulation of sexual knowledge in its own right.

Historically, the mass media has played a central role in making visible 
certain culturally and temporally specific ways of categorising and concep-
tualising the relationship between sexuality and self-identity. In Britain, for 
example, subcultural groupings based on shared, same-sex erotic object 
choices or non-conforming modes of gender presentation have existed 
throughout history. Yet, it was the widespread circulation of newspapers 
and other print media in the nineteenth century that enabled emergent 
medical categories such as the ‘homosexual’ and the ‘invert’ to attain 
mainstream visibility as recognisable forms of identity, through the media-
tion of public figures, like Oscar Wilde, and novels, such as The Well of 
Loneliness by Radcliffe Hall, both of which were subject to famous legal 
trials in the UK.1

Indeed, it is widely acknowledged that the late nineteenth century was 
a decisive moment in the consolidation of homosexuality as a form of 
identity. It was in this time period that a conception of sexual attraction to 
members of the same sex as constitutive of a specific form of personhood, 
which was unique to some people but not to others (or indeed most), was 
born. In the pre-modern era, ‘the homosexual,’ as a category of identity, 
did not exist in the manner in which it is commonly understood today. 
Discourses of sexual normativity and difference operated at the strata of 
acts and deeds (sodomy, for example), which were not perceived as neces-
sarily symptomatic of any specific form of selfhood or identity. In the nine-
teenth century, however, practitioners in the emergent field of sexology 
sought to bring sexual behaviour into the sphere of scientific knowledge, 
aiming to define experiences of same-sex desire as symptomatic of a 
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 discreet typology of subjectivity (Foucault 1998 [1972]). Sexuality, at this 
time, became understood not only as something one did, but something 
that one profoundly was. Yet, as John Marshall (1981: 133) has argued, 
until at least the mid-twentieth century, it is unlikely that many people 
who experienced homosexual feelings would have explicitly thought of 
themselves as ‘being homosexual.’ Whilst the sexological conception of 
homosexuality is in many ways foundational to modern scripts of gay 
essentialism, until the late twentieth century, non-heterosexual sexualities 
were largely tied to discourses of criminality and mental pathology, circu-
lating as objects of medical, scientific and juridical scrutiny, rather than 
positions of ‘legitimate subjective agency’ (Halperin 2012: 57).

The discursive ‘transformation of homosexuality from a sexual perver-
sion into a social identity’ (Halperin 2012: 77) in the latter decades of the 
twentieth century has been attributed in large part to the gay liberation 
movements of the 1970s. David Halperin (ibid.: 57), for example, has 
described the gay rights movements in Britain and the USA as ‘one long 
struggle to reverse the discursive positioning of homosexuality […] from 
the position of an object of power/knowledge to a position of legitimate 
subjective agency.’ By these accounts, the appropriation and relabelling of 
homosexuality as ‘gay,’ and the construction of said gayness as part of 
one’s ‘natural’ ontology, a form of identity to which one would self- 
consciously and publicly identify, was configured as a radical manoeuvre 
with the potential to contest and disavow dominant understandings of 
sexual normativity, which had hitherto worked to pathologise, medicalise 
and criminalise non-heterosexual identities.

Broadly speaking, within the gay rights movement of the 1970s, two 
competing versions of this script vied for cultural legitimacy. On the one 
hand, many more radical gay liberationists conceived coming out not as 
the affirmation of an intrinsic gay subjectivity, but as a rejection of hetero-
sexuality and the normative sex roles which heterosexuality was perceived 
to entail. This approach was epitomised in, for example, the concept of 
political lesbianism. These ‘universalist’ or ‘liberation-oriented’ approaches 
to gay emancipation competed with a contrasting discursive register which 
prioritised legislative reform and the integration of gay and lesbian people 
within hegemonic (heteronormative) institutions of national citizenship 
(rights to marriage, adoption of children and military service, for exam-
ple). Here, homosexuality was conceptualised as ‘a fixed and discreet 
 condition’ (Waites 2005: 555) and the ‘innermost essence’ of the self 
(Lancaster 2003: 260). In the current moment, this latter position has 
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come to predominate in mainstream gay politics through the rhetoric of 
organisations such as Stonewall in the UK and GLAAD in the USA. The 
dominance of the authenticity discourse within gay politics and activism 
over more liberationist or queer conceptions of sexuality has been attrib-
uted to the former’s political utility in countering many traditional, homo-
phobic myths around gay sexuality as being variously an ‘unnatural’ 
lifestyle choice, contagious or that gay people can and do attempt to ‘turn’ 
heterosexual people (especially children and young people) homosexual.2

Other scholars have attributed the consolidation of the gay authenticity 
discourse to a series of economic factors and transformations. These 
include the rise of industrial capitalism which relocated work, and thus 
survival, outside of the nuclear family and onto the urban labour market 
(D’Emilio 1983), and the late twentieth-century consolidation of (some) 
gay people (particularly young, Caucasian gay men) as a consumer demo-
graphic. In this latter trend, particular kinds of fashion, leisure and lifestyle 
consumption have been marketed as means of articulating, expressing and 
enjoying one’s ‘natural’ gay subjectivity (Hennessey 2000). Further, the 
gay authenticity paradigm has been positioned as part of a ‘public and 
scientific obsession with genetic origin stories’ spurred on by the Human 
Genome Project of 1989 (Walters 2014: 88). Scientific studies for ‘gay 
brains,’ ‘gay genes’ and so on have ‘produced both a journalistic and a 
popular perception that gayness as innate, immutable, predetermined in 
some finite and marked and knowable way’ (ibid.: 92).

Born in The Wrong Body

The evolution of modern perceptions of transgender identities is in some 
ways more complex than gay and lesbian identities, and there is therefore 
not adequate space to discuss their evolution at length here. Like modern 
perceptions of gay/lesbian selfhood, the roots of the wrong body dis-
course also lie in the late nineteenth and early twenty-first centuries. At 
this time, what would come to be called homosexuality was discussed in 
some medical sexology as ‘inversion.’ The so-called inverts were people 
who were considered to be externally male, but internally (psychologi-
cally) female, or vice versa. Inversion was in some ways similar to the 
 contemporary discourse of ‘wrong bodies’ which has come to structure 
transgender representation within popular culture, yet, in relation to 
media, transgender identities (or ‘transsexuality,’ as it was known at the 
time) only became visible towards the end of the twentieth century.
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Writing about the 1990s media representations, Julia Serano (2007) 
has argued that two major stereotypes of transgender people predomi-
nated, the ‘deceptive transsexual’ and the ‘pathetic transsexual.’ Both of 
these types were based on a perceived inauthenticity of the trans person’s 
claimed gender. The ‘deceptive transsexual’ was represented as essentially 
a predatory gay man masquerading as a heterosexual, cisgender female in 
order to ensnare unwitting straight men into unwanted sexual liaisons. 
The ‘pathetic transsexual,’ on the other hand, was depicted as so obvi-
ously ‘really’ a man, that her claims to femininity were rendered a source 
of comedy.

Towards the end of the first decade of the twentieth century, however, 
representations of transwomen, in addition to augmenting in number, 
dramatically shifted in tone. Since this time, the Anglo-American media’s 
treatment of transgender women has largely transformed from the rheto-
ric of deception, pathology and comedy identified by Serano, to one of 
tentative understanding and, in some quarters, even celebration. Gender 
transition is now, by and large, represented as a means of realising one’s 
authenticity—a conduit to affective harmony and mental stability—and 
the wrong body discourse of transgender selfhood has been central to this 
seemingly far more positive rhetorical spectrum. As I outlined briefly, in 
this model, the essential ‘truth’ of gender is located not in or on the body, 
but within the more intangible regions of the psyche or the soul. The 
transgender person feels as though they are a woman or a man, and has felt 
this way throughout their life, but their corporeal and genetic make-up 
(genitals, chromosomes, etcetera) signify the opposite gender. Any pro-
cesses undertaken by the trans individual to alter their physical body, from 
clothing and hairstyling to hormonal and surgical interventions, are there-
fore configured not as changing anything about the self in any fundamen-
tal way, but as bringing their mismatched corporeality into alignment with 
an already-present, eternal and essential self.

inTimaTe sTrangers: Confession, sexualiTy 
and The TherapeuTiC

As I have explored at numerous points in this book thus far, reality TV has 
exhibited a vociferous fixation with the ideal of the authentic self. Reality 
programmes, and their surrounding inter-texts, frequently call upon view-
ers to assess the moral fibre of participants in terms of how ‘real’ their 
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behaviour is perceived to be. Participants are encouraged to conduct 
themselves in a manner which is congruent with an apparently essential 
core character or personality, which is seen to pre-figure their insertion 
within the media. Not only this, but reality television has attained a cul-
tural legacy as a form of mediation with the power to bring out and reveal 
the inner selves of participants.

In intimate strangers’ formats in particular, where groups of strangers 
are sequestered in a shared televisual space, being on reality TV has been 
constructed as enabling participants to discover and connect with their 
‘true’ selves and be who they ‘really are.’ This is a deeply contradictory 
discourse, part of what Brenda Weber (2009), writing in the context of 
makeover shows, has called the ‘illogics’ of reality TV, ideas which circu-
late as truisms within the genre, despite making little logical sense. On the 
one hand, participants are mandated to ‘be themselves’ from the outset of 
their mediation. Yet, this ‘real’ self is also expected to be somehow discov-
ered or unearthed by the reality television ‘experience’ in a way purport-
edly not accessible to these individuals had they not participated in the 
show. As Su Holmes (2006: 61) has noted in relation to the show I’m A 
Celebrity…Get Me Out of Here:

Being yourself ’ is valued, but there is paradoxically also the suggestion that 
this self was, in part ‘found’ or released by the reality experience, and its 
vaguely therapeutic and transforming qualities […] At the same time, this is 
imagined as having brought forth the real self which was there (‘inside’) 
all along.

In this framework, reality TV participation is configured within a circu-
itous narrative trajectory. Through the course of their mediation, partici-
pants are apparently able to attain a clearer, more stable and solidified 
connection with a self which they already possessed all along.

Indeed, as Holmes’ statement suggests, reality TV’s investment in the 
authentic selves overlaps with the genre’s relationship to what Frank 
Furedi (2007) has called ‘therapy culture,’ the permutation of discourses 
and imagery associated with psychology and psychotherapy into popular 
culture. Reality TV clearly bears that mark of this (psycho)therapeutic 
ethos. Combined with their generic heritage in soap opera, reality shows 
are very much dialogue-driven, centring in particular upon verbal discus-
sions of feeling and emotions, be this between participants, or between 
participants and audiences in straight-to-camera confessionals. Reality TV 
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posits the development of what Eva Illouz (2007), writing in a more gen-
eral context, has called ‘emotional literacy,’ that is, the ability to read and 
make sense of one’s emotions as a route to understanding and connecting 
with the authentic self, as the key route to overcoming problems and 
attaining a fully realised sense of self. As Rachel Dubrofsky (2007: 267) 
has argued, in reality programming therapy is less about changing the self 
in any fundamental way, than it is about ‘embracing’ the self that one 
already, intrinsically, has, learning to ‘admit that one’s “true” or “authen-
tic” self is good.’ In this framework, what is transformed through reality 
television’s brand of therapy is one’s relationship with the self, a transfor-
mation in which the intervention of television itself is construed as 
fundamental.

This model of a latent and submerged truth of the self, brought out, 
validated and confirmed through articulation in the therapeutic domain of 
reality TV, converges strikingly with the coming-out paradigm which 
structures normative understandings of gay and lesbian subjectivity in 
popular culture. Reality television, as a space in which the notion of the 
authentic self is recurrently produced and circulated, and as a prolific space 
of gay representation, makes visible, in highly literal fashion, a cultural 
process in which essentialism and authenticity have been, and continue to 
be, produced as the dominant discourses of gay sexuality through the 
optic of broader cultural ideals of authentic self-expression.

For example, numerous gay Big Brother participants have articulated 
wanting to take part in the show, in part, in order to assert the authenticity 
of their gay sexualities and resolve feelings of conflict in relation to their 
‘true’ identities. This narrative developed in reality TV’s earliest years, and 
the inter-textual narratives of two gay male participants, Brian Dowling 
and Josh Rafter, from Big Brother UK in 2001, are particularly illustrative 
of this trope. In the British press, it was widely reported that Brian had 
revealed his sexuality to his family only a few days before appearing on the 
show and was shown to be in fear of how his parents in particular would 
react upon witnessing him expressing his gay identity on the show. As the 
tabloid newspaper The Daily Record (2001) reported, ‘He came out as gay 
just days before going into the Big Brother house and admitted he was 
worried about what his parents thought of his camp antics.’ The article, 
however, went on to state, ‘But mum Rose – who overcame her fear of 
flying to travel from Ireland to the Big Brother studio – said: “Brian is 
Brian and we love him”.’ His mother’s statement, ‘Brian is Brian,’ evokes 
a causal and motivational linkage between Brian’s ‘camp’ antics and who he 
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is, on an ontological level. Big Brother’s inter-textual representation as a 
space of authentic self-revelation had worked to code Brian’s camp and 
flamboyant behaviour as expressive of a fixed, intrinsic essence of 
personhood.

Furthermore, the perceived therapeutic qualities of reality TV partici-
pation were discussed as having affirmed Brian’s authentic gay self and 
resolved an ontological uncertainty which had reportedly characterised his 
sexual identity prior to his involvement in the show. The News of the World 
(2001) quoted Brian as stating during the press conference following his 
win, ‘Going into the house there were a few confusions concerning my 
sexuality, where I was going in life […] I hope people will see me as an 
honest guy, just being who I am.’ Similarly, the Mail on Sunday (2001) 
described how ‘Brian said being in the house had helped him sort out a lot 
of confusion about who he was.’ As these quotes exemplify, Brian’s media-
tion through Big Brother was inter-textually represented to have both 
enabled the public display of his ‘true’ sexuality and effected a solidifica-
tion of Brian’s own sense of his apparently authentic sexuality/self.

Within the TV text itself, at one point during the 2001 series, the par-
ticipants were each allocated a period of time spent off-camera speaking to 
a psychotherapist. Josh Rafter was shown discussing his conversation with 
the therapist in an exchange with another housemate, Dean. In the con-
versation, Josh foregrounded anxieties similar to those expressed by Brian, 
that his family, who were previously unaware of Josh’s sexuality, would be 
negatively affected by watching him articulate his gay identity on televi-
sion. He stated, ‘I do have concerns about my family, and I don’t want to 
hurt them. I said I feel selfish coming in here actually,’ to which Dean was 
shown to reply, ‘But at the end of the day, it is about you, isn’t it mate? 
[…] You might think [being open about your sexuality] is selfish ’cause 
you might hurt people because they don’t know about that, [but] the real-
ity is, they have to know about it, ’cause that’s you.’ In this exchange, Josh 
articulated a conflict between his default social positioning as a hetero-
sexual subject, and what he perceived to be his ‘real’ identity as a gay man. 
This conflict was represented to generate all kinds of concerns around the 
affective and interpersonal costs of publicly rejecting one’s normative 
interpellation as heterosexual. Yet, as Dean’s comments suggest, in the 
value system of reality TV, the intrinsic need to be authentic overrides all 
other concerns.

Moreover, it is fitting that Dean uses the term ‘reality’ to invoke an 
apparently transcendent and incontestable moral code of personal 
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 authenticity, a cultural norm that reality TV has played no small part in 
producing. As Rachel Dubrofsky (2007: 275–276) has noted, in popular 
discourses, reality TV is seen as ‘verifying a self as “authentic” and the 
production, editing, and all the work that goes into creating a show 
becoming a “natural” way of doing this.’ In this sequence from Big 
Brother, the show’s claims that under the surveillance of the reality TV 
cameras, participants’ ‘real’ selves will irrepressibly emerge, worked as a 
framework for bringing into being a particular understanding of gay sexu-
ality. Josh’s gay identity was articulated as the very stuff of his authentic 
self, ‘that’s you.’ The sequence was framed in audio-visual signifiers of 
therapy culture, as the cast-members essentially recreated Josh’s conversa-
tion with the therapist, sitting on easy chairs, talking in slow, measured, 
pensive tones, and edited through smooth and unobtrusive continuity 
cutting. In this textual composition, being openly gay was smoothly 
assimilated into the format’s broader mandate to ‘be yourself.’

The auThenTiCaTing poWers of mediaTion,  
CeleBriTy and fame

In reality texts, reality TV is constructed as a therapeutic domain which 
affirms the authentic self through confessional and therapeutic talk. More 
profoundly, however, it is represented to be able to do this because it is a 
mediated space. Michel Foucault (1998 [1972]) famously argued that 
confession takes place within a power relationship in which the ability to 
confess is enabled by an authority figure to whom the confession is told. 
In traditional religious or medical confessionals (the focus of Foucault’s 
text), this authority was a priest or a doctor who not only heard the con-
fession, but confirmed, discursively, its apparent truth. Reality TV has 
articulated the power hierarchies of the confession in slightly different 
terms, positing the authority figure as the medium of reality television 
itself. The idea that mediation bears the power to solidify the version of 
selfhood, which is mediated as the ‘real’ self of the individual, did not, 
however, originate in reality TV. Rather, reality TV has taken up older 
discourses of authentication attached to film stardom and earlier forms of 
television, and refracted these through the specifically reality televisual 
emphasis upon confession and the therapeutic discussion of feelings.

Since the earliest years of reality TV, this association of reality televisual 
mediation with authentication has functioned as a framework through 
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which the gay authenticity and wrong body paradigms of LGBT life have 
been normalised. The mobilisation of reality TV as a technology of authen-
tication by 2010s docusoaps like I Am Cait and I Am Jazz was preceded 
by a trajectory of similar representational strategies in intimate strangers 
formats since the mid-2000s. In these earlier programmes, transgender 
participants used their involvement in reality shows in order to draw upon 
the perceived authenticating powers of reality TV mediation as a means of 
staking a claim to the truth of their intuited identities.

Yet, whilst articulations of this trope in more recent docusoaps find 
their blueprint in older intimate strangers shows, this particular narrative 
of transgender life has representational roots pre-reality TV. For example, 
in his study of transgender autobiographies, Jay Prosser (1998) noted that 
gender transition was frequently constructed as a ‘journey’ towards the 
authentic self. This journey was often invoked metaphorically through the 
author travelling to an ‘exotic’ non-Western country to undergo some 
aspect of their gender confirmation surgery. In the twenty-first century, a 
fiction film like TransAmerica (2005) has reproduced this narrative trope 
of the ‘journey home to the self ’ through the conventions of the road 
movie (Keegan 2013). In the context of transgender participants, reality 
television has offered a particularly unique iteration of this long- established 
narrative of transgender life and subjectivity. Here, the validation of the 
intuited self apparently enabled by the transperson’s combined physical 
and metaphorical journey is transposed onto transgender reality partici-
pants’ movements from ‘ordinary’ person to a celebrity (in something like 
Big Brother), or their transition from a kind of liminal figure that is low- 
down in the celebrity hierarchy to a more visible and ‘legitimate’ inhabita-
tion of celebrity status (in Celebrity Big Brother or other celebrity-centric 
shows). Becoming (or re-becoming) a celebrity via participation in reality 
television has been positioned as a crucial phase within transgender par-
ticipants’ broader processes of gender conformation, where corporeal 
transformation, self-affirmation and celebrification have become enmeshed 
as three sides of the very same process.

This binding of transgender biography and celebrification hinges upon 
what Nick Couldry has conceptualised as the ‘symbolic power’ of media 
and media institutions (2000). Couldry is concerned with the ways in 
which media discourses work, often in tacit and subtle ways, to construct 
the media as a source and site of undisputed power and authority. Most 
significantly for my purposes here, Couldry maintains that such processes 
entail, and are reinforced by, a hierarchical division of the social world into 
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two domains, the ‘media world’ and the ‘ordinary world.’ By implication, 
this involves the symbolic categorisation of people who populate these 
distinct domains, into ‘media’ and ‘ordinary’ people. Reality television 
formats that represent the transformation of formerly anonymous people 
into celebrities (Big Brother, for example) therefore enact a ‘ritual transi-
tion’ of participants from the so-called ordinary to media people, and a 
metaphorical spatial re-situation of these individuals from the ordinary to 
media worlds. ‘It is “common sense”,’ Couldry claims, ‘that the “media 
world” is somehow better, more intense, than “ordinary life”, and that 
“media people” are somehow special’ (2000: 45). Becoming part of the 
media world is thus constructed as being of monumental importance for 
those involved. Becoming a celebrity allows the celebrified subject to in 
some way tap into the symbolic power of the media realm. For transgen-
der cast-members, becoming situated within the media realm through 
reality TV, and becoming a celebrity through this, have been repeatedly 
endowed with the capacity to in some way validate or confirm their intu-
ited identities as these trans people’s true and authentic selves.

Importantly, the idea that reality televisual mediation bears the power 
to strengthen or legitimise one’s sense of self is not unique to trans partici-
pants. As Mark Andrejevic (2004: 110) noted in relation to the early series 
of Big Brother:

Willing subjection to surveillance on the Big Brother show comes to serve as 
a demonstration of the strength of one’s self-image […] In a teeming soci-
ety wherein one’s actions often go unnoticed by others the implication is 
that the reality of those actions can be validated if they are recorded and 
broadcast – they become more real to oneself to the extent that they become 
more real to others.

In the specific context of transgender cast-members, however, this con-
cept does extra cultural work, sculpting and circulating particular under-
standings of what it means to be transgender in the twenty-first century. 
For example, it was reported that Luke Anderson, a transgender man, 
intended to use the prize money he had received for winning Big Brother 
UK in 2012 to pay for various surgical procedures to complete his physical 
transition. Yet, winning Big Brother and becoming a celebrity was sug-
gested to possess a far more profound, yet elusive, power to consecrate the 
authenticity of Luke’s male identity beyond the surgical, corporeal trans-
formations that he was able to purchase with the economic rewards of his 
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new-found celebrity status. Reporting Luke’s victory, The Sun produced 
the headline, ‘Take a Luke at me now’ (Edwards 2012). Punning upon a 
well-known phrase and song title, ‘Luke’ became a substitute for ‘look,’ 
implicitly foregrounding how, upon receiving the ‘look’ of the Big Brother 
viewers and the mainstream press, he had become Luke. His identity had 
become ‘officially’ constituted as ‘Luke,’ and thus male, by becoming a 
receptacle of the gaze of a mass media consuming collective.

This textual process taps into a long cultural history in which being 
mediated, and particularly becoming famous through mediation, are per-
ceived to solidify or authenticate a person’s sense of self. For instance, in 
his monograph on the history of fame, Leo Braudy (1997 [1986]: 6)  
stated:

The essential lure of the famous is that they are somehow more real than we 
and that our insubstantial physical reality needs that immortal substance for 
support […] Not everyone can be famous. But much of our daily experience 
tells us that we should if we possibly can, because it is the best, perhaps the 
only, way to be […] Fame is a quiet place where one is free to be what one 
really is, one’s true, unchanging essence.

Braudy suggests here that fame validates one’s existence in intangible, 
yet nonetheless profound ways. Becoming famous is construed within 
this passage as the ultimate means of actualising the contemporary cul-
tural imperative towards connecting with, realising and embodying one’s 
authentic self. This ontological promise bound to the concepts of fame 
and celebrity has worked to naturalise a desire amongst ordinary people 
to become famous in order to reap such existential rewards. Distilling this 
argument more specifically into the context of television, Cecilia Tichi 
has explored how, since the 1950s and the mainstreaming of TV as the 
dominant form of mass media, ‘being broadcast began to constitute a 
new kind of ontological state in which the self, its place, its actions are 
ratified and validated’ (1991: 137). Pre-echoing Couldry’s media/ordi-
nary  dichotomy, Tichi evokes a hierarchy of subjectivity in which the self 
that is reproduced via mass media technologies becomes somehow more 
special, more able to lay claim to the status of a subject than those who 
remain anonymous and unmediated. Margaret Morse has taken this line 
of thought further, arguing that being on television works to ‘satisfy the 
desire of ordinary persons to “be someone”, and to be recognised or to 
speak as subjects’ (1998: 39). In this configuration, being mediated becomes 
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almost a condition of subjectification, and we are only truly validated as 
recognisable subjects with desires, identities, agency and needs when we 
are able to access mass media representation.

For transgender reality TV participants, the asymmetries of seeing and 
being seen, which becoming a celebrity entails, have been represented to 
validate their intuited identities as their ‘real’ selves. Becoming famous as 
their intuited selves rather than their birth-assigned identities has been 
represented to constitute their claimed genders as who these people are on 
an ontological level. For example, in interviews, Nadia Almada, the trans-
gender winner of Big Brother UK in 2004, directly positioned her motiva-
tions for auditioning to appear on Big Brother as part of an imminent drive 
to finally ‘become’ her real self. She claimed to have applied twice previ-
ously to participate in the show, but had not completed the application 
forms which the series’ production company, Endemol, had sent her. 
She stated:

Subconsciously I think it was because I just wasn’t ready in my life and head. 
Then I had my sex change operation in 2004 […] Because I’d had my 
operation I felt free, just free and more confident to go for it. I was always a 
woman – I was always Nadia […] the breasts I’d had done the year before, 
then the rest, so I felt nothing could hold me back anymore: I was ready to 
take on the world and explode. I was really sensing that I could face the 
world. Do you know what I mean? There was nothing to say anymore that 
I was different. I felt normal at last, so because of that, I went to the audi-
tion. (Quoted in Kaur 2007)

Here, Nadia articulates her appearance on Big Brother as part of a tra-
jectory of becoming visible as a woman following her gender confirmation 
surgery. Becoming a celebrity as Nadia worked to ratify, through media 
visibility, an identity which she had felt she had possessed all along, ‘I was 
always a woman. I was always Nadia.’

Furthermore, much like the gay male contestants discussed previously, 
becoming a celebrity through Big Brother was represented to have amelio-
rated a broader sense of ontological insecurity around the inherently con-
tested nature of Nadia’s identity, which was discussed as having been a site 
of turmoil, conflict and struggle over meaning prior to her emergence as a 
celebrity. On the press reproduction of images from her life as man 
(‘Jorge’), she stated, ‘I saw all the pictures in the newspapers and I did feel 
quite comfortable, whereas before I wouldn’t even tolerate my mum 
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 calling me by the name Jorge’ (quoted in Gould 2004: 98). Further, she 
told another interviewer, ‘I can look at pictures from my past and I don’t 
have to cringe anymore. Before I went into the house, if I’d seen old pho-
tos of me splashed across the papers I’d have hated it. Now I’m strong 
enough to accept it’ (quoted in Cave 2004: 7).

These statements characterise Nadia’s transgender identity as the locus 
of conflict and contestation over where the truth of this identity lies in 
gendered terms. This echoes the arguments of numerous transgender 
scholars and activists who have discussed the social conflict inherent to 
claiming a transgender identity. For example, E.  Tristan Booth (2011: 
200), discussing the transman, has stated:

His identity as a man is never fully accepted by some people, regardless of 
his appearance, his behaviour, or the number of surgeries he has had. This 
refusal of acknowledgement often leaves the transman feeling cheated out of 
a stable and social identity that others take for granted. He exists as a stable 
identity within a queer body, fighting for consonance between personal 
identification and social interpellation.

Booth articulates here how transgender identities are caught within 
social structures in which laying claim to a ‘stable identity’ is contingent 
upon the social acknowledgement of the ‘truth’ of one’s sense of self. We 
are, in this framework, what we are recognised as by our social milieus. In 
this context, becoming a celebrity, and accessing the symbolic power of 
fame to validate or make ‘real’ one’s identity through mass public recogni-
tion, were represented to solidify Nadia’s intuited female self as her ‘real’ 
and authentic identity.

A very similar narrative has also played out, in a slightly different form, 
in ‘celebrity’ reality formats, where several transgender people who already 
possessed some level of celebrity status have used the re-celebrification 
offered by these formats to publicly re-signify their genders. Examples of 
this trope include Lauren Harries and Kellie Maloney in Celebrity Big 
Brother in the UK, Alexis Arquette in The Surreal Life and Chaz Bono in 
Dancing With The Stars in the USA.

In the earliest example of this trend, Season 6 of The Surreal Life, 
broadcast in 2006, featured the actress Alexis Arquette, who had been 
known previously as a (male) member of the Arquette family of Hollywood 
actors. In this show, a group of formerly well-known celebrities lived 
together for a period of time, and The Surreal Life’s core claim to the real 
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was that under the comprehensive surveillance of the reality TV cameras, 
the ‘real’ selves of the celebrities would emerge, selves suggested to be 
more ‘real’ or authentic than the participants’ former public personas.

The show’s tagline invited viewers to ‘See what happens when celebri-
ties stop faking it and get surreal,’ whilst Alexis’ own (not totally coher-
ent) line in the show’s credit sequence stated, ‘You know me from my 
family, the Hollywood Arquettes. I’m not trying to be one. I’m a trans-
gender woman.’ In the context of Alexis, the programme’s claims to 
deconstruct or strip away the participants’ former, inauthentic celebrity 
images worked to locate discourses of truth in in her newly publicised 
female identity. In this way, The Surreal Life’s generic conventions, specifi-
cally its engagement with discourses of truth and artifice in relation to the 
concept of celebrity, functioned as an optic for consolidating the wrong 
body script of transgender selfhood. The dynamics of suppression and 
revelation which structured the show as a whole, and its discursive claims 
to making public the formerly hidden, real selves of celebrities, were 
mapped as a sense-making framework onto Alexis’ mediation, bringing 
into being the idea of transgender subjectivity as an inner authentic self, 
made tangible through public performance.

This kind of representational process opened up space in popular cul-
ture for the generation of seemingly more affirmative articulations of 
transgender subjectivity than those discussed, for example, by Serano in 
her work on 1990s representations. At the same time, re-viewing The 
Surreal Life from a contemporary vantage, it is difficult not to perceive 
that Alexis’ transgender identity was, in part, mobilised by the show as a 
signifier of the ‘damaged’ former star archetype in which the show traded. 
It was, after all, not just about the ‘real’ lives of ex-celebrities, but their 
surreal lives, so that what was constructed as real (such as Alexis’ trans 
selfhood) also took on connotations of the strange, the unusual and the 
non-normative.

In the case of Chaz Bono and Dancing With The Stars in 2011, this 
discursive process moved into another kind of reality TV, in this case not 
an intimate strangers format but a celebrity-talent show. Before Dancing 
With the Stars, Chaz was known less as a celebrity in his own right than as 
the transgender child of the singer Cher. During his appearance on 
Dancing With the Stars, Chaz’s identity was subject to much conflict 
within the public domain, as (right-wing conservative) commentators 
sought to bind the ‘truth’ of Chaz’s identity to his birth-assigned female 
identity. The show and its extra-textual commentary became a site of 
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 discursive struggle over not only the ‘reality’ of Chaz’s own gender, but of 
where the ‘truth’ of gender is located more broadly. For example, an op-ed 
piece on the Fox News website described Chaz as ‘Someone whose search 
for an identity culminated with the removal of her [sic] breasts, the injec-
tion of steroids and, perhaps, one day soon, the fashioning of a make-shift 
phallus to replace her [sic] vagina’ (Ablow 2011), seeking to ground 
Chaz’s ‘real’ gender in his female-coded former corporality. Similarly, a 
post on the conservative Christian blog Equip stated:

I feel that I, along with the rest of the country, am being asked to celebrate 
a female in a specifically male role. If Chaz was simply a guest on a cooking 
show, or talk show, then no big deal. But Bono is assuming an officially male 
role in Dancing [With the Stars]. Which I as a viewer am asked to applaud. 
Strike that – I as a Christian am being asked to applaud it. And that I cannot 
do. (EquipBlog 2011)

This latter quote is particularly significant because it draws attention to 
how the show’s own discursive construction of Chaz’s real or authentic 
gender as male was bound to the specific tropes of the format. Dancing 
With The Stars is a programme in which male participants are only permit-
ted to dance with female partners, and vice versa. It is ironic, perhaps, that 
in this instance this heteronormative structure enabled the articulation of 
a queer subjectivity in Chaz’s transgender male identity. Otherwise, this 
norm has recurrently shut down possibilities for representations of queer 
intimacy, and openly gay or lesbian participants, like the presenter/reality 
star Carson Kressley, or the comedian Susan Calman on the UK version 
Strictly Come Dancing have been placed with opposite-sex partners (so far, 
only the Israeli version of the franchise Rokdim Im Kokhavim has allowed 
same-sex partnerships).

Within this rigid framework, where men dance with women and women 
with men, placing Chaz with a female partner solidified his ‘official’ male-
ness on a textual level. This construction was combined with the broader 
claims to authenticity made by the show, the apparent realisation of the 
participants’ latent, inner potential to dance. As Chaz retorted to his crit-
ics in a press interview, ‘It’s so positive, it’s very wholesome […] It’s peo-
ple trying to do their best and having breakthroughs’ (quoted in Cohen 
2011). In this quote, the idea of actualising an authentic, inner potential 
to excel at dancing converged with Chaz’s articulation and realisation of 
his apparently authentic gendered self through the show.
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In celebrity-reality formats such as these, transgender participants’ pre- 
reality TV profiles have been made legible as a series of intersecting vectors 
of liminality, situated on the conflicted borderlands between not only the 
male and female gender binary, but also the symbolic division between 
‘media’ and ‘ordinary’ people (Couldry 2000). In this context, the trans 
individuals’ re-celebrification via participation in reality TV and the oppor-
tunities opened up by these shows to re-attain media visibility became 
narrativised as their re-integration within established binaries through 
which social life is understood, both male and female and celebrity and 
ordinary person. Central to this process was the perceived cultural and 
commercial function of celebrity-reality TV as a platform for celebrities (or 
former celebrities) to reinvent and rebrand themselves and their media 
careers, combined with the perceived power of a celebrity to confirm, vali-
date and authenticate the celebrity’s self as the ultimate reality. In turn, 
these conjoined discourses of celebrity and authenticity worked to pro-
duce a particular understanding of transgender identity as an inner, 
authentic gender requiring actualisation of both corporeal transformation 
and public legitimation.

disCipling Queerness Beyond The essenTialisT

Through its generic specificities, most especially its investment in the ideal 
of authenticity, reality TV has naturalised the idea of the authentic self as a 
sense-making framework through which gay and transgender identities 
have come to be understood in the popular media of the twenty-first cen-
tury. As I now explore, this process has also involved rendering unnatural 
forms of sexuality and gender which lie outside the essentialist parameters 
of the authenticity paradigm. In much of the textual worlds of reality TV, 
for queer people to occupy anything other than a subject positioned 
grounded in a bounded, ontological gay or transgender identity has been 
constructed as a signifier of inauthenticity, of a deficient or aberrant self-
hood in need of therapeutic resolve. If reality programming has been a core 
agent in producing the gay authenticity and transgender wrong body dis-
courses, this production is, to draw upon a quote from Judith Butler 
(1999 [1990]), ‘at the same time constraint, a constraining in advance of 
what will and will not qualify as a proper sexed being.’ Just as the genre has 
opened up spaces within popular discourses for articulating a queer identity 
through the authenticity lens, it, in many ways, also shuts down possibilities 
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for alternative configurations of sex and gender to attain legitimacy within 
the public domain.

Yet, rather than representing a complete absence of non-essentialist sex 
and gender identities, some shows have brought these kinds of queer peo-
ple into intelligibility in order to, in their narrative trajectories, demarcate 
their identities as unhealthy, unnatural and undesirable ways of being. As 
Jon Dovey argued in his early work on the genre, reality TV is ‘a form of 
television that foregrounds our real fears and anxieties’ (2000: 86). 
Distilling this line of thought into the context of selfhood, as I have dis-
cussed in previous chapters, some of the core cultural work of reality TV 
has been its reassuring assertions of the essential fixity of the self amidst 
the uncertainties of the twenty-first-century life. Part of this discursive 
work has involved playing out cultural anxieties about the self ’s potential 
lack of ontological fixity. Reality TV has done this by discipling bodies and 
forms of self-presentation that challenge or call into question the essential-
ism of sex and gender categories. These are life forms that are queer in a 
more expansive sense than I have been using the term so far in this book. 
Rather than an otherness to the heteronormative, this queerness stands in 
opposition to all and any recognisable taxonomies for understanding sexu-
ality, gender and the self, be this male and female, gay and straight, self and 
other, or human and non-human.

Reality TV has functioned as a particularly productive space for disci-
plining these queer formations precisely because of its generic investment 
in representing, addressing and resolving apparent ‘issues’ or complica-
tions with people’s senses of self, its instructive interpellations towards 
‘emotional literacy’ (Illouz 2007). This is especially apparent in reality 
formats which take other kinds of technologies which, in their own ways, 
call into question the ontology of the self, as their narrative foci. These 
include plastic surgery in a show like Botched and social media in a pro-
gramme like Catfish: The TV Show.

Both plastic surgery and social media have been the subjects of cultural 
anxiety because of their potential to question, trouble and displace some 
of the most fundamental categories and discursively constituted boundar-
ies through which we come to make sense of our world, identities and 
lives. Crucially, new technologies do not have their meanings and uses 
automatically inbuilt. Rather, what we perceive to be the ‘right’ and 
‘wrong’ ways to use plastic surgery or social media are the result of dis-
courses about and representations of these technologies. Centrally, these 
discourses take shape through existing frames of meaning circulating 
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within our cultural milieus. Reality TV, in its associations with the contem-
porary zeitgeist of authenticity, has taken up particular technologies as 
narrative content and produced meanings around appropriate and inap-
propriate usage of these technologies through the broader lens of the 
authenticity ideal.

Botched, for example, uses reality TV’s generic tropes of authenticity 
through the therapeutic to bridge a fault line in cultural understandings of 
cosmetic surgery as, at once, a technology of corporeal normalisation 
(used to ‘repair’ damaged or deficient bodies) and as a technology which 
can take bodies beyond the bounds of the normal.3 In this show, the queer 
body is paradigmatic of this process. In Botched, a recurrent narrative trope 
concerns transgender women whose journeys towards embodying their 
intuited genders have been complicated by ‘botched’ surgical procedures. 
The show purports to help these women by rectifying the ‘incorrect’ or 
‘abnormal’ uses of surgery they have suffered and bringing their bodies 
back in line with the corporeal ideal. This has included Kimber, a trans-
gender adult movie star who wants her overly surgerised nose and botched 
vaginoplasty rectified; Monique, who had liquid silicone injected into her 
breasts, buttocks and hips, and which is now leaking out of her body; 
Rajee, who had ‘black market injectables’ in her cheeks which have turned 
to ‘cinderblocks’ of hardened matter; Kayden, who has ‘mutant boobs’ 
from botched breast implants; and Carmen, who has a botched nose job. 
In line with reality TV’s broader construction of life as a journey towards 
actualising the authentic self, these botched surgeries are constructed as 
blockages to the attainment of authenticity for these women. The trans 
women want to embody what they perceive to be their ‘real’ femaleness, 
but their ‘damaged’ physical appearances are represented as stopping them 
from achieving this goal. In the context of a cosmetic surgery-centric real-
ity show, the authenticity imperative here is articulated and delineated in 
corporeal terms.

The trans women on the show articulate the wrong body discourse 
almost completely during the sequences in which they are introduced to 
the audience. The biographies they share draw upon highly normative (we 
might say stereotypical) ideas about what signifies an authentic female 
identity, such as a love of Barbie dolls and a hatred of baseball as a child, 
and wanting to wear dresses rather than boys’ clothes. The women are 
therefore constructed as liminal figures, inhabiting a kind of netherworld, 
no longer bound to their male-coded birth identities, yet unable to fully 
inhabit their apparently authentic femininities because of their botched 
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surgeries. As such, they are represented to require the intervention of the 
(white, male, heterosexual) surgeons in order to bring their bodies and 
identities back into legibility as recognisable (female) subjects.

In a broader context, numerous scholars have argued that ideas about 
appropriate and inappropriate use of plastic surgery are tightly linked to 
broader concepts of the ‘freak,’ the ‘monster’ or the ‘abject’ body.4 The 
abject is described by Julia Kristeva as ‘what disturbs identity, system, 
order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-between, 
the ambiguous, the composite’ (1982: 4). In Botched, the post-botched 
surgery body (the body the participants enter the show with) is repre-
sented as abject in its failed promise of authentication. Instead, rather than 
securing legibility within the category of woman, the botched surgery has 
placed these transgender people in a position which ruptures coherent 
understandings of male and female, human and non-human, self and other 
and real and fake binaries. In this configuration, the ‘real,’ authentic self is 
trapped within a body that emits signifiers of fakeness, plasticity and the 
inanimate, an untenable situation within the reality televisual imaginary. 
The discourses of abjection attached to these bodies are carried, in part, 
through the visuality of the surgery sequences. These scenes emphasise the 
participants’ loss of bodily integrity, as their bodies have been permeated 
by ‘undesirable’ inhuman matter. During Monique’s surgery, for example, 
we see a close up of the alien ‘silicone globule’ clasped in the surgeon’s 
tweezers, as the doctor states, ‘it gets on your clothes, it gets on your 
gloves, it’s disgusting.’ In contrast, the post-surgical, ‘de-botched’ body is 
represented as a newly authenticated state. Kimber describes how ‘I feel 
like myself now, I don’t feel like a character. I feel less pornified, I just feel 
like myself,’ sentiments echoed by Rajee when she states, ‘I didn’t feel like 
a woman, I felt like a monster. Now, thanks to Dr DuBrow, I finally feel 
like the woman I’ve always wanted to be.’

Rajee’s assertion that her authentication through the body has been 
enabled by Dr. DuBrow, one of the two medical practitioners on the show, 
is highly significant. The show recurrently draws upon the medical exper-
tise of the doctors as the basis for laying down the ‘truth’ about what will 
and will not comprise a ‘real,’ legitimate or liveable form of being. This 
apparent authority is also signified in neocolonialist terms, through a per-
ceived exceptionality of Western systems of knowledge. Repeatedly, the 
‘botched’ surgery has taken place in South America, which is represented 
as crude, dangerous and unhygienic, and the white, North American doc-
tors sigh and groan as they again reiterate, ‘Never go to Mexico for 
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 surgery.’ Here, discourses of apparently transcultural medical knowledge 
(propped up by discourses of American exceptionalism and a mild form of 
white supremacy) combine with the more existential ethos of reality tele-
visual authenticity and ‘being yourself,’ a combination which ties essential-
ist understandings of an authentic sexuality or gender to a particular 
corporeal norm.

Indeed, as well as ‘fixing’ aberrant bodies, in each episode the doctors 
meet a person who wants to use surgery in a manner which would delib-
erately take their body beyond the normative. After listening to the 
patient’s proposal, the doctors invariably refuse to operate, offering expla-
nations like ‘Jordan [the “male Kim Kardashian”] is one of those kinds of 
patients that we don’t really align ourselves with, that is, someone who 
wants to achieve a very unnatural look’ and ‘He’s going to destroy him-
self.’ These refused patients have included a so-called gender-bender bot, 
a person who formerly identified as a transgender woman but wanted her 
breast implants removed to become a kind of genderless being; various 
people who want to physically resemble celebrities or cartoon characters, 
sometimes of the opposite gender (a man in his 30s seeking the face of a 
teenage Justin Bieber, a man who wants to look like Superman and a trans-
woman who wants to look like Jessica Rabbit, and men who want 
Madonna’s nose or Kim Kardashian’s lips); and ‘human Ken dolls,’ men of 
such surgerised appearance that they are perceived to no longer resemble 
a human being. These bodies align with the expanded definition of queer-
ness I described earlier, not only troubling the male and female gender 
binary but also distinctions between self and other, human and  non- human, 
and living being and inanimate object. These queer bodies are made 
intelligible in the programme only to be demarcated as impossible modes 
of existence, both on a medical level (‘he’s asking for a major complica-
tion’) and an existential level, as failures to fully embrace one’s authentic-
ity, often through an apparently irrational fixation with celebrities, glamour 
or fame. As the doctors decree on ‘gender-bender bot’ Daniella, the par-
ticipant who is trying to become genderless, ‘I’m just thinking about the 
psychological issues. It’s psychologically and medically complicated.’ In 
reality TV, to articulate a queer identity beyond the essentialist limits of 
the authenticity script becomes almost unthinkable.

Like Botched, Catfish: The TV Show engages with a technology which 
can threaten the idea of static, discreet identities: this time, social media 
platforms. In the 1990s, a body of scholarship which came to be called 
Cyberqueer Studies argued that the internet, a relatively emergent 
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 phenomenon at this time, promised to realise post-structuralist theories of 
sex and gender as performative and discursive. This is because it was per-
ceived that on the internet, individuals could construct and articulate 
identities which were unanchored by essentialist norms, ungrounded 
in  the signifiers of identity written onto one’s ‘offline’ corporeality. 
Cyberqueer literature stressed the possibilities for men to temporarily 
become women, gay people to become straight and people of colour to 
become white, online. These practices were hailed as tangible de-naturali-
sations of normative identity categories, exposing taxonomies of sexuality, 
race and gender as the products of discourse, essentially promising to 
realise the projects of queer and post-structuralist theory.5

Cyberqueer studies addressed early online technologies (message 
boards, chat rooms, etcetera) where self-presentation took the form of 
written text or animated avatars, very different contexts from the social 
media platforms to today (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and so on). 
Contemporary social media are, by and large, not used in the ways the 
Cyberqueer scholars imagined (or hoped), yet cultural anxieties around 
social media’s potential challenge to norms of authentic selfhood have not 
diminished. These anxieties are crystallised most vividly in the figure of the 
‘catfish,’ a person who creates and maintains a so-called fake identity 
online. The catfish is a discursive figure which traverses popular culture, 
and it has been addressed and disciplined in the reality show Catfish: The 
TV Show. In this show, uses of social media, which do not align with scripts 
of authenticity (‘catfishing’), like the queer bodies of Botched, have been 
demarcated as unacceptable modes of self-presentation and constructed as 
symptomatic of a deficient relationship with the self, one that must be 
corrected.

In the show, a participant reaches out to a team of hosts/detectives, 
who investigate the identity of someone the participant has been commu-
nicating with online, but whom they suspect to be a catfish. The hosts pin 
the catfish down to a geographical location and travel there to ‘expose’ the 
catfish’s ‘true’ self. This narrative structure frequently attains a specifically 
queer dimension in episodes where the catfish has switched gender, sexu-
ality or race, online. That is, they are presenting themselves on social 
media as a different race, gender or sexuality than that coded through 
their ‘offline’ bodies and lives. These ‘fake,’ queer identities are often pit-
ted against ‘authentic’ straight social media user, who the catfish (in a 
digitised spin on Serano’s archetype of the ‘deceptive transsexual’) is rep-
resented to be deliberately deceiving. The straight person is positioned as 
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genuinely in love with the person they believe they are communicating 
with, and with whom they hope to sustain a normative, monogamous 
romance. For example, in one episode, straight, white jock Tyler believes 
he has been communicating with a pretty, straight, white girl named 
Amanda. Amanda is ‘really’ a black, gay man called Aaron. In another 
episode, blonde cheerleader Sunny is infatuated with her online boyfriend, 
a handsome and successful model called Jamison. However, Jamison is 
‘really’ an overweight, working-class lesbian named Chelsea.

The structure of each episode, where the suspected catfish is hunted 
down and exposed, is based upon the apparent power of mediation 
through reality TV to confirm the authenticity of the self represented, 
which I discussed previously in relation to transgender identities. Catfish: 
The TV Show mobilises a visual style similar to that of an older reality show 
titled Cheaters, where unfaithful spouses were followed by private detec-
tives and exposed by the truth-fixing apparatus of reality TV. Like Cheaters, 
the exposure sequences of Catfish: The TV Show, where the catfish’s ‘real’ 
identity is first shown onscreen and in which they are confronted by their 
emotional victim, are comprised of jolting footage, apparently captured 
on the hosts’ own handheld cameras, and production crew (camera and 
boom-mic operators) repeatedly become visible within the frame. The 
camerawork comprises sudden pans and dramatic, spasmodic zooms as if 
frantically straining to react to (rather than construct) an unfolding 
 immanence, as if the catfish’s ‘true’ self is being captured, fixed and 
authenticated by the symbolic power of reality TV.

In Catfish: The TV Show, this kind of construction works to fix dis-
courses of the real onto the physical bodies of the catfish, whilst their 
online lives are dismissed as fraudulent fabrications. The catfish personae 
are represented to stem from a deficient relationship with the self, a repre-
sentational trope which mitigates the potential for social media to call into 
question the very nature of an authentic identity. The show posits an arti-
ficial distinction between ‘online’ and ‘offline’ selves, which are simultane-
ously fused together. Here, the normative or ‘appropriate’ way to conceive 
of one’s online presence is as an almost seamless continuation or (only 
selectively and minimally expurgated) expression of the ‘real’ self, located 
in the material, offline world. In this bridged binary, the truth of subjectiv-
ity—who or what you really are—is grounded in one’s embodied pres-
ence. This discursive configuration draws on reality televisual authentication 
to solidify particular ideas about ‘good’ and ‘bad’ social media use, as well 
as discipline (cyber)queer formations of sexuality and gender online.
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After they are hunted down and their ‘real’ selves exposed by the 
authenticating powers of reality TV, the second portion of each episode 
concerns the cathartic redemption of the catfish him/herself. The catfish 
sits down with the host and their ‘victim’ and discusses why they engaged 
in catfishing. Almost invariably, the compulsion to catfish is positioned as 
emanating from a damaged and unstable relationship with the authentic 
self, a failure to accept and feel comfortable with who the catfish ‘really is.’ 
The catfish are represented to have crossed lines of sexuality, gender or 
race, not because these categories are discursive constructs open to manip-
ulation, but because these people have not yet embraced their ‘real’—
essentialist, clearly defined—gay or lesbian sexualities. Chelsea and Aaron, 
for example, both claimed to have catfished because homophobic bullying 
had stopped them from feeling good about their ‘real’ sexualities. Aaron 
explains that he began catfishing in order to feel ‘liked’ in the face of 
‘offline’ homophobic abuse. Similarly, Chelsea articulates her compulsion 
to catfish as stemming from ‘being bullied in high school […] I’ve been 
called dyke, lesbian, fag, fat-ass, you know, everything. I definitely missed 
out on a lot of things in high school like proms, dances….’

In this context, the catfish’s queer online personae become construed 
as emanations of innate gay or lesbian desires, but which are being articu-
lated in inappropriate ways, an apparent deficiency of authenticity which is 
delineated as a result of socially ingrained homophobia. Yet, the roots of 
this homophobia are not critiqued; rather, it is suggested that it is the 
responsibility of the catfish to overcome this and navigate their way to 
authenticity. In line with reality TV’s broader therapeutic ethos, one of the 
hosts, Nev, advises Aaron to ‘Really own who you are and your problems 
and your failures and your insecurities,’ recasting the social prejudice 
which Aaron tells of having faced as a personal crisis to be resolved through 
connecting with his authentic self. Chelsea is likewise instructed to reflect 
upon ‘how wonderful your friendships could be [if] you’re just yourself.’ 
Indeed, most episodes end with the catfish apologising to their victim, 
admitting the error of their ways and promising to shut down the ‘fake’ 
social media profile. After this, episodes conclude with the hosts catching 
up with the (former) catfish at a later date, where the catfish articulates a 
new-found or burgeoning confidence in their ‘real’ selves, which they 
were apparently submerging through their queer self-presentation online.

In a broader sense, then, the demarcation in each episode of the cat-
fish’s online gender and sexuality as fraudulent and false and, concomi-
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tantly, their embodied gender-codification as bearing the ‘truth’ of their 
identities, is implicated in the reproduction of a cultural linkage of subjec-
tive coherence to a discreet and identifiable binary genders and sexualities. 
In this way, the figure of the catfish, as represented in Catfish: The TV 
Show, is bound to historical associations of various kinds of gender ambi-
guity—from cross-dressing to transsexuality—as sources of cultural anxi-
ety. As Marjorie Garber has argued, the cultural visibility of figures which 
are not easily positional within binary paradigms of gender can present a 
‘crisis’ to some of the most fundamental ways of thinking about gender in 
the context of self-identity. Standing in an antagonistic relation to the 
binary, such a figure, Garber maintains, ‘reconfigures the relationship 
between the original pair [male and female], and puts into question identi-
ties previously conceived as stable, unchallengeable, grounded and 
“known”’ (1992: 13).

Both Catfish: The TV Show and Botched can be conceptualised as con-
temporary, pop-cultural engagements with this cultural anxiety. Yet, in 
reproducing normative ideals of the self as made up of an authentic and 
essential core, the narratives of these shows also make legible alternative 
conceptions of identity, embodied in the figures of the catfish or the 
‘botched’ or refused surgery case. This alternative configuration of self-
hood imagines subjectivity undefined by the discourse of authenticity, 
destabilised from normative binaries and ideals about normal and abnor-
mal bodies. Rather, these queer selves are capable of making and remaking 
in any way one chooses, through the means of communication opened up 
by online media and the forms of embodiment made possible by plastic 
surgery. Whilst the narrative conclusions of each episode appear to affirm 
hegemonic modalities of selfhood as essential and innate, to borrow 
Garber’s terminology, these texts also circulate as ‘space[s] of possibility’ 
(1992: 11), which enable oppositional and competing visions of de- 
essentialised subjectivities to become manifest in representational form. 
To take the example of Tyler and ‘Amanda’ from Catfish: The TV Show, 
the ability for a black gay man to pass as a white heterosexual woman 
online, so convincingly that s/he is able to make straight men fall in love 
with him/her, potentially points towards the tenuousness of the cultural 
location of subjective truth within supposedly foundational vectors of sex-
uality, race and gender. In its valorisation of the ‘being yourself,’ Catfish: 
The TV Show also evokes the possibility that this self has no internal reality 
or fixity but is produced as an effect of the mobilisation of discourse.
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ConClusion

This chapter has explored the role of reality television as naturalising two 
conceptions of queer life which have become highly normative in the 
twenty-first-century Britain and America. These are the notions of gay or 
lesbian sexualities as innate essences of self, and transgender identities as 
constituting an essential gendered core ‘trapped’ within a mismatched 
body. Reality TV has done this in two ways. Firstly, in reality texts them-
selves, in combination with extra-textual commentary, the ideal of authen-
ticity, tied to and articulated through discourses of confession, therapy, 
celebrity and the perceived powers of mediation to validate and confirm 
the ‘reality’ of the self, has functioned as representational framework 
through which these essentialist epistemes of gay and transgender life have 
been brought, textually and discursively, into being. In reality shows, the 
gay authenticity and transgender wrong body scripts have been made 
intelligible through their convergences with the broader discourses of self-
hood and authenticity central to reality formats.

More profoundly, perhaps, the kinds of textual examples that I have 
analysed in this chapter have not necessarily, in and of themselves, consoli-
dated the normativity of the gay authenticity and transgender wrong body 
discourses. Rather, reality TV’s representations of queer people form visi-
ble literalisations of a more pervasive cultural process, a process of which 
reality TV is paradigmatic. As I have stressed, reality TV is emblematic of 
the current zeitgeist of authenticity that traverses Anglo-American popular 
culture. It is this cultural fixation with the ideal of authenticity, with the 
importance of discovering, connecting with and manifesting ‘who you 
are,’ that has enabled the wrong body and gay authenticity paradigms to 
attain mainstream cultural coherence. It is because these models of queer 
life, which conceive gay and transgender selfhood as processes of bringing 
out one’s authentic self, make sense in relation to the broader norm of 
authenticity that they have become consolidated as truisms of contempo-
rary popular thought. Because it is a form of media which has recurrently 
and pervasively produced, circulated and consolidated the normative con-
cept of the authentic self, reality TV is implicated in this process of partial 
queer normalisation in ways far beyond simply its actual representations of 
queer people.

These ways of making sense of sexual and gender diversity in the twenty-
first century, in which sexual orientation and gender identity have been 
discursively bound to the very fabric of the self, have had reverberations 
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beyond entertainment media. The trajectory of political reform through-
out the 2000s and into the 2010s, in both the UK and the USA, which has 
endowed basic citizenship rights to gay and lesbian people (adoption, mar-
riage, military service, anti-discrimination legislation) and allowed trans-
gender people to attain legal recognition of their claimed genders, has 
been largely predicated upon what Matthew Waites (2005: 545) has 
termed ‘fixity claims’ (2005: 545), conceptions of gay and trans identities 
as unchangeable and ontological facets of being. As the former British 
Prime Minister Tony Blair argued in parliamentary debates around the 
repeal of the 1980s anti-gay law Section 28, which banned discussions of 
homosexuality in schools and by public bodies, ‘It is not against the nature 
of gay people to be gay: it is in fact their nature. It is what they are’ (cited 
in ibid.: 547).

Reality television programmes, and their extra-textual discussion, have 
some of the most widely circulated textual fabrics through which the 
notion of ‘being who you are’ has become consolidated as a seemingly 
transcendental, Anglo-American cultural value. As the quote from Blair 
demonstrates, the legislative integration of (some) gay, lesbian and trans-
gender identities within the hegemonic institutions of British and American 
polity has been largely enabled by this very dialectic. The discourse of 
authenticity, as a framework for articulating gay and trans subjectivities, 
has, to an extent, enabled the articulation of a common identity and the 
formation of the concept of the ‘LGBT community’ as a group unified by 
overlapping experiences of oppression and marginalisation. This has in 
many ways been politically useful in the (ongoing) fight to secure legal 
protections and entitlements for those outside of the normative, hetero-
sexual frame, both in the UK and the USA and also elsewhere.

However, in becoming legible only within these ontological parame-
ters, what is perhaps lost is the ability for the mainstream representations 
of queer identities to generate ways of conceiving of human subjectivity 
beyond or outside of essentialist and, crucially, hierarchical heterosexual/
homosexual, cisgender/transgender binaries. Within the gay authenticity 
paradigm and the wrong body discourse, queer identities must, necessar-
ily, remain distinctly minority counterpoints to cisgendered heterosexual-
ity, which retains its position as the default, invisible and unmarked standard.

Representations such as those I have analysed here, which locate sub-
jective ‘authenticity’ within sexual orientation, as they work to naturalise 
gay and transgender identities as ontological, pre-discursive, who we are/
how we are born, by necessity entail a simultaneous naturalisation of 
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 heterosexuality and cisgender identities as also historically, socially and cul-
turally transcendent: things which (also) ‘just exist.’ In this process, essen-
tialist conceptions of queer lives, as they are conferred a limited framework 
of legibility and legitimacy, become consolidated as a ‘natural,’ yet, none-
theless, minority counterpoint to more normative and pervasive hetero-
sexual and cisgender identities. This heteronormativity is then shielded 
from deconstruction or critique by the rhetoric of ‘authenticity’ in which 
gay and trans identities are framed. In this epistemological frame, if most 
people identify as cisgender and heterosexual, that must be because it’s 
just the way they are, simply their authentic self. Despite its ostensibly gay 
and trans-affirmative ethos, the binding of sexuality to the very fabric of 
the self enacted in and through reality TV on micro and macro levels 
largely entrenches the socio-cultural dominance of heteronormativity as it 
is imprinted into the structures of social organisation.

noTes

1. For further discussion of historical representations, see Sinfeld (1994).
2. See Waites (2005) and Walters (2014).
3. For more expansive analyses of cultural perceptions and representations of 

cosmetic surgery, see, for example, Davis (2003) and Steinhoff (2015).
4. See Richardson (2010) and Steinhoff (2015).
5. See, for example, O’Riordan (2007) for an expanded discussion of 

Cyberqueer studies.
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CHAPTER 5

Resurgent Heteronormativity in Reality Pop

Throughout my research on queer representation in reality TV, reality pop 
formats, including shows like Pop Idol, The X Factor and American Idol, 
have proved something of an outlier, stubbornly refusing to fit into the 
broader tropes of queer visibility that have structured my analysis in the 
preceding chapters. Yet, these shows are a major sub-form of reality televi-
sion, encompassing some of the most recognisable reality formats. In its 
heyday in 2002, the British Pop Idol was drawing viewing figures of 
10 million (BBC News 2002). In 2011, The X Factor UK was also attain-
ing over 10 million viewers (Davies 2017). At its peak, American Idol 
exceeded 30 million viewers (Lawler 2018). In light of such data, it would 
clearly be an analytical omission to exclude these from the present study 
on the basis of their irreconcilability with the broader terrain of queer 
representation in reality TV.

This chapter, therefore, interrogates reality talent formats, specifically 
the British Pop Idol and The X Factor as well as American Idol, in relation 
to how forms of queer identity have become intelligible through these 
shows’ specific generic properties. More specifically, this chapter explores 
how the generic terrain of reality pop—the unique combination of its 
audience address, connections to the popular music industry and its nego-
tiations of discourses of talent, celebrity and fame—has produced a reality 
sub-form which has pushed back against the textual universes in which 
compulsory authenticity has displaced compulsory heterosexuality that 
characterises reality TV more broadly.
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To this end, this chapter makes two arguments. Firstly, I argue that, 
unlike the vast majority of reality programmes, reality pop shows have re- 
centred discourses of compulsory heterosexuality as the basis for imagin-
ing the TV viewing audience, as opposed to the alternative mandate to 
compulsory authenticity that I have conceptualised and analysed thus far 
in relation to practically every other reality TV show. These shows’ repre-
sentations of non-heterosexual people have been a central facet of their 
broader reaffirmation of heterosexuality as the ‘ideological glue’ (Needham 
2009) which seeks to connect those onscreen with those watching. In 
turn, I argue that this resurgent heteronormativity has resulted in a com-
plex interplay between reality pop texts and their inter-textual discussion 
in newspapers, magazines and on the internet. In this inter-textual dia-
logue, the construction of authenticity as the basis for understandings 
contemporary queer lives has been pushed onto the extra-textual circula-
tion of queer reality pop contestants, which seek to mobilise gay sexualities 
as a commercial resource in an inter-textual battle to claim the greatest 
representational reality.

‘Family’ TV: Re-cenTRing HeTeRonoRmaTiViTy

Since their earliest years, reality pop franchises have been hailed by com-
mentators as the epitome of ‘family’ television. For example, in 2003, the 
US Association of National Advertisers’ Family Friendly Forum awarded 
American Idol its ‘Family Friendly Television’ award. In 2005, in his book 
on the history of music performance on television, Jake Austen asserted 
that the ‘secret to American Idol’s success is its offering of gentle, edge-
less, family-friendly fare in an age of harsh, offensive, narrowcast fare’ 
(2005: 229). In 2010, Sandra Parsons, a columnist for the right-wing 
Daily Mail newspaper, stated that The X Factor UK had ‘recreated the 
golden age of the Seventies, when families did sit together to be enter-
tained in what was a shared and unifying experience’ (Parsons 2010). As 
the two quotes exemplify, reality pop has been received as a nostalgic or 
resilient source of the so-called family entertainment at a time when, 
according to commentators, such media are increasingly disappearing.

As I have already discussed, drawing on the influential early work of 
John Ellis (1982), the audience of traditional, broadcast television has, 
historically, been imagined as taking the form of domestic units of hetero-
sexual nuclear families. This assumption had no necessary relationship to 
the ‘real’ lives of actual viewers, but nonetheless consolidated itself as a 
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cultural norm through both the content and scheduling of programmes. 
In this context, the ideal of the ‘family’ functions as a placeholder for a 
series of culturally specific, ideologically loaded ideas about what consti-
tutes the ‘normal’ or average way of being in the world. As I have also 
already conceptualised, as products of the narrowcast age, where audi-
ences are smaller, fragmented and dispersed across numerous digital view-
ing contexts, reality TV sought to accrue commercial capital by approaching 
its audience less through the lens of an imagined ‘average’ family audi-
ence, than as a diverse, heterogeneous whole, composed of a range of 
different niches. The sexually and racially diverse casts of early reality fran-
chises are one example of this expanded address at work (see Chap. 2).

Reality pop shows, however, have followed a different tactic, discur-
sively re-centring the traditional, heteronormative ‘family’ audience in the 
face of its increasing displacement across the twenty-first-century televi-
sual landscape. In this way, reality pop texts have been highly visible sites 
at which a series of cultural norms around the notion of the family, of the 
‘average’ or ‘mass’ television viewer, and of sex and gender norms more 
broadly, have been negotiated and re-asserted at a time when such norms 
have faced mounting contestation across mainstream media, particularly 
in reality TV. Thus, whilst reality pop franchises purport to be, primarily, 
about singing talent and musical performance, their cultural work stretches 
and permeates far wider.

The discourse of ‘family’ television attached to reality pop shows cryst-
allises at the intersection of several different textual and industrial factors. 
One such factor is the scheduling slots of reality pop shows, early evenings 
on a Saturday (and sometimes Sunday), historically an established time 
slot for ‘family’ entertainment. This resonates with reality pop franchises’ 
generic heritage in light entertainment music television from the second 
half of the twentieth century, such as Talent Scouts, Amateur Hour, Your 
Hit Parade, the Perry Como Show and Opportunity Knocks. In addition, 
the discourse of family takes shape through the textual content of reality 
pop programmes. For example, the Daily Mail journalist’s reference to a 
‘shared and unifying’ viewing experience carries a series of implications 
around The X Factor’s capacity to function as disseminator of apparently 
collective, social values. One of the central discursive lenses through which 
the show summons and addresses its ‘unified’ audience, I would argue, is 
a taken-for-granted valorisation of heterosexuality as the most ‘natural’ 
socio-sexual formation.
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As an example of this discursive process at work in a reality pop text, we 
can take the first televised audition of The X Factor 2009 winner, Joe 
McElderry. This is a particularly interesting example because Joe would 
later, over a year after winning the show, come out as gay in a newspaper 
interview. In the show, visually Joe cut a highly normative figure, young 
(18 years old at the time), cute and white. During his audition, the text 
cut back and forth between shots of Joe singing in front of the judging 
panel and shots of his family, waiting in the wings, wearing customised 
T-shirts emblazoned with the words ‘Joe’s got the X Factor!!’ Next, close- 
ups of Joe’s elated response to the rapturous applause of the studio audi-
ence and the positive comments from the judges following his performance 
were juxtaposed with similar shots of his family members either cheering 
or crying with happiness, discursively conjoining his musical/televisual 
success with his inclusion within the heterosexual, nuclear family. After Joe 
had left the stage, he and his family were shown in the X Factor ‘pod,’ the 
show’s confessional space, cheering and jumping up and down. The foot-
age was rendered static in a freeze-frame in an image evocative of a family 
photograph. The camera zoomed slowly in and the lighting became over- 
exposed, bathing the image in a reverential glow, anchoring the represen-
tation of an idealised family unit exuding warmth and mutual love and 
affection. The family depicted here consisted of a wide generational spec-
trum, from young children (siblings or nieces and nephews), to an old 
woman in a wheelchair, presumably a grandmother, a visual evocation of a 
kind of family tree, positioning Joe’s musical/televisual success as the 
product of heterosexual posterity.

Joe’s audition sequence was also replete with verbal anchors of quotid-
ian heteronormativity. One of the judges, the pop star Dannii Minogue, 
praised Joe’s performance stating, ‘You’ve brought a great performance, 
great voice, great look, great dimples. What more could a girl want?’ 
whilst another judge, Louis Walsh, affirmed, ‘The girls are going to love 
you.’ More broadly, the show employed a common trope of cutting to 
shots of female judges and/or audience members making desiring facial 
expressions when an attractive male contestant entered the stage. Of 
course, such performative remarks and editing are far from unique to The 
X Factor, and can be found, pervasively, across the mainstream media. 
What is significant in this particular televisual context, however, is how the 
generic conventions of the show, its engagement with discourses of talent, 
celebrity and commerciality are inextricably enmeshed with its performa-
tive reproduction of heteronormativity.
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Drawing on Joshua Gamson’s work on the history of stardom in 
Hollywood, Su Holmes (2004) has argued that reality pop shows seek to 
reconcile two discourses of fame and celebrity which have, historically, 
competed for cultural legitimacy. The first discourse maintains that star-
dom stems from some kind of innate ‘star quality’ residing within the 
performer, and the second that celebrity is the product of mediation and 
commercial manufacture. Shows like Pop Idol, The X Factor and American 
Idol bring these two discourses together through narrative structures in 
which the apparently ‘raw’ or innate talent of participants is honed, trained 
and refined by the industrial mechanics of pop stardom within which the 
shows are embedded. This discursive reconciliation is at the core of these 
shows’ claims to the real. Firstly, authenticity is textually located in the 
apparently innate musical and performance talents and abilities of partici-
pants, and the shows’ claims to offer a space for the articulation and affir-
mation of this apparent authenticity. Additionally, reality pop shows claim 
to represent the ‘behind the scenes’ processes through which this innate 
talent is honed, refined and commodified in the creation of a commercial 
pop star, through vocal coaching, mentoring, choreography, image make-
overs and so on. As Tom Mole (2004) has noted, ‘Just as postmodern 
architecture displays the ducts and pipes that make a building function, 
[reality pop programming] foregrounds the mechanisms that manufacture 
celebrities.’ At the same time, these shows maintain that contestants 
require a particular, innate specialness to undergo this process in the 
first place.

The discourse of authenticity in raw talent is exemplified most clearly in 
the eponymous ‘X factor,’ a title that possessed cultural currency because, 
in earlier pop formats, onscreen judges had recurrently used this term to 
describe a particular quality they were looking for in a potential winner. As 
Holmes has stated of the first series of Pop Idol:

The most self-conscious way in which specialness was valued by the series 
was through the deliberately elusive concept of the so-called X factor. In Pop 
Idol, this was presented as an indefinable, yet paradoxically shared, concep-
tion of a unique internal essence of star quality or charisma. (2004: 156)

The elusiveness which Holmes mentions is particularly significant in 
terms of my argument here because it enables the ideal of the ‘X factor’ to 
discursively stretch far beyond simply the ability to sing well. As Holmes’ 
reference to the ‘X factor’ as a ‘shared conception’ suggests, this concept 
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functions as a broad placeholder for a series of normative cultural values, 
the apparent rightness of which is seemingly evidenced by the stardom and 
success they are able to accrue for the individual if channelled in appro-
priate ways.

Discourses of talent, success stardom and celebrity thus function in 
reality pop texts as an index of desirability in relation to a range of behav-
ioural norms. Crucially, I would argue that the conjoined discourses of 
celebrity specific to reality pop, and the combination of talent, marketabil-
ity, stage presence and so on expected of successful participants, are far 
from sexually neutral. Rather, in reality pop texts, discourses of celebrity, 
talent and stardom reverberate in (explicitly and implicitly) heterosexual-
ised terms. As we saw in the example of Joe, his apparently innate star 
quality was representationally intersected with his location within a het-
erosexual family unit, whilst his commercial viability was articulated by 
judges explicitly in terms of his potential to be crafted into a marketable 
object of heterosexual female desire.

abjecT QueeRness in RealiTy PoP sHows

In contrast to the expanded address of almost all other reality TV sub- 
forms (see Chaps. 2 and 3), reality pop shows, by and large, delineate and 
address a broadcast audience defined in terms of the traditional, hetero-
sexual family. As part of this address, these shows maintain a discursive 
investment, integral to their industrial interconnections with the pop 
music industries, in the apparent commercial dividends of heterosexual 
desire. Yet, this does not mean that these shows have excluded queer iden-
tities. Rather, since their inceptions, reality pop formats have incorporated 
particular formations of queerness in ways that have bolstered their propa-
gation of heteronormativity. This incorporation of queerness has taken 
two forms. Firstly, there is a disciplining of queerness in the initial audition 
stages, where performers who appear to trouble normative categories of 
sexuality and gender are represented as pathetic, ridiculous and farcical 
comedic objects. Indeed, one of the core audience pleasures of early epi-
sodes in a reality pop series is the representation of apparently deluded 
contestants, terrible singers who are nonetheless shown to be convinced of 
their own star quality. This trope has earned reality pop shows’ accusations 
of cruelty and exploitation from popular critics, yet what has tended to go 
unnoticed is how often the apparent ridiculousness, weirdness and 
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 undesirability of these contestants has been grounded in a departure from 
recognisable formations of cisgendered heterosexuality.

Secondly, particularly in later series of The X Factor in the UK (which 
arguably has a more established history of queerness within light enter-
tainment than the USA), a very specific mould of gay male identity has 
been constructed as reconcilable with the visual spectacle of the ‘entertain-
ment’ television text, but as lacking the commercial promise to succeed in 
the ‘serious’ context of the popular music industry. This dual discipling of 
queerness takes shape through the rhetoric of commerciality attached to 
reality pop shows. Queer contestants have been recurrently demarcated as 
not commercially viable, and thus not suitable subjects of representation, 
through a discursive process in which notions of commerce and econom-
ics converge silently with a resurgent heteronormativity. The shows’ imag-
ined audiences of heterosexual families are projected onto the other 
imagined audience discursively assembled within the show’s generic 
framework, the marketplace of pop music consumers, who are positioned 
as crucial in securing the success, or lack thereof, of the eventual winner.

As an example of the first disciplinary trope at work, we can take a 
would-be contestant from the 2006 season of American Idol, Zachary. 
Zachary was introduced to the audience through a slow upwards pan 
which gradually revealed a corporeality of stick-thin legs and an androgy-
nous appearance, medium-length, female-style hair, and wearing boyish 
yet ‘female’-cut clothing and delicate, feminine facial features. A voice- 
over from the heterosexual, cisgender presenter Ryan Seacrest stated, 
‘Ladies and gentlemen, meet Zachary.’ This simple line juxtaposed a quo-
tidian reproduction of the gender binary with Zachary’s ambiguous mor-
phology, discursively positioning Zachary in a kind of outside, third space 
in relation to normative male/female gender categorisation.

In American Idol’s textual universe, such liminality is not considered a 
viable subject position, and Zachary was mediated, not as a subject in his 
own right, but as an object of heterosexual/cisgender scrutiny and judge-
ment. For example, one of the judges, Randy Jackson, asked Zachary, ‘Tell 
us something interesting about yourself?’ to which Zachary replied, 
‘People confuse me for a girl a lot of the time,’ as Jackson interjects, 
incredulous, ‘You’re a guy?!’ Zachary proceeded to offer a painful rendi-
tion of a Whitney Houston song, and was dismissed by the judges with 
‘Oh dear, oh dear. Awful.’ As this textual composition made clear, 
Zachary’s lack of conventional performance talent, the explicit reason for 
their condemnation and the expulsion by the judges were layered within 
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images and statements which foreground their sex and gendered non- 
normativity. As this sequence consolidated norms of musical talent, it con-
joined these with an implicit repudiation of the queer formation of sex and 
gender embodied by Zachary. In this scene, the queer body carried the 
discourses of talent (or lack thereof), just as the discourses of talent etched 
a judgement of illegitimacy onto the queer person.

As another example, in 2010, a similarly androgynous contestant named 
Jason Greene was represented auditioning with a strange rendition of the 
song ‘I Touch Myself by Divinyls,’ complete with dramatic Broadway- 
style, ‘jazz hands’ choreography. The audition sequence cut back and 
forth between shots of Jason performing and the guest judge, the pop star 
Katy Perry, making bewildered and terrified facial expressions. Jason’s per-
formance more explicitly articulated queer desire as he jokingly flirted 
with Simon Cowell (‘Would you like to join me down here?’), and he is 
rejected from the competition with judges remarking ‘I feel dirty’ (Perry) 
and ‘That was uncomfortable’ (Cowell).

Jason’s designation as a kind of unpalatable waste matter aligns with 
Judith Butler’s discussion of how sexual norms take shape through the 
brining into intelligibility of other possibilities of being, which must then 
be disavowed in the formation of a normative subjectivity. Butler argues 
that identification with hegemonic sexualities ‘requires the simultaneous 
production of a domain of abject beings’ who ‘form the constitutive out-
side of the domain of the subject.’ She states, ‘Identification takes place 
through a repudiation which produces a domain of abjection, a repudia-
tion without which the subject cannot emerge’ (1993: xiii). American Idol 
and other reality pop show have offered pop-cultural enactments of such 
processes of subject formation through disavowal. Crucially, in these 
media contexts, the incitement to repudiate ‘abject’ forms of sexuality and 
gender, those which do not fit easily with normative binaries and taxono-
mies, has taken shape and attained its cultural coherence through the 
tropes and discourses of stardom, manufacture and commerciality which 
structure reality pop franchises. Queerness has been made legible as spec-
tacle of comedy, undesirability and/or revulsion, one which audiences are 
called upon to think of as ‘not me,’ because it is demarcated as not com-
mercially viable in the market of contemporary pop music. This is a two- 
way process. As we see in the examples of Zachary and Jason, both of 
whom were coded as somewhere outside of normative categories of sex 
and gender, reality pop shows like American Idol have played out their 
construction of the ideal of talent on and through the bodies and 
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 performances of queer people. The queer body, in this context, has circu-
lated as a site at which cultural ideas about what talent (or the ‘X factor’) 
isn’t attain mainstream legibility. This has rendered, by implication, the 
elusive ‘X factor’ as a normatively sexed and gendered concept. Thus, the 
show’s investment in authentic talent, and its claims to representing the 
processes of pop star manufacture, have attained an extra layer of significa-
tion, operating as a framework through which heterocentric sex and gen-
der norms have been reaffirmed with mainstream legibility and attributed 
cultural value.

As a subtler example of this process at work, American Idol has also 
evidenced a trope of excluding queer performers on the basis of their 
being ‘too Broadway’ or ‘too musical theatre’ for a pop music competi-
tion. The anti-queer contours of this trope have not passed unnoticed by 
popular critics, who have pointed out that such comments are grounded 
in associations of Broadway with (white, metropolitan) gay male culture. 
In 2004, contestant Marque Lynche was eliminated before the live finals 
for being, in the words of the judges, ‘More of a stage singer’ than a pop 
star. Responding to Marque’s elimination, the gay-targeted magazine The 
Advocate wrote that, ‘Many Idol watchers believe that when the judges say 
someone is “too Broadway,”, what they’re really saying is, “You seem 
gay”’ (Giltz 2004: 11). The article went on to quote Billboard journalist 
Carla Hay as stating, ‘Anyone [Simon Cowell] deems “too Broadway” is 
someone he feels is too effeminate. And he only says it about male singers’ 
(p. 79). Making the same argument, Entertainment Weekly has described 
the ‘too Broadway’ and ‘too musical theatre’ tags as ‘phrases that are 
Idol ’s heterocentric way of weeding out male singers with a little too much 
throb in their voices and attentive flair for the drama of lyrics’ (Harris 2009).

In these shows, seemingly objective discourses of marketability and 
commercial appeal have therefore functioned as the discursive materials 
out of which heteronormativity has been resurgently and insistently per-
formed. Reality pop franchises have mounted a conceptual melding of the 
imagined family audience of broadcast television with the imagined audi-
ence of mainstream pop music, whereby the logic of the market has come 
to sustain the logic of heteronormativity. Appealing to the seemingly 
incontestable logic of market economics (‘this is what sells’) has been a 
means for heteronormativity to be re-centred as cultural norm in the face 
of its increasing displacement across the rest of the reality TV landscape. 
Here, the ‘invisibility’ of heteronormativity as the default, expected, 
assumed sexual norm has been solidified through the apparently neutral, 
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objective character of market forces. The former is articulated to naturally 
and organically flow into the latter. Moreover, these judgements have 
been charged with apparent legitimacy through the industrial backgrounds 
of the shows’ judging panels. Most emblematic in this regard is Simon 
Cowell, an impresario whose sphere of influence spans the music and tele-
vision industries and who has been an onscreen judge and off-screen pro-
ducer of Pop Idol, American Idol and the British and American incantations 
of the X Factor.

The association of heteronormativity with the seemingly (though far 
from) objective discourses of commerciality has also been anchored by the 
shows’ more existential associations of queerness with a lack of authentic-
ity. If, as I have discussed, on these shows authenticity is, in part, coded 
through the innate talents of participants brought into fruition through 
the reality television competition, inauthenticity is textually attached to a 
deluded belief in a talent one does not possess, a characteristic these shows 
have tended to route to an irrational fixation with fame and celebrity.

Paradigmatic in this regard is the American Idol auditionee Ian 
Bernado, who was introduced into the 2006–2007 season with a to- 
camera confessional in which he stated, ‘Basically every single time I walk 
outside people know I’m a superstar.’ This line was followed by a sequence 
showing Ian attempting to speak to people on the street as they ignored 
and avoided him. Later, in the audition room, he told the judges, ‘I 
thought that [American Idol] would be a nice addition to my already long 
and impressive resume,’ which he described as ‘superstar, singer, dancer,’ 
and, removing a fur stole, he stated, ‘This is chinchilla and I’m wearing it 
to show the world how wealthy I can be.’ Clearly, this sequence was con-
structed to signify Ian’s deluded belief in his own greatness. He was dis-
missed by Cowell as ‘Just rubbish’ and, when Ian tried to retort, was 
escorted out by security. Ian was even brought back to the show in 2010 
when, to mark Simon Cowell leaving the franchise, a roll-call of well- 
remembered ‘bad’ contestants was brought onto the stage.

The mediation of figures like Zachary, Jameson and Ian has taken shape 
through several intersecting axes of apparent transgression. These trans-
gressions relate not only to recognisable formations of sexuality and gen-
der, but also to the legitimate boundaries between celebrity and anonymous 
person. Writing about reality TV celebrity, Gareth Palmer (2005) has con-
ceptualised what he calls (mobilising a term from tabloid journalism) ‘the 
D-list.’ The D-list is a representational space inhabited by public figures 
who are constructed as illegitimately laying claim to media visibility and 
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celebrity status that they do not deserve. Thus, these figures are repre-
sented mercilessly through registers of ire, scorn and ridicule. The 
American Idol contestants I have discussed clearly align with this trope. 
Like the abject beings of Butler’s theories of sex and gender subject for-
mation through disavowal, the D-list is brought into being in order to be 
disciplined into submission, so that the culturally constructed boundaries 
between media and ordinary worlds (see Chap. 4) can be re-stabilised 
and resealed.

These enactments of ‘D-listing’ are not, I must stress, instances of pro-
ducers and judges coming up, unexpectedly, against queer people who 
have shown up to open auditions, as the show implicitly maintains. In 
their texts, reality pop shows purport to begin with open auditions, where 
anybody is free to line up and await their turn to perform before the 
judges. This representation conjures up the idea of a meritocratic forum 
where everyone has the opportunity to audition, even as only those with 
the requisite talent and marketability will actually succeed. In fact, the 
would-be contestants are rigorously screened by producers, and often 
sought out to appear before any filmed contact with the judges (and stu-
dio audience in later series) is made. In this context, reality pop show 
producers can be seen to employ very deliberate and considered represen-
tational strategies in line with the kinds of representations they feel the 
imagined ‘family’ audience of the shows will respond to.

Indeed, Ian Bernado filed unsuccessful lawsuits against American Idol 
three times, claiming he was sexually harassed by production staff, called a 
‘fag’ and a ‘homo’ and instructed by producers to ‘gay it up’ if he wanted 
to be featured on the show. Bernado claimed this resulted in a highly 
negative representation of himself and sought millions of dollars of finan-
cial compensation from American Idol (White 2011). Of course, the truth 
of such claims is impossible to verify, and it is entirely possible that, as the 
third judge to throw Bernado’s lawsuit out of court argued, queer (or 
indeed any) auditionees who have ‘chose[n] to appear on a program that 
was famous for its judges’ insulting behavior’ (quoted in White 2011), 
may deliberately offer up strange or excessive performances of selfhood in 
the hope of attaining screen time, albeit through registers of ridicule and 
repudiation.

Textually, however, the presumed tastes of the imaged family audience 
are discursively projected onto the normative audience of commercial pop, 
which the shows claim to also be serving through their stated missions to 
produce commercially viable pop stars. To draw upon a term from Graeme 
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Turner’s (2010) work on reality TV and celebrity culture, reality pop fran-
chises are demotic rather than democratic. They offer representations of 
democracy rather than enabling forms of democratic participation in the 
processes of representation. This demotic character extends to the shows’ 
uses of viewer interactivity, whereby audiences have been called upon to 
vote, through various developing technologies, for who they want to win 
the show. Despite the democratic promise of audience participation in 
deciding who attains mediation and who does not seemingly embedded in 
the shows’ uses of interactive technology, the viewers are really choosing 
from a limited repertoire of performers pre-selected for very specific rea-
sons by producers and their proxies, the onscreen judges.

The X FacTor and iTs comedy Queens

Unlike the USA, in the UK, queer contestants of reality pop franchises 
have regularly progressed beyond the initial audition rounds and into the 
live final broadcasts, particularly in The X Factor. This, I would suggest, is 
because, in comparison to the USA, the UK has a more established history 
of particular kinds of queer performance within mainstream popular cul-
ture. For example, in his monograph on British comedy culture, Andy 
Medhurst (2005) explored how what he calls the ‘comedy queen’—a 
flamboyant man, effeminate in mannerisms, dress and turns of speech, and 
thus implicitly coded as homosexual—has been a feature of light enter-
tainment in Britain in film, television and radio as well as in theatre and 
music hall performances for decades. As noted earlier, reality pop shows 
have clear roots in this kind of music and performance-based light enter-
tainment. As such, in the UK context, these shows have been able to 
incorporate and reanimate the archetype of the comedy queen relatively 
smoothly (though, as I explore later, not completely seamlessly) as an inte-
gral facet of their broader discursive re-centring of heteronormativity and 
the ‘family’ audience of traditional broadcast television.

Centrally, queer X Factor contestants who do progress to the later 
stages of the competition are constructed quite differently from the rest of 
the casts, who are mediated through a presumption and attribution of 
heterosexuality. Queer contestants have been repeatedly attributed a light 
entertainment, televisual function (being ‘fun’ and ‘entertaining’) but are 
not considered to possess the requisite commercial viability for a pop 
career beyond the lifespan of the series itself. Again, discourses of com-
merciality have worked to sculpt and delineate ideas about sexual 
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 normativity, and these queer contestants have often been framed in dis-
courses of risk, entering the live finals as ‘wild card’ contestants, who are 
chosen by the judges despite their apparent precariousness in relation to 
success on the show.

Indeed, the performances of queer contestants have been frequently 
described by judges with adjectives like ‘camp,’ ‘fun,’ ‘energetic,’ ‘differ-
ent’ and ‘colourful.’ In addition, their performances have been appraised 
with comments like, ‘I don’t think you guys are the best singers we’ve 
had, but you are fun’ (Simon Cowell to Diva Fever, 2011), ‘It is a bit of 
cheese, and a bit of karaoke, but it’s blinking entertaining’ (Tulisa to 
Rylan, 2012), ‘You’re fun, and you’re playful, and you don’t take yourself 
too seriously’ (Nicole Scherzinger to Rylan, 2012) and ‘I don’t know if 
I’m watching a panto[mime].’ They have also been repeatedly discussed as 
having the ‘entertainment factor’ (rather than the ‘X factor’) or as being 
‘guilty pleasures.’

The discourse of ‘guilty pleasure’ crystallises the show’s rhetoric on 
queerness, which it equates with entertainment, humour and visual spec-
tacle rather than ‘serious’ commercial viability. As the quotes from the 
judges exemplify, queer participants are frequently aligned with cultural 
forms that are perceived to lack value and to be non-serious, debased and 
vulgar, like karaoke or pantomime. Importantly, however, within popular 
thought, these ‘camp’ or ‘cheesy’ cultural objects can be legitimately 
enjoyed, albeit ironically or ‘guiltily,’ provided one first acknowledges 
their ‘real’ lack of value. In tying queer identities to this ‘guilty pleasure’ 
rhetoric, pop shows can bring queer identities into being in ways that 
appear to play testament to diversity and acceptance of sexuality plurality, 
but in fact contain any epistemological threats these identities may pose to 
heteronormativity. Like pantomime or karaoke, queerness is made intelli-
gible on The X Factor as a domain of transgression, one that, in its very 
coming into being, much be demarcated as not-to-be-taken-seriously in 
order for its visibility to persist. In this epistemological configuration, 
queerness equals entertainment and fun, and it is light-hearted and 
unthreatening, whilst heterosexuality forms the basis of ‘real’ musical, 
commercial and social value.

This representational trope extends to the visual construction of queer 
performers, who are invariably styled through an excessive, camp, kitsch 
aesthetic. The performances of Rylan Clarke, an openly gay contestant of 
The X Factor in 2012 (and who has gone on to sustain his celebrity through 
a successful career as a television presenter in the ‘camp’ mould), are 
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 paradigmatic in this regard. Whilst Rylan’s own song choices in the audi-
tion stages of the competition were ballads and love songs, in the live 
finals, where songs are chosen by judges and producers, he performed a 
series of high-energy pop songs, wearing extravagant costumes, on elabo-
rate stage sets and with extensive casts of dancers. In the first live show, for 
example, Rylan sang ‘Gold’ by Spandau Ballet, wearing a gold lamé vest 
with dangling gold chains, oversized gold jewellery and dramatic ‘ancient 
Egyptian’ style make-up. Topless, muscular, male backup dancers wore 
‘Egyptian’ style headdresses and loincloths, and Rylan was carried onto 
the stage by the dancers, whilst sitting on a large gold throne. In an absurd 
and parodic evocation of gay sexuality, throughout the performance, the 
throne became a podium on which Rylan danced, surrounded by the 
writhing dancers, as a dramatic light display pulsated behind them. This 
style of excessive theatricality in the live performances is almost exclusively 
reserved for queer contestants. ‘Serious’ (heterosexual) contestants have 
most often sang alone onstage, accompanied by little more than atmo-
spheric lighting, and have been styled in fashionable outfits, rather than 
outlandish costumes as the gay contestants have been. When dancers are 
used in the performances of heterosexual participants, they have generally 
occupied a background position on the stage, rarely interacting with the 
contestants, rather than taking a central element of the performance as in 
Rylan’s performances.

Other examples of this trope include Diva Fever, a gay male duo from 
the 2010 series, who performed against the backdrop of rainbow glitter-
ball, wearing sparkling suits which were, mid-way through the number, 
removed to reveal primary coloured Lycra shorts. Jonny Robinson, from 
the 2011 series, performed a Kylie Minogue song styled as a Japanese 
geisha, and a Cher track wearing a metallic silver trench coat and sparkly 
sunglasses, surrounded by an army of backup dancers wearing silver cat-
suits. Braravio, a gay male duo from 2016 performed mash-ups of camp 
90s pop songs (Venga Boys tracks and Aqua’s Barbie Girl) with a kind of 
safari-disco theme of neon animal prints on their outfits and the stage, a 
large group of dancers wearing neon ‘African’ prints and baskets on their 
heads and a screen backdrop of neon safari animals.

I am, of course, aware of the vast literature on the political possibilities 
of camp aesthetics and self-performance as it is has, throughout modern 
history, been enacted and used by queer people and queer communities. 
For example, in his book How To Be Gay, David Halperin (2012) concep-
tualises camp as a way for queer people to negotiate and make sense of 
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marginalised subjectivities in the context of heteronormativity. The mobil-
isation of camp aesthetics on reality pop shows is different, however, 
because it occurs within the parameters of a normative text, deeply 
enmeshed within hegemonic formations, namely, mainstream, synergised 
media conglomerates. Within this context, it is dominant frames of mean-
ing that bring queer lives into representational form, forming the mean-
ings of queerness through a particularly codified camp sensibility, rather 
than queer people using and doing this for and of themselves.

In this context, the parameters of visibility provided to queer partici-
pants in reality pop shows is extremely limited. Moreover, it is discursively 
policed through the suggestion that the ‘correct’ commercial decision for 
queer would-be contestants is to style themselves in the mould of the 
‘entertaining’ (rather than legitimately talented) or ‘fun’ (rather than truly 
possessing quality) performer. On numerous occasions, gay male partici-
pants of The X Factor UK have auditioned with love and romance ballads, 
yet have been instructed by the judges to change to a more ‘fun’ or ‘enjoy-
able’ number, essentially containing and channelling articulations of queer 
desire into a ‘safe’ mould of camp entertainment.

As I have noted, Rylan from the 2012 series auditioned with love songs 
but was styled and packaged very differently when this musical control 
reverted to producers in the final stages of the competition. In 2010 this 
shift in style was played out on screen. Diva Fever announced during their 
initial audition that they were about to sing ‘Let It Be’ by The Beatles, only 
to be met with a quizzical ‘Are you??’ by Simon Cowell. Halting the perfor-
mance mid-way through, Cowell told them, ‘I honestly thought you two 
were going to be more interesting than that.’ In response, one of the duo 
said, ‘Would you like more of a show? How does Proud Mary by Tina 
Turner sound?’ Following this second, more extravagant performance, the 
pair was advised by the judge Nicole Scherzinger to ‘Really think about what 
songs you choose that are going to match your image [sic] and what you 
want to be as this group,’ and were allowed to progress to the next round.

In an almost identical sequence, in 2016, contestants Ottavio and 
Bradley, who both embodied queer physicalities of mixed gendered signi-
fiers (male- and female-coded clothing, extravagant make-up and nail pol-
ish), auditioned individually with a slow ballad and a rap. These were 
described by the judges as ‘boring’ and as evidencing a mismatch between 
the ‘visuals’ of the pair’s physical appearances and the songs they had cho-
sen, invoking queerness as acceptable and articulable only within very 
 specific sonic and visual parameters. Thus, Ottavio and Bradley were 
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encouraged to audition again, as a duo, and to be ‘less boring.’ They 
performed again with a galvanising pop song (Buttons by The Pussycat 
Dolls) and were rewarded with progression to the next stage of the 
competition.

These sequences emphasise how far the value of gay contestants in The 
X Factor has been located solely in their visual presentation—they must be 
‘interesting’ and offer a ‘show’—over any sonic talents they may possess. 
The ‘reward’ of further media visibility is conferred explicitly upon queer 
contestants who are represented to understand this format norm. 
Queerness, within the show, thus equates to a visual spectacle for the tele-
vision audience, which is seen as lacking the viability for a music career 
after the series has ended. Queer contestants are cautioned by the judges, 
each a music industry figure, to not attempt to articulate their identities in 
any other way. Discourses of commerciality, in this way, operate as the 
aegis for heteronormative exclusion.

Indeed, Rylan himself was subject to particular controversy during his 
time on the show. He was repeatedly saved from elimination by the public 
vote, whilst more conventional, heterosexual acts were sent home. This 
troubled the programme’s usual teleology of camp gay contestants as 
‘entertaining’ visual spectacles who are quickly voted out in favour of ‘seri-
ous’ (heterosexual) singers with the ‘real’ potential for a pop career, and 
Rylan thus came to occupy a fault line between a series of competing dis-
courses on democracy, talent, fame and sexuality circulating in relation to 
the show. On one level, the public’s repeated saving of Rylan worked to 
bolster the programme’s claim related to the inherently democratic nature 
of its celebrity due to the format’s interactivity, that the decision of which 
contestants succeed and which do not lay with viewers, and was ultimately 
out of the control of the heteronormatively disposed music industry. 
Indeed, within the broadcast texts, Rylan was positioned in an ongoing 
narrative concerning the judge Gary Barlow’s opposition to his participa-
tion in the show. At the same time, Rylan was subject to abuse, much of it 
homophobic, and even death threats, on Twitter, which was explored in 
the show itself. Further, Barlow’s opposition to Rylan was explicitly artic-
ulated as concerning his perceived lack of conventional singing talent, 
which fed into the franchise’s broader construction, embedded in its inter-
activity, as a space of struggle over power and narrative resolution between 
judges/producers and audiences. However, it is significant that it was a 
queer body which was the locus of this controversy.
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A similar discourse was evident in American Idol in 2008, where the 
gay contestant Danny Noriega (later known as the drag queen Adore 
Delano on RuPaul’s Drag Race) was championed by the judge Paula 
Abdul, but insistently criticised by Simon Cowell. Danny attained popu-
larity for his sassy comebacks to Cowell, who described Danny’s campy 
renditions of pop songs with comments like, ‘Danny I thought the perfor-
mance was verging on Grotesque’ and, ‘If this was the first time anyone 
tuned into this show by accident and saw that, which is somebody destroy-
ing an Elvis Presley song, they’re not going to believe that this is the most 
talented group of kids in America.’ In these examples, queer contestants 
effectively became the most excessive example of broader cultural fault 
lines around talent and entertainment, authenticity and manufacture, and 
audience and industry which the pop shows straddle. Queer contestants 
have operated at the apex of these debates, emblematising how, through-
out the lifespan of reality pop programming, the presence of queer people 
has itself been a site of struggle over the meanings and roles which queer 
identities are able to take on within the textual worlds of reality pop.

inTeR-TexTual sTRuggles FoR ‘auTHenTic’  
QueeR selVes

As I have argued, in reality pop shows, queerness takes shape and circu-
lates less as identities or viable subject positions, but as objects of scrutiny, 
repudiation, comedy or visual entertainment for heterosexual-assumed 
viewers and pop music consumers. Yet, numerous reality pop participants 
have been or come out as openly gay in the popular cultural domain. This 
has taken place, however, in these contestants’ extra-textual representa-
tions, rather than within the programme texts themselves. The construc-
tion and articulation of these supposedly authentic moments of queer 
self-revelation have been embedded within a broader commercial strategy 
in which the extra-textual media of newspapers, magazines and gossip 
blogs seek to wrestle claims to ultimate representational ‘truth’ from real-
ity pop shows themselves, and resituate these claims within their own rep-
resentational spaces.

As I have discussed, reality pop franchises address a consumer literate in 
the mechanics of media production, and make a core claim to the real in 
their claims to expose or reveal the processes of celebrity production in the 
context of pop stardom. By representing the processes of pop  manufacture, 
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the pop formats construct claims to the real through their representations 
of ‘ordinary’ people becoming mediated pop stars (‘media people’ to use 
Couldry’s (2000) terminology). Here, authenticity is discursively located in 
the apparent continuities in participants’ characters as they move from the 
ordinary to media worlds, in how this ascension to the mediated domain 
has seemingly enabled participants to express and refine their supposedly 
innate musical talents and in the emotional outbreaks resulting from this 
process. This is a sub-genre specific iteration of reality TV’s broader nego-
tiation of acknowledged contrivance with the suggestion that real selves 
become visible and brought out within such constructed environments.

At the same time, such textual claims to the real vie for legitimacy 
within a broader media landscape in which the extra-textual media mount 
counter-claims to representing the ‘reality’ behind the pop formats’ claims 
to representational transparency. In a cultural context in which the loca-
tion of the ‘real’ is perceived to be in a state of crisis (see Chap. 1), every 
media text, even (or perhaps especially) those which claim to acknowledge 
the constructed nature of media images, is open to deconstruction, scru-
tiny and critique in terms of their relationship to the elusive ‘real.’ The 
coverage of practically all reality TV mobilises this strategy of purporting 
to offer ‘the reality behind the reality.’ What is unique to the context of 
reality pop shows, however, is the way in which the ‘burden of realism’ 
within extra-textual commentary (Holmes 2004) has been recurrently 
located in contestants’ sexualities. Whichever media site carries the ‘truth’ 
of their sexual orientation has thus been able to represent itself as offering 
the most direct and unexpurgated access to the ‘real.’

Such intertextual claims to the real have, as a repeated trope, drawn 
upon the pop programmes’ connections to the popular music industry as 
a meaning-making framework. In media commentary surrounding these 
shows, the fused commercial and heteronormative mandates of the main-
stream pop music industry have been positioned as blocking or inhibiting 
gay participants from expressing their ‘authentic’ gay sexualities within the 
texts of the shows themselves. Contestants of the pop programmes have 
often been identified as gay in their extra-textual representation, yet con-
structed as heterosexual within the show. Alternatively, participants have 
been constructed as heterosexual during their initial broadcasts and come 
out as gay when the series has concluded.

Will Young, the winner of UK Pop Idol in 2001, whilst not represented 
as resolutely and unambiguously heterosexual, was constructed within the 
show as something of a ‘heart-throb’ figure for young female viewers 
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 during his time on the show, and his first single, ‘Evergreen/Anything is 
Possible,’ was a hugely successful, heterosexual love ballad. In March 
2002, however, when Will came out as gay in the now defunct British 
tabloid newspaper News of the World, a dichotomy was evoked by numer-
ous commentators between Will’s ‘authentic’ gay sexuality, and the appar-
ent artificiality, and even duplicity, of his manufactured Pop Idol image. 
Will’s gay sexuality was discursively positioned as the innate and transcen-
dental antithesis of the commercial, the corporate and the synthetic. As 
journalist Nadia Cohen (2002) of The Daily Mail speculated:

The Pop Idol winner’s frank disclosure will jeopardise his pinup status with 
millions of girl fans, and baffled many in the music industry who knew of a 
campaign to suppress news of his homosexuality. Although many people 
involved in the ITV talent show were well aware of Young’s homosexuality 
[…] it was hoped to keep it secret to avoid putting off female fans.

Around the same time, a strikingly similar discourse was circulating 
across the Atlantic in relation to American Idol. During the broadcast run 
of the 2002 series, the gay-targeted magazine The Advocate claimed to 
have found an ‘accessible Internet journal’ written by one of the show’s 
participants, Jim Verarros, ‘that included open discussion of his homo-
sexuality’ (The Buzz, 2002: 26), an aspect of his identity that had not 
been represented on the show. The magazine claimed that when it con-
tacted Idol producers to request an interview with Verraros, ‘the Web 
diary was quickly deleted’ and the interview request was denied. Later, in 
January 2003, in an interview printed in the same magazine, Verraros 
admitted that he had removed the web diary because American Idol pro-
ducers had instructed him to do so (Steele 2003: 74–76).

Continuing this line of discussion, in a 2004 article, The Advocate 
claimed that despite being talented singers, openly gay male auditionees 
for American Idol were being deliberately screened out of the process due 
to their sexualities:

An openly gay Idol hopeful named David, who sang for an anonymous 
screening panel at Houston’s Minute Maid Park recalls that he was told “I 
had an amazing voice and was very talented – but I needed to work on my 
‘marketability’. (Giltz 2004: 78–79)

In opposition to reality TV discourses which claim that the constructed 
environments of reality formats enable the articulation of authentic selves, 
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in these articles, the intertwined commercial and heteronormative impera-
tives of reality pop shows are evoked as blockages to the expression of gay 
participants’ ‘real’ sexualities. Rather than the claims to reality of the show 
themselves, it is the claims to greater reality of the extra-textual media 
which become the discursive matter through which the concept of gay 
authenticity takes shape. In this discursive configuration, the broadcast 
texts function as the inauthentic other against which the conception of gay 
sexualities as innate essences of the self become intelligible.

This discursive process becomes clear in the example of Adam Lambert, 
the runner-up of American Idol in 2009. The ‘official’ broadcast texts of 
American Idol made no reference to Lamberts sexuality, as an 
Entertainment Weekly article noted, ‘While Adam’s competitors come 
packaged with humanizing backstories – Kris Allen is married, and Danny 
Gorkey […] is a widower – Adam’s personal life remains shielded’ (Harris 
2009). Yet, media commentators, particularly the celebrity gossip blogger 
Perez Hilton, repeatedly drew attention to cracks, fissures and disconti-
nuities in the intertextual construction of Lambert’s public image on and 
off the show. Hilton’s blog reproduced ‘evidence’ from Lambert’s pre- 
mediation life which carried suggestions of a queer sexuality, such as pho-
tographs of Lambert socialising at gay bars, dressed in drag and kissing 
other men. Hilton encapsulated the inter-textual contradictoriness of 
Lambert’s celebrity image with the epithet of ‘publicly closeted homo-
sexual.’ In Hilton’s trademark style, in one post, a photograph of Lambert 
attending a news interview to promote American Idol was superimposed 
with the words ‘Come out, come out, come out, whenever you’re ready… 
But Hurry Up’ written in a thick, child-like scrawl (Hilton 2009a). The 
visual composition proffered a parodic deconstruction of Lambert’s ‘offi-
cial’ celebrity image, where the deliberately amateurish aesthetic of the 
font connoted a truth which exceeded and preceded Lamberts televisual 
mediation, a truth which was discursively located within his apparently 
queer sexuality.

In these extra-textual spaces, gay sexualities have become intelligible 
through a binary logic which has pitted an ‘authentic’ sexuality against the 
manufactured, synthetic, commercially and heteronormatively driven 
imperatives of both the reality pop franchises and the pop music industry 
more broadly. As a sense-making framework, this commentary implicitly 
mobilises established hierarchies of value, taste and ethicality in musical 
production and consumption, in which pop music has been culturally 
positioned as the commercial and manufactured (and thus less valuable) 
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‘other’ to supposedly more ‘authentic’ musical genres such as country or 
rock music (Leach 2001: 143). The apparent ‘suppression’ of the gay 
sexualities of reality pop participants is here inserted into this dichotomy, 
appearing to exemplify the manipulative, profit-driven and ethically 
dubious nature of the popular music/reality television industries, which 
are seen to have stifled the participants’ abilities to express their true 
identities. Their sexualities are constructed as uncontainable truths which 
exceed the heteronormative parameters of their carefully managed reality 
TV images.

This gay/straight, authentic/inauthentic opposition has thus enabled a 
critique within popular discourses of the apparent irreconcilability of non- 
heterosexual identities with the commercial mandates of industrially pro-
duced pop. This critique hinges on two factors: the formats’ apparent 
desires to manufacture and sell a pop star who can circulate as a hetero-
sexual heart-throb, and the show’s address to a ‘mainstream’ family audi-
ence. For example, in 2002, it was perceived by various commentators 
that BMG, the record label affiliated with Pop Idol, was expending more 
resources promoting the pop career of the show’s heterosexual runner-up, 
Gareth Gates, instead of Will, as this passage from the Evening Standard 
speculated:

Why is BMG apparently backing second best? Could it be that, despite hav-
ing the weaker voice, Gareth’s working-class roots, conventional good looks 
and heterosexuality make him more marketable – or should we say mallea-
ble? Soon after winning Pop Idol Will took the controversial and perhaps 
ill-advised step of announcing that he was gay. (Hewitt 2002)

As Holmes (2004: 157) has noted, in the case of Gareth Gates, his 
working-class background was repeatedly invoked within textual and 
inter-textual discourses as a guarantor of Gareth’s authenticity, and his 
continuing ordinariness in the face of his new-found celebrity and pop 
career. In Hewitt’s piece, however, Gareth’s working-class heritage and 
age are construed as a signifier of ‘malleability,’ and an inability to assert 
agency in the construction of his celebrity persona.

Indeed, for multiple reality pop participants, their departures from their 
respective series have been represented as enabling them to take an agency 
in their star persona which had hitherto been denied to them by the 
 strictures of the reality format, an agency coded in and through their queer 
sexualities. For example, the cover of the issue of Rolling Stone magazine, 
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in which Adam Lambert came out, featured the headline, ‘The liberation 
of Adam Lambert,’ discursively mapping Lambert’s movement from the 
textual spaces of American Idol to the extra-textual context of the maga-
zine onto his simultaneous movement from publicly closeted to publicly 
out. In the accompanying interview, Lambert is quoted as saying, ‘I find it 
very important to be in control of this situation. I feel like everyone has an 
opinion of me, and I want a chance to say, “Well, do you want to hear how 
I really feel about this?”’ (Grigoriadis 2009). Moreover, in other media, it 
was reported that members of Lambert’s family had ‘signed a contract with 
American Idol’ which ‘forbid [them] to discuss [Lambert’s] personal life 
in any way’ (Hilton 2009b). Through these representations, the struggle 
for ultimate representational truth between the textual and extra-textual 
media of reality TV attains sexual contours, whereby Lambert’s ability to 
come out is evoked as a signifier of the apparently greater authenticity of 
the magazine when compared to the show. Reality pop shows, in this con-
figuration, are represented as contexts of sexual suppression, in contrast to 
the apparent revelatory truth promised by the magazine or blog.

In more recent years, this discourse has recurred. In 2015, American 
Idol contestant Rayvon Owens came out publicly after he had left the 
show, where this movement from text to extra-texts was again constructed 
as a transference from a state of suppression to authenticity, where authen-
ticity was again located in Rayvon’s gay identity. An interview in Billboard 
magazine stated:

Billboard asked Owen why he didn’t come out before he competed on 
American Idol. “I was afraid,” he candidly admits. “Here’s a show that 
reaches so many people, including a lot of small town, conservative people, 
who grew up in the same environment I grew up in. I was afraid that if I 
shared this part of my life, would people vote for me? (Bronson 2016)

This recurring discourse has also taken on a transgender incarnation in 
relation to the competitor JDA from the 2013 season. On the show, JDA 
was represented, in her own words, as a ‘gay feminine boy’ (quoted in 
Daly 2015) in the mould of the comedy queens, analysed earlier, in rela-
tion to the UK X Factor. In a 2015 interview, JDA came out as a transgen-
der woman, stating that participating in American Idol had delayed her 
transition into her apparently authentic self because the ‘dedication and 
patience’ required to persist in the reality competition meant that she 
could not ‘focus on myself individually.’
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Examples like Lambert, Owen and JDA turn American Idol’s dis-
courses of the real against themselves. In these shows, singing is config-
ured as part of a drive to the authentic, as a means of doing what you really 
want to do. Participants are applauded for being ‘real’ and ‘being yourself ’ 
even as they sing cover songs amidst the spectacle of the stage set and the 
sequences of vocal coaching and choreography rehearsals that precede it. 
In contrast, the extra-textual media have offered a competing discursive 
arrangement between the sexuality, the performance and the real in rela-
tion to reality pop shows, where the connections to the pop music indus-
try and these shows’ resurgent heteronormative address are represented to 
engender a state of inauthenticity for queer participants.

momenTs oF ResisTance

The extra-textual moments of queer exposure that I have discussed in rela-
tion to the coming out of various reality pop performers have also, in a 
few, brief moments, broken into the broadcast texts of the shows them-
selves. The 2009 series of The X Factor UK featured a contestant named 
Danyl Johnson who, during his time on the show, had revealed that he 
identified as bisexual in an interview with the News of the World (Wiley 
2009). On the first live show of the series, his performance of the song 
‘And I’m Telling You’ by Whitney Houston (who, ironically, is considered 
an iconic diva in many queer subcultures), switched the song’s original 
male pronouns to female. Following the performance, one of the judges, 
Dannii Minogue, stated that Danyl had ‘turned a girl’s song into a guy’s 
song, but if we’re to believe everything we read in the paper, maybe you 
didn’t need to change the gender reference in it,’ referring to the inter-
view in which Danyl had affirmed his bisexuality. Simon Cowell, off- 
camera, is immediately heard replying, ‘What?’ and the editing cuts to a 
shot encompassing all four judges, as Cowell leans away from his micro-
phone and rapidly asks, ‘What did you say? What did you say? What did 
you say?’ in a performance signifying a loss of control over the unfolding 
events. Minogue repeats herself to Cowell directly, ‘I said, if we’re to 
believe everything we read in the papers then maybe he didn’t need to 
change the gender reference in it,’ followed by an awkward pause in which 
some members of the live audience are heard shouting and booing. Rather 
abruptly, the next judge, Cheryl Cole, begins her appraisal of Danyl’s 
performance.
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In American Idol 2014, Keith London, who was not represented as gay 
on the show, attempted to sing the song ‘If I Were A Boy by Beyoncé,’ and 
not switch the gender references. A man singing a love song addressing 
another man, where he sings ‘If I were a boy’ despite, in normative frames 
of knowledge, already being one, turned against the show’s insistent attri-
bution of heterosexuality to all but the most flamboyant contestants, and 
mobilised the category of ‘boy’ as not an essential, biological trait but a set 
of culturally constructed and delineated characteristics. Yet, as Keith made 
this queer performance, he was positioned in the background of the frame, 
as the backs of the judging panel occupied the foreground, and viewer 
identification in the sequence was positioned quite literally ‘behind’ the 
judges. Next, subtitled close-ups showed one judge, the pop star Jennifer 
Lopez, saying, ‘He is saying: “If I were a boy.” It doesn’t impress me. It is 
bizarre,’ as another other judge replied, ‘Yeah it’s a weird choice. But it’s 
like, ok we get it, trying to be cute.’ The second judge then stopped the 
performance, decreeing that the ‘novelty of the song choice’ was too ‘dis-
tracting.’ Keith, however, spoke back to the judges, saying, ‘I had a really 
good reason for singing that song […] I think it’s like a general message 
for everyone like not to judge anybody else because nobody knows where 
you’re starting from.’ The liveness of the performance and the reality tele-
visual drive to represent conflict and unpredictability, here, enabled a brief 
moment of queer agency and possibility. This moment made intelligible an 
alternative understanding of sexuality and gender to the show’s usual, insis-
tent heteronormativity, a heteronormativity which rendered a man singing 
a love ballad addressing another man ‘bizarre,’ ‘weird,’ flippantly ‘cute’ 
and, by implication, non-commercial.

In this scene and The X Factor UK’s Danyl and Minogue dialogue dis-
cussed earlier, in brief moments the liveness of the broadcasts enabled the 
texts to inadvertently draw attention to their own roles in the reproduc-
tion of heterosexuality as the normative mode of social and sexual organ-
isation. Villarejo (2009: 55) has speculated that there is an inherent 
queerness to live television, pointing towards ‘a convergence between 
television technologies of reproduction and liveness, on the one hand, and 
technologies of queer life on the other.’ Queer, in certain theoretical con-
texts, refers to forms of identity which are unexplainable and uncontain-
able by heteronormative understandings of self and subjectivity, and to 
forms of action or being which can unsettle cultural assumptions around 
the defaultness and normativity and heterosexuality. In the Danyl/
Minogue and Keith sequences, the liveness of The X Factor and American 
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Idol became a queer force, effecting a rupturing of the texts’ hitherto 
seamless reifications of heteronormativity, exposing the heteronormative 
assumptions embedded within, and reproduced by, these shows. The 
potential promise of the unexpected attached to the shows’ statuses as live 
broadcasts contained within it the queer promise that events within the 
texts cannot be totally contained and controlled by the heteronormative 
logics of the reality pop genre.

Yet, despite the fact that knowledge of Danyl’s bisexual identification was 
already circulating within the public sphere, following the broadcast, 
Minogue’s comments were the subject of almost 4000 complaints from 
viewers to the British broadcasting regulator, Ofcom (Sweney 2009). While 
Ofcom cleared the broadcast of breaching any regulatory guidelines, it 
‘stressed that broadcasters need to take care when dealing with private and 
sensitive issues, such as sexual orientation, on peak-time entertainment 
shows’ (quoted in Sweney 2009). By ‘sexual orientation,’ Ofcom meant 
non-heterosexual orientations: the Danyl/Minogue incident threw into the 
spotlight how heterosexual orientations are abundantly articulated in almost 
every aspect of the show. In Ofcom’s regulatory discourses around this inci-
dent, heterosexuality was constructed as not a sexuality at all, merely an 
invisible and default norm of subjectivity, yet one which can come under 
threat from ‘inappropriate’ forms of broadcasting. Throughout modern his-
tory, queer sexualities have been culturally demarcated as ‘threatening’ to 
‘acceptable’ forms of kinship: particularly the heterosexual, nuclear family 
and, as Jonathan Bignell (2004: 244) has argued, ‘the regulation of televi-
sion depends on the ideological assumptions about what is acceptable and 
what is unacceptable in a given culture.’ In the context of reality pop fran-
chises, regulatory bodies, and the discourses they produce, have positioned 
queer sexualities (or some overt kinds of queer sexuality at least) as unsuit-
able for family consumption, permissible only in post-watershed broadcast-
ing, in ways that heterosexuality is not. In combination with the broadcast 
texts and their inter-textual discussion, regulation is therefore also key to the 
cultural work of reality television celebrity, producing and circulating scripts 
of ‘acceptable’ and ‘unacceptable’ forms of queer identity.

conclusion

This chapter has explored reality pop franchises as an outlier in relation to 
reality TV’s broader representations of queer identities. Rather than dis-
placing heteronormativity with compulsory authenticity, shows like Pop 
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Idol, American Idol and The X Factor have instated a resurgent heteronor-
mativity, manifested through an intertextual ‘family’ address comprising 
the shows’ own representations of queer participants, their scheduling 
slots and generic heritage, their interconnections with the popular music 
industry, their discussion in other media and the discourses of regulatory 
bodies like Ofcom in the UK.  Within this framework, queerness has 
become intelligible through spectacles of comedy and/or revulsion, some-
thing that can be enjoyed as a ‘guilty pleasure’ but nonetheless disavowed 
in the inhabitation of a normative, heterosexual subject position. In this 
context, these shows are caught in a struggle over authenticity, as other 
media sites have sought to claim greater representational truth by purport-
ing to reveal or represent the ‘true’ queer sexualities of many reality pop 
participants. Thus, reality pop shows form an integral part of reality TV’s 
inter-textual regime of compulsory authenticity precisely because, within 
the shows, authenticity is tied to traditional enunciations of heterosexual-
ity. Reality pop franchises demonstrate how the compulsory authenticity 
discourse is one of struggle and conflict, as different understandings of sex 
and gender normalcy and difference compete for legitimacy within the 
mainstream cultural domain.
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CHAPTER 6

Working and Werking: Queerness, Labour 
and Neoliberal Self-Branding in Reality TV

Two drag queens, Alyssa Edwards and Roxxy Andrews, have just finished 
‘lip-synching for their lives.’ Mouthing the lyrics to a contemporary pop 
song, the pair have offered pulsating choreography and dramatic contor-
tions. Alyssa has hurled herself to the floor of the stage, losing a shoe but 
continuing to perform. Roxxy, in a fan-favourite moment, has made dra-
matic ‘wig reveal,’ removing her wig to display another, differently styled 
headpiece underneath. This is the concluding segment of Episode Seven 
of the fifth season of RuPaul’s Drag Race, a reality show in which a cast of 
drag queens compete in various performance-based challenges to be 
crowned ‘America’s Next Drag Superstar’ and win a prize-fund of 
$100,000. At the end of each episode, the two queens who are judged to 
have performed the worst in that week’s tasks must face off in a lip-synch 
battle, whereby the weakest competitor is eliminated from the competition.

As Roxxy and Alyssa regain their breath and, in line with the conven-
tions of the format, wait for the show’s premier judge, the drag queen 
RuPaul, to decide and announce which of the pair will be saved and which 
will be expelled, Roxxy begins to break down in tears. Asked by RuPaul to 
explain this outburst, Roxxy recounts being abandoned at a bus stop as a 
child by her mother, tying her desire to excel at drag to a broader, bio-
graphical struggle for acceptance and validation. In this moment, drag, a 
cultural practice embedded within queer histories, became animated as an 
iteration of the broader, pervasive reality televisual imperative towards 
embracing and actualising one’s apparently true self that I have discussed 
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throughout this book. At the same time, in response to Roxxy’s story, 
RuPaul states soothingly, ‘We love you, and you are so welcome here. You 
know we, as gay people, get to choose our families, we get to choose the 
people that we’re around. You know what I’m saying? I am your family. 
We are a family here. I love you.’ With these lines, RuPaul invoked a his-
tory of queer people taking up and reconfiguring the terms of the hetero-
sexual family to forge their own kinship structures. These ‘families we 
choose’ (Weston 1997) have often emerged as responses to, or negotia-
tions of, queer people’s rejection or outsiderness from both their original, 
‘biological’ families, and hegemonic society more broadly. In this vein, 
Joshua Gamson (2014) has described RuPaul Drag Race as assembling a 
‘queer world’ in which occupying a non-heteronormative subject position 
is the norm, where queerness binds, rather than excludes, an individual 
from norms of subjecthood. Like much reality TV, Drag Race discursively 
centralises its status as a constructed, mediated environment. In this text, 
this centralisation is mobilised in the construction of a semi-fantastical 
milieu in which to be straight is to be other, a milieu in which the per-
ceived powers of the ‘media’ world to affirm the authenticity and validity 
of one’s identity (see Chap. 4) are fused with other, older histories of 
queer worldmaking. When RuPaul asserts ‘we love you’ and ‘we are a fam-
ily,’ this ‘we’ encompasses the production context of the programme itself, 
the groupings of queer people that this televisual context has brought into 
being and the kinship networks which are built around the practice of drag 
more generally.

Indeed, RuPaul’s Drag Race pays recurrent homage to an earlier media 
text, the documentary film Paris is Burning, about self-constructed fami-
lies (or ‘houses’) of black and Latinx drag queens, transwomen and gay 
men in New York City in the late 1980s as they compete in spectacular, 
underground ‘drag balls.’ The runway upon which the Drag Race queens 
make their final performance of each episode under the scrutiny of the 
panel of judges, is a melding of the set-up of the balls represented in Paris 
Is Burning with the catwalk challenges of other contemporary reality TV 
shows like America’s Next Top Model and Project Runway. In addition, a 
lexicon of queer of colour slang, which was brought to mainstream atten-
tion through Paris is Burning in the 1980s, has been re-popularised by the 
global circulation of Drag Race in the second decade of the twenty-first 
century. This includes words and phrases like ‘throwing shade’ (a particu-
lar, subtle meaning of insulting an interlocutor), ‘reading’ (a more explicit 
tactic of insult), ‘slay’ (to do something with particular effectiveness or 
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finesse) and, as I expand upon in more detail later, the concepts of ‘werk’ 
and ‘werking.’

As Christopher Pullen has explained, Paris is Burning ‘foreground[ed] 
the need for family in resistance and oppression and finding a way for-
ward,’ particularly because the cast existed ‘within social arenas where not 
only do their original families often reject them, but also the white gay 
community also considers them “other”’ (2007: 150). The documenta-
ry’s representation of drag and ballroom culture as the locus of queer kin-
ship structures forged out of shared experiences of racist, homophobic, 
transphobic and class-based marginalisation resonates with more recent 
studies of queer of colour communities, and the role of drag within these. 
For example, in his monograph on contemporary ballroom culture in 
Detroit, Marlon Bailey argued that balls—live events in which various per-
mutations of drag are performed—function as a means through which 
‘Black LGBT people, who are marginalized in so many ways, perform 
gender, create kinship and forge community despite their marginalization’ 
(2013: 3–4). As the Roxxy and Alyssa sequence demonstrated, RuPaul’s 
Drag Race has provided a contemporary, pop-cultural context for articu-
lating the intersecting axes of marginalisation through which queer, and in 
particular queer of colour, subjectivities take shape. Drag, and the queer 
kinship structures which surround it, become a mechanism of survival, for 
coping with layers of marginalisation and for forging a selfhood with 
worth and value in the face of a hegemonic sociality which often asserts 
the opposite.

However, following RuPaul’s assertion of the apparent strength and 
value of queer kinship structures within the Drag Race universe, he tells 
both Roxxy and Alyssa, ‘What you two did on this runway is the passion I 
am looking for. Shante, you both stay,’ thus saving both competitors from 
elimination. In this moment, the queer histories and cultural practices 
which RuPaul appeared to champion become entangled with the discur-
sive norms of contemporary reality TV, crystallising the ambivalent discur-
sive formation of the Drag Race format at large. The programme’s 
assemblage of drag, with its attendant values and functions in marginal 
queer communities, and reality TV, one of the most expansive cultural 
products of the twenty-first century, produce a complex of discourses 
around queerness, labour, success and the relationship between queer 
identities and hegemonic, heteronormative culture.

This chapter discusses the reality televisual themes of labour and self- 
branding in relation to queer representation. I argue that reality TV has 
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animated histories of queer subject formation within contexts of margin-
alisation, and reconfigured these for the conjoined contemporary socio- 
political contexts of neoliberalism and heteronormativity. Through studies 
of RuPaul’s Drag Race, makeover shows and more recent docusoaps, I 
argue that these shows have idealised queer people who can seemingly ‘get 
over’ their experiences of marginalisation and mould their identities into 
neoliberal self-brands predicated upon the apparent dividends of being 
authentic in the face of marginalisation.

RuPaul’s DRag Race and  
the neoliberalisation of drag

Drag Race, perhaps more so than any other media text, has played a major 
role in making drag, or a particular understanding of drag, intelligible for 
mainstream media consumers. These are consumers who may well not 
experience drag in ‘real life’ scenarios like queer night-life spaces or pride 
parades. Drag Race’s distribution history is particularly illuminating in 
this regard. The show started out in 2009 as a small-budget production 
on the (at that time) LGBT-targeted channel Logo TV, but around 2014 
and 2015 it became available for streaming on Netflix, not only in the 
USA but around the world. In the USA, since 2017, the show has been 
broadcast on the more mainstream platform of VH1 and, to date, has won 
four Emmy awards. The Drag Race brand has also attained extended com-
mercial synergy. This includes official Drag Race products and events, 
such as large DragCon conventions held in both the USA and the UK, an 
official tour following the conclusion of each season, which extends across 
North America, Europe and Australia, and a range of ancillary products, 
including pop music albums, podcasts and books. Additionally, for former 
competitors, association with the Drag Race brand functions as an invalu-
able form of capital in the formation and expansion of their own commer-
cial profiles.

Crucially, within the show, the meanings of drag are inextricably shaped 
by the generic terrain in which drag becomes visible within this text, real-
ity TV, at the same time that this very contemporary process is infused 
with older histories of queerness. Just as drag race articulates drag as a 
means of dealing with marginalisation from heteronormative (white, 
classed) social structures, the show’s stated aim to find and produce 
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‘America’s next drag superstar’ also makes drag intelligible as a(at least 
potential) conduit to accessing and becoming part of hegemonic forma-
tions. Drag, within this show, takes shape as, at once, a form of queer 
resistance and as a route to accruing symbolic (celebrity status) and mate-
rial (financial) capital within the terms set out by hegemonic modes 
of thought.

In Drag Race and its inter-texts, a ‘successful’ queen is one who turns 
drag into lucrative, remunerative labour. The show coaches and tests con-
testants on their abilities to produce a drag queen persona that is market-
able, telegenic and multifaceted enough to be capable of channelling into 
many different commercial contexts. Queens are praised for their flexibil-
ity and ability to adapt their skills to whatever the ‘job’ (or competition 
task) requires. The best drag queen, in this discursive universe, can sing, 
dance and act. She can be both ‘fishy’ (look polished and beautiful so as to 
almost resemble a ‘real’ woman) and produce more creative and comedic 
looks. She can host TV shows, market product ranges and make audiences 
laugh. As a reality TV show, threaded through all of this is the discourse of 
authenticity. In Drag Race, drag is constructed, above all, as emanating 
from a deeply held, abiding passion for the practice, one which stretches to 
the core of the queen’s very being. As described earlier, when RuPaul 
praises Alyssa and Roxxy for their ‘passion,’ this passion is discursively 
cathected to the profound, psychic contours of Roxxy’s biographical nar-
rative. Inversely, in Season Eight, shots of the competitors Layla McQueen 
and Dax Exclamation Point lip-synching for their lives to ‘I Will Survive,’ 
was intercut with reaction shots of RuPaul and the other judges bearing 
bored and unimpressed facial expressions. Both queens were eliminated 
for not evidencing the requisite passion for drag.

What is striking, is the extent to which the ‘ideal’ drag queen, as articu-
lated in RuPaul’s Drag Race, aligns with broader conceptions of the ideal 
labourer under the political and economic system of contemporary neolib-
eralism. Broadly, neoliberalism refers to a mode of politics and economics 
that seeks to minimise of the role of the state in public life, scale back state 
welfare provisions, expand ‘free markets’ and enable the permeation of 
market logics into every aspect of social life. Neoliberalism has thus engen-
dered profound transformations in working conditions and norms for 
contemporary Western populations, producing a ‘concentration of wealth, 
the decline of job security, and the rollback of labor regulations and man-
dated protections such as pensions and the forty-hour work week’ 
(Ouellette 2012: 172). Moreover, as Laurie Ouellette has noted, ‘These 
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changes coexist with the rising demands of aesthetic labour, emotional 
performance (“service with a smile”), and expectations of always being 
“on call” for work’ (ibid.). In this context, neoliberalism requires workers 
who are ceaselessly flexible to the needs of capital, who are resilient, self- 
reliant and committed to participation in the contemporary labour market 
despite its ever-more ruthless and inequitable character. As Wendy Brown 
has argued, neoliberalism ‘figures individuals as rational, calculating crea-
tures whose moral autonomy is measured by their capacity to “self-care” – 
the ability to provide for their own needs and service their own ambitions’ 
(2005: 6–7). The labour of drag, as represented in Drag Race, fits these 
criteria almost completely.

Numerous scholars have discussed reality TV as a, perhaps the, quintes-
sential neoliberal media form.1 Reality TV’s paradigmatic neoliberalism 
operates on both an industrial and a textual level. Industrially, for example, 
reality TV makes use of largely unpaid performances of unionised partici-
pants, whose labour is scarcely conceived as such. Textually, reality TV 
performs the cultural work of recasting what Ouellette (2012) calls the 
‘intolerable conditions’ of neoliberalism as forms of common-sense, as just 
the way things are. In a post-industrial economy that ‘hinges more on the 
commodification of feelings, images, attitudes, styles, identities, and the 
expression of social life’ rather than on material goods, reality shows, and 
formats with competition structures in particular, commodify perfor-
mances of supposedly authentic selfhood in ways that construct selfhood 
itself as commercial resource. As Stephanie Genz (2015) has argued, the 
ideal of authenticity has functioned as a ‘boundary strategy’ through 
which neoliberal political and economic rationalities have permeated pop-
ular culture. As I have explored at numerous points in this book, reality 
TV holds authenticity as the highest state of being. The most applauded 
reality stars are those who are perceived to be authentic, and authenticity 
is demarcated as unquestionably necessary for success within the reality 
televisual universe, however this success is defined. Across the reality TV 
landscape, in Drag Race, America’s Next Top Model, Big Brother, The X 
Factor and countless others shows, conducing oneself in a way that actual-
ises one’s apparently innate, abiding and authentic disposition, desires, 
talents and ambitions has been demarcated as the foundation of a legiti-
mate rendition of selfhood. In a circular logic, a successful reality TV per-
sona is one that is perceived to be authentic, and successful personae can 
be circulated in many different reality TV contexts as well as external 
 commercial avenues. Thus, the neoliberal imperative to look to the self for 
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economic security attains existential parameters in the context of reality 
TV. To quote Ouellette, in this way reality shows ‘play a productive role in 
guiding and shaping the ideal workers sought be the neoliberal economy.’ 
Reality TV consolidates such neoliberal demands as forms of common- 
sense through the optic of the broader fixation with authenticity and the 
real that characterises the twenty-first-century cultural life.

As a reality competition format that deals specifically with traditionally 
non-normative articulations of sexuality and gender, RuPaul’s Drag Race 
offers a starting-off point for interrogating how ideas about what consti-
tuted an ‘acceptable’ or legitimate form of non-heteronormative identity 
take shape and become normalised under neoliberalism. Specifically, it 
prompts a thinking of how forms of queer existence historically forged in 
the contexts of marginalisation and exclusion from hegemonic social and 
economic structures are pulled into, unstitched and reconfigured in the 
neoliberal context of reality TV. In Drag Race, this process is epitomised 
in the concept of passionate labour, of what in the show is referred to as 
‘working’ or ‘werking.’ As discussed, the show is very much about work-
ing, about labouring to forge and refine a marketable drag persona with 
the potential to circulate lucratively in mainstream popular culture. ‘You 
better work!’ is one of RuPaul’s most famous catchphrases, and the exhor-
tation to ‘work!’ is frequent within the show as a term of praise and recog-
nition for an effective drag performance. In the context of my current 
argument, these utterances are important because they enact moments of 
linguistic confusion. Are RuPaul and the queens saying ‘work’ or werk?

Madison Moore (2012) has traced the discourse of ‘werking’ to urban 
queer cultures in the 1980s (the kinds represented in Paris is Burning and 
referenced by Drag Race), defining it as a ‘disruptive strategy of inten-
tional difference’ which was ‘used to challenge cultural norms through the 
expression of creative labor’ (ibid.: 77). Moore conceptualises werking as 
a response to the historical abjection of queer people, especially queer 
people of colour, from the normative worlds of remunerative labour. It is, 
he states, ‘a particularly queer form of working, of labouring’ (80), ‘a defi-
antly spectacular way of inhabiting the world, a calling out of normativity, 
and a transgressive working or “werking” of the self through the creative 
labour of fashion, performance and self-styling’ (154–155).

In Drag Race, werking, historically a means of speaking back to hege-
monic formations, of negotiating and crafting a selfhood with value in the 
face of one’s denigration by the normative, is recast as a means of access-
ing and prospering within these very formations. Drag Race’s mission to 
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find ‘America’s next drag superstar’ draws an inter-textual link to other 
reality shows, particularly America’s Next Top Model and American Idol. 
These shows are deeply rooted in a neoliberal vision of the American 
Dream, crafting an apparently meritocratic world in which wealth and 
success are directly correlative to the talents, abilities, dedication and pas-
sion of the individual, one which implicitly refutes the role of economic, 
sexual or racial hierarchies in determining one’s life chances. In referenc-
ing this broader reality TV terrain, Drag Race animates this neoliberalised 
American Dream in the context of queer identities, and the show is rep-
resented to enable the integration of queer people into mainstream cul-
ture. The successful queens are configured as those who emerge from 
their marginalised subjectivities into spaces where they are praised and, 
crucially, consumed by as large an audience as possible. As Drag Race is 
now distributed globally, this includes travelling internationally to per-
form, releasing music tracks and merchandise and starring in advertising 
campaigns, music videos and fashion shows for mainstream artists 
and brands.

As we have seen, in Drag Race, the discourse of passion is central to this 
dialectic, reducing failure not to an outcome of systematic factors like rac-
ism or homophobia, but to a lack of drive, determination and vigour on 
the part of the individual queer person. Yet, as Moore’s description of 
werking as a ‘defiantly spectacular’ forms of ‘fashion, performance and 
self-styling’ suggests, the notion of passionate labour has, historically, held 
very different connotations of queer people, operating as a means of 
asserting a subjectivity in the face of one’s rejection by and from the hege-
monic. In Drag Race, the defiant, resilient and creative queer energy and 
self-making encapsulated in the concept of ‘werking’ is discursively 
rerouted and folded into the hegemonic norms that it had historically 
existed outside of.

At the same time, the show is attuned to the ongoing marginalisation 
of queer people. In discussions amongst themselves and in confessionals, 
the queens discuss various experiences of rejection and fear based upon 
their intersectional identities as gay men, as drag queens and, often, as 
ethnic minorities. Yet, within the generic context of the reality television 
competition, histories of defiant, passionate, queer self-performance of 
werking are, at least in part, transformed and made intelligible as iterations 
of the ‘self-reflexivity’ demanded under neoliberalism. According to 
Angela McRobbie (2016), ‘self-reflexivity’ is ‘a self-disciplining mode’ in 
which subjects
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Are increasingly called upon to inspect themselves and their practices, in the 
absence of structures of social support […] reflexivity marks the space of self 
responsibility, self blame, and is thus a de-politicizing, de-socializing mecha-
nism. ‘Where have I gone wrong?’

An example of this script is Chi Chi DeVayne, who starred in the 2016 
season of RuPaul’s Drag Race, a black, working-class queen from Southern 
USA. Whilst Chi Chi was praised by the show’s judges for her skills at 
dancing and choreography, she was repeatedly criticised for her ‘kind of 
basic’ outfits during the final, runway segments, and her tendency to reuse 
items of clothing or shoes in multiple challenges or runway performances. 
For example, at one point, the judge Michelle Visage censured Chi Chi for 
being ‘out here in [just] a bathing suit with no corset and a belt.’ Gesturing 
to the extravagant attire of another competitor, Chi Chi replied, ‘I don’t 
have the expenses to pay for something like this. I’m in a bankruptcy, I just 
don’t have…,’ at which point Michelle interjected with, ‘Hold on, you 
don’t need money girl, that’s just an excuse.’ In the meritocratic universe 
assembled by the show, material circumstances based upon poverty, rac-
ism, homophobia or suchlike, do not hold queer people back from attain-
ing success, as defined in neoliberal terms, in any meaningful way. If a 
queer person thinks these factors do inhibit their life chances, within the 
worldview of the show, this is really a failure of attitude, a deficit of passion 
which the competitor is trying to rationalise with excuses.

subject formation through marginalisation

As the example of RuPaul’s Drag Race has shown, reality TV offers com-
plex representations of queer subject formation. Reality texts can and do 
acknowledge the structures of marginalisation and inequality through 
which non-heteronormative subject positions must be forged. At the same 
time, they proffer frameworks for negotiating this marginalisation that 
may well reaffirm hegemonic understandings of identity, labour and suc-
cess. In terms of the former, since its earliest years, in the USA and the 
UK, reality TV has made intelligible how, in contexts of transphobia, 
homophobia and, more pervasively, heteronormativity, queer selves are 
formed through the enfolding and negotiation of social norms which posi-
tion queer identities as beyond the parameters of the normative.

For example, the cast of the 2001 season of Big Brother USA featured 
a gay man named Bunky. As mentioned in Chap. 3, as soon as he entered 
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the Big Brother house, Bunky was forced to negotiate assumptions from 
the other roommates that he was heterosexual, as they asked questions 
about the ‘wife’ they had presumed he had. As the text cut back and forth 
between Bunky discussing his gay identity in the diary room and group 
sequences where he is being asked, ‘Do you miss your wife?’ queer subject 
formation became intelligible within the text as the management of a pres-
surised succession of calculated suppressions and revelations. More dra-
matically, another roommate, an old, conservative male from the South, 
was shown saying of gay people, ‘It used to be sickos, weirdos and freaks, 
now its [air quotes] alternative lifestyles. Now it’s cool not to think that 
stuff’s not cool, but don’t throw it in my face and tell me its normal.’ This 
sequence dramatised how gay selves are produced against the counter- 
production of gay identities as not subject positions at all, but as objects of 
judgement, otherness, insult and disgust.

Clearly, the co-casting of a gay man and a homophobe was a means of 
engineering and securing a source of interpersonal conflict on the part of 
Big Brother producers. This kind of production strategy is perceived as 
particularly necessary in reality TV due to reliance of most shows upon 
casting decisions and editing, rather than on a script, to produce emotion- 
fuelled, mediation-worthy moments.2 Yet, as an unintended outcome of 
this commercial strategy, in the sequences from Big Brother 2001, the 
layering of intimacies, revelations, temporalities and apparent truths which 
define the genre of reality TV, and the show’s preoccupation with the 
dramatisation of everyday interpersonal interactions and relationships, 
made intelligible how it is precisely through everyday conversations and 
movements of affect, emotion and insult that LGBT people have been 
historically denied the status of a subject. This marginalisation has taken 
place, and continues to do so, through varying registers of insult, objecti-
fication and the ‘sticking’ (Ahmed 2004) of certain kinds of emotion—
hate, fear, disgust, curiosity, fascination—to non-heteronormative bodies. 
Indeed, despite increases in social acceptance of certain LGBTQ identities 
across the first and second decades of the twenty-first century, these repre-
sentations have not diminished. This is because, whilst particular forms of 
queerness have become increasingly normalised in Anglo-American popu-
lar culture, these identities remain distinctly non-normative, as that is a 
crucial difference. In 2010s, queer subject formation still takes shape 
through a negotiation of some level of outsiderness to normative 
 understandings of sex and gender, especially if one’s queerness intersects 
with other vectors of non-normativity such as race and class.
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David Halperin (1995: 52) has argued that one of the projects of queer 
studies has been to expose ‘the operations of homophobic discourses, to 
reveal the strategies by which [these discourses] deauthorize’ queer peo-
ple. In an advertent, and perhaps surprising, collusion with this epistemo-
logical goal, as a form of media which trades in the emotional contours of 
everyday interactions, relationships and conflicts, reality TV shows have 
been able to bring these marginalising ‘operations’ to the fore.

For example, the cast of the 2007 season of America’s Next Top Model 
featured a transgender would-be model named Isis. Isis’ transgender iden-
tity was initially introduced into the text as less a subject position than an 
object of cisgender scrutiny. In a confessional, another participant, Kacey, 
speculated that Isis ‘looks a little manly’ and ‘has no boobs’ and, later, 
after she had come out as trans to the other competitors, confessionals 
from other cast-members included judgements on Isis that sought to de- 
authorise her claimed, female identity. These included, ‘Ain’t this sup-
posed to be a girls’ competition? How did you get through the door?’ ‘If 
it comes between me and my goal, I’ll stomp that man right out of the 
competition,’ ‘Growing up the in the South, you don’t exactly run into a 
he-she every day. Isis has no place in this competition’ and ‘This is so 
funny, her trying to be sexy. Reality is, she’s a man.’ Yet, because reality 
TV layers and juxtaposes different conceptualisations and enunciations of 
selfhood, as different participants offer different, subjective commentaries 
upon the same textual happenings, the show provided space for Isis to 
speak back to this objectification and claim the status of a subject. In her 
own confessional, Isis stated, ‘I’m not letting any of these girls bother me. 
I know who I am, take it or leave it.’

A strikingly similar representation occurred in The Real World: Brooklyn 
in 2009. In an early episode, in a confessional sequence, Ryan, a young 
straight, white man, stated of Katelyn, transgender woman who had not 
yet come out to the other roommates, ‘I’m very curious about her. I want 
to know more.’ Cutting to a group scene in the kitchen, the camerawork 
began to mirror Ryan’s gaze as he stared at Katelyn, who was wearing a 
small vest and shorts pyjama set. The camera zoomed in on various parts 
of Katelyn’s body as the sequence cut back and forth to reaction shots of 
Ryan making puzzled and uncomfortable facial expressions. This shot- 
reverse- shot structure was anchored by a confessional voice-over in which 
Ryan told the viewer, ‘Every time I see Kat walking around the house, 
when she’s wearing the short shorts, I’m looking for some bulge,’ a crude 
descriptor of his inspecting of her body for evidence of ‘male’ genitalia.
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Like Isis, Katelyn was initially constructed as an object of fascination for 
a cisgender gaze rather than a subject in her own right. At first, this cisgen-
der gaze, embedded within the show’s formal, textual properties, appeared 
to be endowed with a discursive power to ‘fix’ the ‘truth’ of Katelyn’s 
gender, invoking a conception of gender as tied to specific bodily proper-
ties (a ‘bulge’ as signifying maleness, for example). Yet, as we saw with Isis 
in America’s Next Top Model, in line with reality TV’s convention to not 
privilege the point of view of any one participant, Katelyn’s own voice 
abruptly entered the text. Her words formed a sound bridge into her own 
confessional shot, where she stated, ‘It’s not easy for me to come out [as 
transgender], especially with the way that Ryan [is] behaving. That’s not 
the behaviour of someone who is accepting to alternative or different life-
styles.’ Again, reality TV made manifest how queer subjectivities are forged 
through the enfolding and reconfiguration of hegemonic frames of knowl-
edge, how one of the conditions of possibility for queer personhood 
involves speaking back to attempts to delegitimise queer identities by het-
eronormative social actors.

Reality texts have also represented how this delegitimation can spring 
up, unexpectedly, in interpersonal interactions. Reality TV has brought 
into representational form the extent to which refusals to acknowledge the 
validity of queer subjectivities are never far below the surface of heteronor-
mative societies, even in the supposedly more progressive second decade 
of the twenty-first century. As just a few examples, on the MTV UK inti-
mate strangers format Ex On the Beach in 2015, Laura, who was born 
intersex but identified as female, was called a ‘man’ in an argument with 
another participant. In the docusoap Houston Beauty, which is about a 
training school for aspiring beauticians in Houston, Texas, Mia, a trans-
gender cast-member, was repeatedly reduced to tears by the school princi-
pal’s insistence on addressing Mia with her birth-assigned name. In 
Celebrity Big Brother UK in 2018, a recurrent source of conflict stemmed 
from other participants repeatedly referring to India Willhouby, a trans-
gender news reporter, as ‘he.’

In one of the earliest monographs on reality TV, Jon Dovey (2000: 23) 
used the term ‘trauma TV’ to describe how reality programming was 
predicated upon the representation of ‘individual tragedies which would 
once have remained private but which are now restaged for public con-
sumption.’ Similarly, Anita Biressi and Heather Nunn (2005: 3) have 
argued that reality TV has played out an augmented understanding of 
‘politics’ which considers the cultural politics of identity and social 
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 difference. Channelling these insights into the context of queer represen-
tation, reality TV has done political work (in the cultural political sense) 
by bringing into representational form the vectors of marginalisation 
through which queer subject positions have had to take shape across the 
twenty- first century. Yet, as I explore in the remaining chapter, some of 
reality TV’s other conventions, specifically its engagement with connected 
discourses of labour, self-branding, neoliberalism and authenticity, have 
made intelligible apparent ‘strategies’ for managing and overcoming queer 
marginalisation that align with the hegemonic modes of thought that 
reality shows have elsewhere critiqued.

labour, Queerness and homonormativity

Cultural ideas about labour, about what constitutes legitimate work as 
well as what makes the ideal worker have, in the capitalist era, never been 
sex or gender neutral. Cultural theorists from the first half of the twentieth 
century, such as Antonio Gramsci and Herbert Marcuse, discussed how 
industrial capitalism required particular norms of sexuality and kinship in 
order to function. As Mari Rutti (2017) has summarised, ‘The precision 
of industrial labor […] benefit[ed] from an ideology of family values; from 
the perspective of capitalism, it is better that you are married, no matter 
how miserably, than that you cruise sex clubs until 4 am, ending up at the 
conveyor belt (or desk) at 8  am hungover and bleary-eyed.’ Indeed, a 
prominent trend in recent queer theory has been what Rutti calls the 
advocacy of ‘opting out,’ of rejecting normative scripts of success, failure, 
happiness and the ‘good life’ and refusing to live according to these ideals. 
As Jack Halberstam (2011: 2) has argued, ‘success in a heteronormative, 
capitalist society equates too easily to specific forms of reproductive matu-
rity combined with wealth accumulation.’ Instead, Halberstam proposes 
embracing failure as a specifically queer way of being, which has the poten-
tial to ‘articulate an alternative vision of life, love, and labour.’

This desire to ‘opt out’ of hegemonic understandings of success and 
failure has become particularly intense in twenty-first-century queer the-
ory because, in the context of neoliberalism, normative understandings of 
the relationship between ‘life, love and labour’ have come to incorporate 
certain kinds of queer identities. Whilst being queer traditionally meant 
existing (at least conceptually) in opposition to normative formations of the 
worker, since the late twentieth century, some forms of  non- heterosexual 
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identity have been rendered not antithetical to the project of neoliberal 
capitalism.

The production of non-heterosexual subjectivities through the ideologi-
cal lens of neoliberalism has been conceptualised as ‘homonormativity.’ The 
concept of homonormativity refers to forms of gay life which do ‘not con-
test dominant heteronormative assumptions and institutions but uphold 
and sustain them’ (Duggan 2002: 179), and existing scholarship on homo-
normativity can be roughly separated into critiques of five interconnected 
phenomena. Firstly, the consolidation of marriage rights for same-sex cou-
ples as the primary aim of contemporary gay rights movements. Secondly, 
the construction of gay men and lesbians as a consumer demographic (as in 
the marketers’ myth of the ‘pink pound’). Thirdly, the discursive integra-
tion of (some) gay subjects as apparently ‘valuable’ members of the nation-
state. Fourthly, the conflation of ‘acceptable’ or ‘successful’ gay identity 
with corporeal normativity and whiteness. Fifthly, most significant in terms 
of my argument here, incitements for sexual minorities to become produc-
tive members of the neoliberal-capitalist labour market.

Coalescing these analytic strands, homonormativity emerges as a place-
holder for a collection of interconnected ideals about what constitutes a 
‘good’ queer life in the contemporary moment. Jasbir Puar has described 
homonormativitiy as the ‘folding of homosexuals into the reproductive 
valorisation of living’ (2007: 3), arguing that, ‘in a post-AIDS pandemic 
context, some homosexual subjects have been re-codified within the pop-
ular imaginary, from harbingers of contagion and death, to potentially 
productive and successful members of society’ (Lovelock 2018: 3–4). Some 
select queer populations are now endowed with the capacity for a future 
and the ability to live a ‘good’ life. This incitement to life for gay popula-
tions involves the naturalisation, through discourses and representations, 
of particular ways of being queer as routes to social integration. As I have 
summarised elsewhere:

Homonormativity, in this sense, functions by purporting to draw a bridge 
between the abstract and the concrete. The mythic qualities of equality, 
acceptance and success propagated by homonormative worldviews become, 
or so homonormative discourses claim, not only tangibly evidenced, but 
actually secured by looking a certain way (white, masculine, respectable) and 
doing particular things (marrying, working, consuming). These are, as many 
scholars have argued, actions with work to bolster the power of the hege-
monic institutions from which almost all gay people have historically been 
excluded (marriage, the market, the nation- state), and from which many 
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queer people still are excluded, by idealising these social formations as mea-
sures of an equality and/or normalcy which gay people must strive to 
attain. (Lovelock 2018: 4)

Whilst much critical attention has been directed towards these visible, 
assimilatory practices, the intangible aspects of homonormativity, its more 
affective or existential dimensions, have passed almost unexamined. In 
particular, reality TV offers a vantage for assessing how far the ideal of 
authenticity has become inseparable from contemporary formations of 
homonormativity. If homonormativity is, as Lisa Duggan (2002) influen-
tially argued, ‘a neoliberal sexual politics,’ the ideal of authenticity is inex-
tricably internal to neoliberalism. Neoliberalism requires the production of 
subjects who do not look to the social for any kind of security, and authen-
ticity scripts—the idea that the purpose of life lies in discovering, connect-
ing with and making public one’s authentic self—are oriented directly to 
this goal. Success and failure, in this framework, become a rubric for 
assessing one’s authenticity. In popular modes of thought, successful, 
happy people are authentic. As I have argued in previous chapters, what 
have become common-sense understandings of LGBT lives have attained 
their cultural coherence through the optic of the authenticity ideal. 
Normalised perceptions of gay or transgender life as a gradual and selective 
process of bringing out and embodying an inner authenticity slide easily 
into the reality televisual conception of selfhood as an authentic inner core 
which must be discovered, unearthed and manifested in different ways.

This discursive convergence emblematises the broader production of 
sexual and gender norms under neoliberalism. An all-out denigration of 
traditionally non-normative sexualities and gender identities would jar 
against the market-oriented logic of neoliberalism, which asserts the 
apparent freedom of the worker-consumer prospers on the open market in 
their own, individualised terms. Both popular understandings of queer-
ness and neoliberal forms of subjecthood are rooted in the idea of mobility 
through the self. Here, the purpose of life is seen as a journey towards a 
state of happiness and success (both psychological and material) by mani-
festing, mobilising and making use of one’s authentic self. As a domain of 
representation which brings all subject positions into being through an 
overarching norm of compulsory authenticity, reality TV is a particularly 
pronounced place for the production of queer subjectivities through the 
interconnected discourses of neoliberalism, authenticity and labour. 
Reality TV encapsulates how the homonormative integration of (some) 
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queer lives has extended to their envelopment within what Katherine 
Sender (2006) has described as, ‘the therapeutic ethos of the neoliberal 
moment, in which being authentic is a self-affirming accomplishment.’ I 
now interrogate the playing out of this process in the specific context of 
reality makeover shows.

branding Queerness in makeover shows

Queer people have long been a staple of reality makeover shows. This vis-
ibility has almost exclusively taken the form of the gay male fashion/
beauty/style expert, where shows have mobilised stereotypical percep-
tions of (white) gay men as arbiters of taste, style and consumption. 
Perhaps the most well-known example in this regard is Queer Eye for the 
Straight Guy, where a team of gay male experts made over wardrobe, 
apartment and general lifestyle of a hapless straight man, which has been 
subject to lengthy and vociferous debates in both academia and popular 
commentary. Broadly, Queer Eye has been seen as either reproducing 
reductive stereotypes around gay identities as cathected to aesthetics and 
consumption, or as opening up a space for reimagining normative identity 
categories (man, woman, gay, straight) within popular culture. Analyses of 
Queer Eye have become almost mundane in queer media and cultural stud-
ies, and, as such, I do not wish to revisit these debates here, or make a 
sustained intervention into existing arguments around this show.

My one comment is, however, that much work in Queer Eye lacks 
important contextualisation in relation to the broader landscape of both 
makeover shows and reality TV more broadly. Queer Eye, I would argue, 
is an atypical reality text, not only in its (at the time unprecedented) cen-
tralisation of gay identities and its focus upon a male makeover subject. 
More profoundly, its atypicality lies in its lack of engagement with the 
authenticity paradigm which, as I have explored, is structural to reality 
TV. In Queer Eye, the gay-aided makeover functions in highly instrumen-
tal terms, crafting a straight masculinity which can attain a heterosexual 
union, pleasing the men’s long-suffering wives or girlfriends, and orient-
ing them towards a consumer lifestyle.

Yet, as Brenda Weber (2009) discusses at length in her monograph on 
makeover TV, the purpose of the makeover, as articulated in practically all 
makeover shows, is rarely so instrumental. Rather, it is the perceived,  elusive 
power of the makeover to bring about an intrinsic transformation in 
the makeover subject that is foregrounded. As Weber explains, makeovers 
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are represented to right an imperilled selfhood, to tap into and make mani-
fest the subjects inner authenticity through their embodiment of a corpo-
real ideal. In this way, makeover TV posits a (somewhat contradictory) 
convergence between normative beauty on the outside and authenticity on 
the inside. Looking good equates to allowing the beauty of one’s authentic 
self to shine through and become visible on a social stage. Thus, makeover 
TV is one of the most obvious examples of the economic function of the 
authenticity discourse in twenty-first-century cultural life, propagating the 
consumption of particular kinds of fashion, beauty and weight-loss prod-
ucts as the route to attaining a (apparently priceless) state of authenticity, 
the ultimate goal in contemporary modes of thought.

This discursive collapsing of body and self in the imperative to authen-
ticity is, of course, gendered, speaking primarily to a female consumer. 
Beverley Skeggs (2001: 297) has explored how commercial culture’s 
address towards female consumers has historically mobilised an implicit 
distinction between being a woman and being feminine. Whilst, in this 
consumer discourse, a woman is considered an essential and biological 
category, femininity is a ‘process’ through which women ‘become specific 
sorts of women,’ measured largely upon their ability to make use of the 
tools of corporeal beautification provided by the commercial industries. In 
the contemporary moment, commercial culture has become increasingly 
fixated with what McRobbie (2009) has called the ‘fictive status of femi-
ninity.’ Related to the woman/feminine divide identified by Skeggs, here, 
essential femaleness is located inside the subject, and it is openly acknowl-
edged that the majority of the visual signifiers of femininity are the result 
of artificial production and consumption. As I have summarised else-
where,  this culture emphasises that becoming  feminine takes work—
‘painful, pleasurable and rewarding, but ultimately mandatory—in order 
to become socially legible as a female subject’ (Lovelock 2017: 680). In 
this context, ‘it becomes a central imperative for female subjects to make 
their authentic, internal femininity manifest through the appropriate 
mobilisation of diet, exercise, fashion and beauty’ (Lovelock 2017: 680). 

As I have explored in previous chapters, there is a particular resonance 
between queer lives and the discourse of authenticity. The central discourse 
of makeover TV, that one’s authentic femininity can be blocked or hidden 
by particular ways of representing the self, speaks to the processes of forg-
ing and sustaining a queer subjectivity in the context of heteronor-
mativity. In a world where everyone is attributed heterosexuality by 
default, it takes particular kinds of self-work (both public and psychological) 
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to persist in the world as queer. Moreover, as popular perceptions of LGBT 
identities as authentic, inner selves have crystallised in the public domain 
(see Chap. 4), the convergences between this model of queer selfhood and 
broader discourses of authentic selfhood have played out frequently in 
reality TV and have even been the structuring principle of formats like Boy 
Meets Boy, Playing It Straight and There’s Something About Miriam 
(see Chap. 2).

In the mid-2000s, this perception of a relationship between (certain 
kinds of) queer identities and the ideal of authenticity was utilised as a 
rebranding of the makeover genre. In 2006, the British Channel 4 first 
broadcast the makeover show How To Look Good Naked, produced by the 
production company Maverick TV which had previously made the suc-
cessful makeover format 10 Years Younger. How to Look Good Naked, mar-
keted by Channel 4 as a reimagining of makeover reality television. 
Previous shows had generated affective and emotional capital from hosts 
shaming, insulting and ridiculing unfashionable and out-of-shape make-
over subjects, and/or from the use of intensive cosmetic surgery and/or 
dramatic weight loss as a means of attaining the bodily ideal. Weber (2009) 
and McRobbie (2009) have both discussed the centrality of shame as dis-
cursive tool in makeover TV. Before the mid-to-late-2000s, makeover par-
ticipants were usually represented as initially ignorant of their (according 
to the show) need for a makeover and had to be shamed into realising and 
accepting their need for bodily change. Thus, as Weber has claimed, make-
over TV is archetypal neoliberal television, disciplining people who are 
apparently failing to in the mandate to constant self-improvement and 
optimisation towards authenticity through the market.

In contrast, How To Look Good Naked was not based on shaming the 
subject into submission, nor on drastic corporeal alteration. Rather, the 
show sought to ‘build up confidence’ and encourage women to ‘embrace’ 
their ‘real’ bodies, and thus (and crucially) their authentic selves (Wan 
2010). The show did not contain narratives of surgery or weight loss, and 
instead centralised the benefits of suction underwear, support bras and 
knowing and dressing for your body shape. Physical change was thus ren-
dered subtler than in previous formats, as participants were instructed on 
how to suck and shape their non-idealised bodies into more desirable sil-
houettes. What was represented as more important was the participant’s 
psychological transformation from a state of shame and discomfort in their 
lumpy, misshapen or overweight body, towards accepting and feeling 
comfortable in their ‘natural’ (authentic) bodies/selves.
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This twist on makeover conventions was, of course, a fairly superficial 
transition in ideological terms. Subjects were still required to be constantly 
monitoring themselves and maximising their potential in the quest for the 
authenticity ideal. This time, however, these normative discourses were 
couched in a pseudo-feminist rhetoric of self-love, empowerment and 
emancipation from restrictive beauty ideals. It would be a digression from 
my current argument to delve more into the show’s relationship with fem-
inism, post-feminism and construction of femininity here (but see Gill and 
Elias 2014; Kadir and Tidy 2013). What I want to explore is how the show 
utilised particular perceptions of gay identity to prop up its apparent revi-
sioning of makeover genre, how this process worked to shape normative 
ideas about being a gay person in the twenty-first century and how the 
show provides an exemplary context for assessing the, hitherto largely 
unaddressed, existential parameters of the homonormative subject.

Central to How To Look Good Naked’s ‘reimagining’ of makeover reality 
TV was the show’s host/expert, a British-Chinese gay man called Gok 
Wan. Wan had previously worked as a fashion stylist and make-up artist, 
and in the form of his celebrity text and his very public biography, a frame-
work of meaning was built around the programme in which Gok’s own 
life narrative functioned as a blueprint to the show’s construction of the 
makeover as a journey to embracing one’s ‘authentic’ body and self. The 
show was structured through an apparent symbiosis between gay men and 
(straight) women, who were both represented to face obstacles in ‘loving’ 
and brining their authentic selves into being—gay men because of hetero-
normativity and homophobia, and women because of restrictive cultural 
beauty ideals. For example, a newspaper interview with Gok asked, ‘What 
is his message to our nation of miserable, muddled, bikini-shy women?’ to 
which Gok was reported to reply, ‘Be honest with yourselves […] Whatever 
you hate about your body is not going to go away unless you have surgery. 
So live with it! Celebrate it!’ (Cooke 2007). Similarly, in another inter-
view, he asserted, ‘It’s not about replacing who you are with what you 
wear; quite the opposite. It’s about using what you wear to reflect and 
enhance who you are inside’ (Wan 2007).

Thus, the show strung a discursive thread between embracing your 
‘real’ body and being true to your ‘real’ self, infusing the makeover para-
digm with a kind of gay-pride rhetoric around loving, embracing and mak-
ing public your ‘true’ self. Indeed, as the Guardian interview went on to 
state, ‘All this sounds ever-so-slightly phoney on paper, but the more you 
know about Wan’s life, the more you come to realise that it really isn’t’ 
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(Cooke 2007). Gok was constructed as a model of this process due to his 
own experiences of overcoming homophobic, racist and size-based bully-
ing. In his autobiography, he tells of being bullied at school, ‘I tried to 
endure the taunts: “queer”, “fatty”, “bender”, “batty boy”, “faggot”, 
“stupid”; but they wore me down, destroying my confidence and making 
me hate myself’ (2010). He claimed that in response, ‘I learnt to combat 
the bullies by focusing on my personality. [You have to be] comfortable 
with yourself ’ (Wan 2007).

In 2008, How To Look Good Naked was franchised in the USA, with 
Carson Kressley, known to audiences as the fashion expert from Queer Eye 
for the Straight Guy, taking on the Gok Wan role. Identical to the UK ver-
sion, Kressley’s expertise in helping women ‘accept who they are both 
inside and out’ (quoted in Richenthal 2007) and ‘celebrate who they are 
and just be who they are’ (as he stated in a CBS News interview) was 
located in his own biographical struggle to actualise his authentic, gay self 
amidst contexts of homophobia and heteronormativity. For example, in a 
video interview for Oprah.com, Kressley stated:

I always felt flawed because I had this big, dark, dirty secret that I was gay 
[…] and I thought it was going to hold me back, and I couldn’t be who I 
really was. And for a long time I wasn’t authentic because I was afraid to be 
me. [However] the thing that I thought was my Achilles heel, wound up 
being the thing that made me successful.3

In this way, How To Look Good Naked and the inter-textual celebrity 
texts of its two hosts, marked a shift in the significance of gay men in the 
makeover genre. Gay men became represented not only as experts in fash-
ion, style and consumption, as seen in something like Queer Eye, but as 
exemplary figures in the quest for compulsory authenticity. Gay men were 
constructed as subjects who knew what it was like to face barriers (social, 
emotional and psychic) to embracing your ‘real’ self, and who could thus 
channel this experience into advice for women struggling to do the same. 
Their marginalisation under heteronormativity could, it appeared, become 
a conduit to lucrative self-branding in the neoliberal model.

Returning to Kressley’s aforementioned statement, what is perhaps 
most striking is how his experiences of forging a queer selfhood within a 
homophobic and heteronormative milieu are essentially recast as a good 
thing. Here, homophobia and heteronormativity are positioned as poten-
tially valuable experiences for queer people because (some, select) queers 
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can channel these experiences into lucrative, remunerable labour in the 
neoliberal marketplace of authenticity-through-consumption. As Kressley 
has stated in interviews, ‘because [gay people] grow up feeling like an 
oddball, out of the loop or that you don’t belong you live in your own 
world, you conjure up fantasies that later make you good at creative jobs’ 
(quoted in Teeman, no date), and ‘when you’re a little kid and you know 
you don’t fit in, maybe you become a little more introspective and care 
about how things look and making everything pretty and nice’ (quoted in 
Freeman 2005). Kressley’s and Wan’s inter-textual circulations exemplify 
how the homonormative incorporation of some queer people into the 
labour market has, in part, enabled by the discourse of authenticity which 
is central to reality TV. Their celebrity texts crystallise a discourse which 
maintains that because queer people must struggle through contexts of 
hostility and marginalisation in order to bring their queer selfhoods into 
being, they possess an intimate, expert knowledge around how to opti-
mise, find and capitalise upon the self, as demanded by neoliberal ideology.

Since How To Look Good Naked, this formula has expanded through the 
production of a number of different formats. In Carson Nation, Kressley 
travelled around America, helping women who had experienced various 
kinds of grief or trauma to reconnect with their authentic selves through a 
corporeal makeover. In On The Road with Austin and Santino and (the 
never-broadcast) Operation Fabulous, Austin Scarlett and Santino Rice 
from fashion-design show Project Runway, and Jay Manuel and Jay 
Alexander, judges/coaches on America’s Next Top Model, respectively, 
mobilised essentially the same structure as Carson Nation, as the gay male 
hosts travelled the country, coaching straight women to bring out their 
authenticity through fashion and style. In RuPaul’s Drag U, the gay men 
became drag queens, and in TRANSform Me, a team of transgender 
women taught cisgender women how to manifest their inner womanhood 
externally through particular forms of embodiment and consumption. As 
one of the hosts of TRANSform Me told a cisgender makeover subject, 
‘We’re all transgender women, and because of that journey that we have 
gone on to bring out the woman that we’ve always felt that we were inside, 
we are uniquely qualified to help you do the same thing.’4

This recognisable trope of queer representation in reality TV exempli-
fies how the neoliberal process of re-situating certain queer identities 
within, rather than outside of, contemporary ideals of the worker is, in 
part, reliant upon discourses of authenticity, on particular perceptions of 
what queer people are over and above what they do. As exemplified by the 
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shows I have discussed, within the mainstream cultural imaginary, a model 
of idealised queerness has become intelligible. This is a queer person who 
embraces their innate, ‘authentic’ self in spite of its non-normativity and 
marginalisation, and who channels the process of doing this into a form of 
neoliberal labour. Alarmingly, this discursive configuration, in conferring 
legitimacy to a small minority of ‘good’ queers, works to sustain hetero-
normativity by representing it as ultimately a positive force for queer peo-
ple. In this representational frame, despite the negative experiences 
heteronormativity can generate for queer people in forging a sustaining 
subjectivity, it is also suggested to result in positive outcomes for queer 
people if engaged with correctly, that is, if mobilised into a basis for neo-
liberal self-branding. In this way, heteronormativity is represented here as 
something that queer people must struggle with internally, rather than 
collectively or structurally, to overcome.

It is perhaps unrealistic to expect material challenges to normative 
power socio-political power dynamics from mainstream media texts  like 
How To Look Good Naked and the other queer-fronted reality shows I have 
mentioned. Moreover, as I hope to have emphasised throughout this 
book, reality TV has played a productive role in normalising certain kinds 
of queer identities in contemporary Anglo-American social life. These 
models of queer existence have certainly offered expanded possibilities for 
forming and articulating a non-heteronormative subject position when 
compared to the popular culture of even two decades ago. If the twenty- 
first century has been a period of liberalisation in relation to the cultural 
visibility and legal rights of LGBT people, this has also been the era of 
reality TV.  Whilst, clearly, any kind of direct, cause-and-effect claims 
would be problematic, it would also be difficult to claim that reality TV 
and the changing situation around LGBT rights and visibility are not in 
some ways intertwined as part of the same cultural moment and cultural 
processes. However, in the context of makeover TV, whilst affirming the 
acceptance of some queer sexualities through the discourse of authenticity, 
the scripts also position heteronormativity, and even homophobia, as posi-
tive and empowering forces in queer people’s lives, as this struggle to ‘be 
yourself ’ can seemingly be drawn upon as a commercial resource in a neo-
liberal economy of authenticity and self-branding. It constructs as norma-
tive, acceptable and desirable a queer subject who is able to just ‘get over’ 
their marginalisation, go forth and live a ‘successful’ homonormative life 
in a heteronormative world which remains unchanged.
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werking the self-brand in reality docusoaps

Reality TV has made intelligible a network of discourses around queer-
ness, marginalisation, authenticity and self-branding. These discourses 
have interconnected, bringing into being a normative model of queer exis-
tence that takes shape, and attains cultural and commercial currency, 
through the lens of neoliberal ideals of work, selfhood and success. 
Broadly, this subject position addresses and celebrates a queer person who 
does not seek to challenge dominant structures of heteronormativity (and 
their interconnections to neoliberalism), but one who embraces their mar-
ginalisation as a route to branding the self in a multi-platform media mar-
ketplace fixated with the apparent power of accessing and being true to 
one’s authentic self. The gay male expert of the reinvigorated makeover 
genre (and, later, the drag queen or trans woman) has circulated as para-
digmatic of this normative, neoliberalised, queer life narrative.

In the second decade of the twenty-first century, this construction 
expanded into the reality docusoap. The 2010s have seen a trend in docu-
soap programming in which shows have narratively focused upon a queer 
protagonist, or group of protagonists, attempting to ‘make it’ within a 
particular industry, especially fashion or entertainment. These shows have 
included The Prancing Elites Project, about a dance troupe of queer, 
African-American J-Setters; Strut, about a New York City-based model-
ling agency specialising in transgender models; Transcendent, about a 
group of transgender dancers in San Francisco; EJNY, about the social 
media influencer EJ Johnson trying to launch a fashion-design career in 
New York and Freedia: Queen of Bounce, about the bounce music star Big 
Freedia’s attempts to produce a new record that will take bounce music 
beyond her native New Orleans and onto a national stage.

This narrative trend has emerged for two reasons. Firstly, as discussed 
in Chap. 3, television producers and network executives have come to 
perceive queer identities as an integral part of a millennial outlook on the 
world. The inclusion of queer people in reality shows has become an 
established route to addressing a socially and politically aware youth 
demographic—one with the disposable income valued by advertisers—
who have grown up in an era of expanding visibility for queer identities 
within the mainstream media. As I have argued, reality TV has propagated 
an alternative televisual worldview in which publics and nations are bound 
by an investment in the ideal of authenticity over and above any taxo-
nomic criteria of personhood like race, gender identity or sexuality.
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Secondly, narratives about individuals trying (or struggling) to break 
into industries associated with glamour, celebrity and a consumer-oriented 
metropolitan lifestyle have long been a bankable narrative structure of 
reality docusoaps. From a production point of view, these industries are 
efficacious narrative foci because they are already located in centres of 
television production, such as California, New York and Atlanta. In addi-
tion, in exchange for often very low financial remuneration, participants 
can bring pre-existing knowledge and familiarity with performance and 
self-presentation to the show, something they are often willing to do in 
exchange for the possibility of making reality TV a lucrative node in a 
portfolio media career.

This trope stretches back to the foundational docusoap text, MTV’s 
The Hills, which was about a group of privileged young white people forg-
ing careers in the cut-throat worlds of fashion and show business in Los 
Angeles. This narrative, which has recurred in a huge number of shows in 
the years since The Hills was first broadcast, is intertwined with the reality 
televisual mandate to compulsory authenticity because it asserts that 
labour in the contemporary, neoliberal moment is a means of bringing 
out, actualising and affirming the authentic self. In this framework, the 
authentic self is here construed as a deeply held desire to excel in a particu-
lar commercial field, often through the ability to market and sell one’s 
innate talents and abilities for the creative arts. This discursive configura-
tion has spanned shows about dance troupes, fashion designers and styl-
ists, fitness instructors and even Christian preachers.

Importantly, the reality docusoap proliferated in the contexts of finan-
cial crisis post-2007 and the resultant increases in unemployment (particu-
larly for young people, their target demographic), and rise in living costs 
across North America, the UK and elsewhere. On one level, the seemingly 
glamorous worlds of fashion and media that docusoaps represent can be 
read as a form of escapism from a grim social reality. Yet, I would argue 
that, more than this, docusoaps have been instrumental in naturalising a 
hegemonic, sense-making framework through which young people are 
called upon to navigate and negotiate their place in an increasingly inequi-
table socio-economic system. To borrow a phrase from Stuart Hall and 
Alan O’Shea (2013), reality docusoaps, and their representations of labour 
through the generic framework of compulsory authenticity, have driven to 
make neoliberal modes of working, norms which have intensified since the 
financial crisis, into a form of ‘common-sense’ of twenty-first-century 
Western societies.
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A key discourse in the docusoap’s construction of what work and 
labour mean in a neoliberal context is passion. As I have noted, in a pro-
duction context, reality TV has been discussed as a quintessential form of 
neoliberal labour in, for example, its bypassing of unionised labour and its 
use of unpaid or low-paid participants. As a mode of representation, the 
reality docusoap also makes visible other archetypal neoliberal labour 
practices through narratives set within the creative industries. As is well-
known, work in the creative industries is defined by (often years of) 
unpaid work experience and internships, insecure short-term contracts, 
reliance upon personal networks and ‘contacts’ to secure employment, 
long working hours and (at least at first) low pay. As McRobbie (2016) 
insightfully argued in her study of this sector, the ideal of passion attached 
to creative labour works to rationalise these conditions in two ways. 
Firstly, all kinds of precarious working conditions are able to become 
construed as simply the price one pays for the opportunity to actualise 
one’s creative passions. Secondly, if one does not succeed, it is perceived 
as a result of the individual being not passionate enough rather than the 
inequities built into the system itself. The discourse of passion invokes a 
meritocratic realm in which ability, drive and determination, rather than 
the erosion of workers’ rights and expanding inequality, determine failure 
or success. Reality docusoaps are part of this process, making precarious 
labour norms aspirational through their own precarious and neoliber-
alised modes of production.

As I discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the discourse of passion-
ate labour, specifically in the creative arts, has particular resonance in rela-
tion to queer histories. For queer people, especially those further 
marginalised by vectors of race and class, particular kinds of energised, 
defiant, affirmative self-performance have been necessitated as means of 
speaking back to one’s outsiderness to the system and inability to forge a 
liveable subjectivity within hegemonic discursive formations. As Moore 
states in his discussion of ‘werking,’ ‘The liveliest practitioners of werk 
[…] are minoritarian subjects, because one denied a place in society, they 
turn to the aesthetic to forge a new place for themselves.’ In this way, 
Moore claims that queer subjects can ‘live doubly as one’s own work – the 
product of creative labour and imagination’ (178–179). Creative labour is 
conceptualised here as a means for queer people, and particularly queer 
people of colour, to assert a validity in their intersecting subjectivities in 
spite of a hegemonic culture which denies this subjectivity legitimacy.
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In the 2010s, however, a number of reality docusoaps have mobilised 
such discourses of queerness, passion, labour and marginalisation and 
refracted them through the generic lens of the reality docusoap. In this 
representational process, representations of the ways in which queer sub-
jectivities take shape through grids of heteronormative marginalisation 
have worked to bolster the docusoap sub-genre’s broader naturalisation of 
neoliberal modes of thought. For example, the cable/satellite channel 
Oxygen marketed The Prancing Elites Project as follows:

The Prancing Elites are a group of black, gay and gender-non-conforming 
dancers from Mobile, Alabama who march to the beat of their own drum – 
they are sassy, bold, and hilarious, but they also deal with the relatable strug-
gle of not always feeling accepted. (Oxygen TV 2015)

In the language of reality TV, dancing is a signifier of the groups’ 
authenticity, represented as a kind of affective energy which emerges from 
inside them and transcends fixed categories of gender, sexuality and race. 
As one of the cast-members states in the show, ‘It’s our hearts that we’re 
trying to put out there when we dance.’ ‘Sassy’ and ‘bold’ signify the 
group’s defiant outlook on life, as they forge their complex, non- normative 
and intersectional subjectivities within a sociality which denigrates these 
identities as abject. Throughout the show, the group members encounter 
prejudice and hostility as they attempt to perform their dancing in public 
and maintain appearances composed of a mixture of gendered signifiers. 
The group members are recurrently barred from participating in ‘female 
only’ dance competitions; in one episode, they are subject to queerphobic 
jeers and taunts (‘She’s a man!’, ‘That ain’t a woman!’, ‘Y’all need Jesus!’, 
‘Y’all should be ashamed of yourselves!’, ‘They’re men and they shouldn’t 
be dressed like that out in public,’ ‘I don’t like the kids to see it,’ ‘It’s 
immoral [and] inappropriate’) as they attempt to dance in a local parade; 
in another episode, one member has their house destroyed in an Arson 
attack. In a paradigmatic representation of werking, the Elites’ response to 
this marginalisation is to use the creative labour of dancing to spectacularly 
and defiantly assert their presence, subjecthood and right to inhabit their 
social space. As one of the Elites, Kentrell, states in a confessional, ‘We just 
want to dance and, at the end of the day, we’re gonna dance anyway 
whether you like it or not, and we’re going to continue fighting until we 
cannot fight anymore.’
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Complexly, however, as the inter-textual statement from Oxygen 
emphasises, the driving narrative of the show concerns the group’s resil-
ience in striving towards success and acceptance within the very socialites 
that rejected and attacked them. As a press release on Season Two stated:

The Prancing Elites are black, queer, gender non-conforming and from a 
state synonymous with intolerance, yet through a unique bond with each 
other and the success of their reality show […] they have managed to carve 
out their own slice of the American dream. And, even more impressively, 
they’ve done so on their own fabulous terms. (Braithwaite 2016)

This quote draws out a kind of pathway from the cast’s ‘intolerant’ state 
(Alabama) to the elusive media space of their successful reality show. They 
are applauded for defiantly speaking back to the hostile environment of 
their home state, yet the creative labour through which this was accom-
plished is configured as a process of moving further into hegemonic cul-
ture by crafting and branding the stigmatised facets of their identities into 
a commercial product. Queer forms of self-creation and self-persistence 
are here tied emphatically to the possibility to enter into the normative 
project of the American Dream, which is ideologically routed to the 
broader neoliberal valorisation of authenticity, passion and self-branding 
as the routes to success.

Employing a similar lexis, Strut, which was also broadcast on Oxygen, 
was marketed with the following passage:

‘Strut’ follows a group of inspiring and resilient trailblazers who are working 
to change the modelling industry, and the world around them, by simply 
being true to themselves. These individuals will empower viewers as they live 
their lives fully and unapologetically, despite facing many obstacles through 
their journey.

Here, as with The Prancing Elites Project, a horizon of similarity is 
drawn between the show’s queer protagonists and the unspecified viewers, 
again weaving the ideal of authenticity as the binding force of commonal-
ity uniting the assembled publics of contemporary TV viewing. Against 
this discursive backdrop, what these shows postulate is hard work, passion, 
determination and self-branding as the means of overcoming ostracisation 
from various social, industrial and market contexts. If the concept of 
‘werking,’ as discussed by Moore, refers to ‘a defiantly spectacular way of 
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inhabiting the world, a calling out of normativity,’ in the contemporary 
reality docusoap, this kind of defiant queer energy is represented as a way 
of accessing and succeeding within normative socio-economic structures.

For example, in Strut, one of the models, Arice, states of modelling, ‘I 
love this job. It fits me as a person.’ Gesturing to her physicality, outlined 
in a tight-fitting dress within the softly lit, stylishly furnished surroundings 
of the show’s confessional space, she continues, ‘I manifested all of this 
and I worked really hard for it.’ Obviously, numerous reality shows—
America’s Next Top Model, Make Me A Supermodel, The Face, The Janice 
Dickinson Modelling Agency, and so on—have normalised the idea that 
one must work ‘really hard’ in order to become a successful model. In 
Strut, this script takes on extra layers of signification because, as transgen-
der people, the casts identities are already the locus of contestation. 
Harnessing the power of mediation to affirm the authenticity and validity 
of the self (see Chap. 4), for the Strut cast, crafting and maintaining an 
appearance that both fits a corporeal ideal and can accrue capital in the 
world of modelling becomes a means of staking a claim to an identity that 
is frequently denied by their social milieus. Another cast-member, 
Dominique, states in one episode, ‘There is added pressure for a transgen-
der model to perform because anything we do will and can be ridiculed. 
A trans model has to make sure they are beyond perfect, they have to be 
on point, because we are constantly being judged.’ Articulating similar 
sentiments, Laith, a transmale cast-member, describes, ‘If I have a blem-
ish, I don’t want to be on camera. I want to be as close to perfect as pos-
sible so that not a lot of editing is needed. I feel like I’m being judged 
every moment of every day.’ These words bridge from an onscreen con-
fessional to a voice-over, accompanying shots of Laith preparing for a 
photoshoot, having cosmetics applied to his face and his pectorals accen-
tuated with make-up. Laith’s resistance to transphobic refusals to acknowl-
edge the validity of his intuited gender is thus enacted spectacularly 
through his body, through a constant striving to manifest a masculine 
beauty ideal, an embodiment that, as he succeeds as a model, starring in 
fashion campaigns and magazine covers, becomes charged with the sym-
bolic power of mediation.

For the cast of Strut, modelling, like the Prancing Elites’ dancing, is 
configured as a means of negotiating and maintaining subjective integrity 
in contexts where the recognition of one’s very selfhood is at stake. Yet, in 
the show, the terms of this defiant subject formation are indelibly imprinted 
with discourses of passion, self-work and self-responsibility which bind 
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queer self-performance ambivalently to neoliberal norms of labour and 
success. In this text, modelling is represented as the cast’s means of deal-
ing with their marginalisation by the hegemonic and, also, as their entry 
point into the normative worlds of fashion and commerce through their 
alignment with normative ideals of beauty and success.

For example, a main narrative thread in Strut concerned the casts’ 
attempts to coach Ren, a new young model, to take responsibility for 
maximising her potential in the modelling world. Despite her youth and 
beauty, Ren is represented to not really care about modelling or take seri-
ously the corporeal labour and self-branding exercises required to main-
tain a successful modelling career, particularly for a transgender model. 
Arice predicts that Ren will be ‘one of those flash in the pan girls’ that 
‘come and go every season.’ Ren doesn’t have an electronic tablet on 
which to present her portfolio, and instead tries to show potential employ-
ers’ images on her cell phone screen. She insists on wearing casual outfits 
of jeans and T-shirts to auditions and eats potato chips, fried chicken and 
French fries. When a more experienced model, Casandra, remarks incred-
ulously, ‘This is your diet?’ Ren replied, ‘I wouldn’t really call it a diet, I’d 
just call it lunch.’ Casandra chastises Ren, ‘The best models are the people 
who are passionate about it,’ warning her, ‘You always need to represent. 
There’s always people watching.’ Here, the ability to forge and persist 
within a transgender subject position converges with the overarching neo-
liberal imperative that all subjects engage in constant processes of self- 
management, self-appraisal and self-optimisation. Ideal neoliberal subjects, 
for example, do not simply ‘eat,’ but maintain considered and specific diets.

One of the overriding discourses of Strut is that the cast can succeed as 
models because, as transgender people who must construct their subjec-
tivities within a transphobic society, they possess heightened, intimate 
knowledge of the passion, dedication, bodily maintenance and self- 
optimisation required to prosper on the neoliberal labour market. Like the 
makeover shows analysed earlier, these reality docusoaps at once 
 acknowledge and represent the ways in which queer subjectivities con-
tinue to be produced through grids of marginalisation, only to recast this 
marginalisation as an efficacious force for queer people under neoliberal-
ism, where barriers to authenticity and ‘being yourself ’ are demarcated as 
commercial resources in a media market where authenticity is the highest 
value. In this discursive process, the energy and defiance of queer subject 
formation in the face of marginalisation, of werking, are rerouted, turned 
back into the project of neoliberalism.
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In examples like The Prancing Elites Project, Strut, and RuPaul’s Drag 
Race, the historical relationships between queerness, labour, marginalisa-
tion and passion are altered as they are mediated through the mainstream 
space of reality TV. In his discussion of werking, Mooore states:

The notion of “werk” is a black and Latino queer colloquialism intended to 
celebrate and acknowledge creative labour, and in my view the term reap-
propriates a Marxist vision of work as necessarily alienating. “Werk” […] is 
reclaimed labor because of both its proximity to the body and to one’s own 
creativity and self-expression.

Werking does not lead to alienation, Moore contends, because it is 
‘embodied, full, intellectual, expressive.’ Yet, if the affirmations of stigma-
tised, minoritarian selfhood central to werking stand in opposition to tra-
ditional conceptions of modern labour as alienating, as producing a barrier 
between the worker and their senses of autonomy, individuality and self- 
identity, neoliberal modes of thinking have sought to cast the relationship 
between work and selfhood in precisely the opposite terms. In neoliberal 
worldviews, where work is tied to the reflexive project of selfhood, and 
where success and failure are seen as contingent upon one’s own passion, 
dedication and skill, work becomes a process of forging, rather than for-
feiting, one’s apparently authentic, unique identity.

In this context, werking, as a defiant reclamation of selfhood through 
creative, passionate labour and self-work, slides easily into the neoliberal 
logics crystallised, circulated and naturalised in and through reality TV. If 
werking emerged in response to queer people’s outsiderness to traditional 
conceptions of the labourer, in the contemporary context of reality TV, 
performances of werking may, in fact, naturalise, rather than contest, 
hegemonic norms of work and success, as defined through neoliberal 
optics. Reality TV propagates a worldview in which anyone—the gay man, 
the black drag queen, the working-class transwoman of colour—can not 
only attain mainstream success, but can do so because they possess expert, 
intimate knowledge of the apparent power of authenticity in the face of 
prejudice, phobia and marginalisation.

conclusion

This chapter has discussed the reality televisual themes of labour, self- 
branding and success, key discourses of neoliberal culture, in relation to 
queer representation. I have argued that reality TV has animated histories 
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of queer subject formation within contexts of marginalisation, and recon-
figured these for the conjoined contemporary socio-political contexts of 
neoliberalism and heteronormativity. Through studies of RuPaul’s Drag 
Race, makeover shows and more recent docusoaps, I have argued that 
these shows have idealised queer people who can seemingly ‘get over’ 
their experiences of marginalisation and mould their identities into neolib-
eral self-brands predicated upon the apparent dividends of being authentic 
in spite of one’s marginalisation.

notes

1. See, for example, Ouellette and hay (2008), Ouellett (2012), Woodstock 
(2014).

2. See Kavka (2012).
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1Ipm0K280E
4. see Lovelock (2017) for an expanded discussion of this show.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion

By way of a conclusion, I want to turn to two happenings in the reality TV 
landscape that had recently occurred as I finished writing this book in 
mid-2018. The first is a reboot of Queer Eye for the Straight Guy, now 
called simply Queer Eye, the iconic and widely analysed reality makeover 
show from the early 2000s in which a team of gay style experts made over 
the home, wardrobe and life of a hapless straight man. As noted in Chap. 
6, the original Queer Eye was something of a phenomenon in queer televi-
sion and media studies during the first decade of the twentieth century. 
Yet, as I have stated, from the perspective of this book, the show was an 
atypical reality show in its lack of engagement with the discourses of com-
pulsory authenticity which have structured practically every other reality 
TV format. In contrast, the new Queer Eye is saturated in such discourses.

As the removal of ‘for the straight guy’ from its title suggests, this new 
version is less invested in a clear dichotomy of ‘straight’ and ‘gay’ (or ‘queer’) 
than its predecessor was. In the reboot, the emphasis of the original format 
on the distinct differences between the consumer-savvy, style- oriented gay 
hosts and the uncouth heterosexual makeover subjects was replaced by an 
emphasis on the apparent similarities between the hosts and their subjects. 
These discourses of commonality render the show paradigmatic of the ways 
in which reality TV has brought its representations of queer identities into 
being in, and through, the discursive trope of compulsory authenticity.

For example, in one episode, the shaggy beard, unkempt hair and dirty, 
dog-hair-strewn apartment of the makeover subject, Neil, are textually 
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construed as tangible signifiers of an elusive ‘insecurity’ in his sense of self, 
of his inability to embrace his ‘vulnerability,’ to ‘open up to people’ and to 
be ‘in tune with yourself.’ The makeover is thus constructed as a conduit 
for Neil to ‘allow people to get in’ and know the ‘real’ him. When the gay 
hosts jokingly describe their mission as to ‘put some sass in Sasquatch,’ in 
reference to Neil’s excessively hairy appearance, the show invokes their 
own apparent affirmations of their authentic, queer selves as the blueprint 
for a more pervasive compulsory authenticity ideal addressed to all sub-
jects of the contemporary moment.

Indeed, over its so far two series, the Queer Eye team have enabled not 
only straight men, but also a straight woman, a gay man and transgender 
man actualise their apparent authenticity through a fashion, lifestyle and 
attitude makeovers. In this way, I would argue that this incarnation cryst-
allises, in a broad sense, the sedimentation of the compulsory authenticity 
paradigm within popular modes of thought. More specifically, it exempli-
fies the role of the authenticity ideal in crafting and delineating normative 
understandings of queerness in contemporary cultural life. As this book 
has argued, reality TV has, since the millennial turn, been pre-eminent in 
putting forward an alternative discursive framework for thinking about 
interpersonal commonality and difference on and through television. In 
contrast to traditional understandings and constructions of the TV audi-
ence as comprised of domestic units of heterosexual nuclear families, real-
ity TV shows have constructed and articulated a world view in which a 
shared investment in the value and importance of authenticity, of being 
true to one’s apparently true, essential self, binds publics and people, over 
and above any formal criteria of sexuality, gender or identity. In this repre-
sentational frame, the heteronormativity of traditional broadcasting has 
been displaced by the normativity of what I have called compulsory authen-
ticity. The compulsory authenticity trope has, as I have explored, enacted 
potent cultural work, making intelligible within popular culture an 
expanded discursive field for thinking about and articulating sexuality, 
gender and selfhood beyond the heteronormative, one that was almost 
unimaginable in popular media even two decades ago.

Critical reception has hailed Queer Eye as dramatically current in its repre-
sentations of queer people. As one reviewer remarked in February 2018, 
‘Queer Eye is the most 2018 thing I know I will see all year and it’s barely even 
February’  (Nicholson 2018). Yet, whilst the show has been framed inter-
textually through discourses of the new, analysis of the text shows that it 
aligns almost completely with the trends and tropes in queer reality televisual 
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visibility I have outlined, analysed and critiqued in this book, trends and 
tropes that have been developing and circulating for almost 20 years.

These tropes have taken three primary, though highly interconnected, 
forms. Firstly, as described earlier, reality TV has repeatedly asserted that 
the ideal of authenticity is the most meaningful and profound connection 
between members of contemporary Anglo-American societies. This idea is 
predicated upon to the ability of television more broadly to connect dif-
ferent people watching the same TV show in different places and at differ-
ent times within a framework of commonality brought into being in and 
through the TV text. Geographically and temporally disparate viewers are, 
at least in theory, bound together in the shared discursive experience mani-
fested by the TV show. Importantly, this book has not sought to argue 
that reality TV has altered the ways in which viewers think about them-
selves and their relationships to others in any cause-and-effect way. 
Nonetheless, it certainly is that case that reality TV has, over and over 
again, made intelligible a discursive world view—a particular way of think-
ing about one’s identity, those of others and the world that one inhabits—
in which differences of sexuality and gender are rendered secondary to an 
imperative to actualise and be true to one’s authentic self.

This world view was, and to an extent remains, primarily a commercial 
strategy on the part of reality TV producers and network executives. As 
television became a multi-channel landscape towards the end of the twen-
tieth century, threatening the historical dominance of the ‘Big Three’ net-
works in the USA, and the old, ‘terrestrial’ line-up of BBC1, BBC2, ITV 
and Channel 4 in the UK, reality TV came into being as a low-cost attempt 
to reinvent traditional broadcast television within this altered and develop-
ing context. Foundational reality formats like Big Brother and Survivor 
were able to accrue audiences of sizes which the network executives had 
begun to think impossible (see Chap. 2). In part, these early formats were 
able to do this by envisioning their audiences as fundamentally heteroge-
neous. These shows proffered diverse casts mediated within discursive uni-
verses which addressed audiences as not defined by homogeneities of 
identity, but by a shared investment in the power of being authentic, what-
ever sexed or gendered form this authentic self might take.

Of course, the television industry of 2018 is very different to that of 
2000 and 2001 when Big Brother and Survivor made their debuts. In the 
second decade of the twenty-first century, in part due to the normalisation 
of on-demand viewing, reality TV has proliferated into a vast landscape of 
more niche formats, often reality docusoaps, targeted primarily at youth 
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demographics. Yet, the notion of compulsory authenticity has continued to 
circulate as normative within reality programming, and it has continued to 
inextricably shape representations of queer identities within popular cul-
ture. The idea that the drive towards authenticity, rather than particular, 
normative formations of sexuality and gender, is what binds social collec-
tives, has become consolidated as an integral part of a millennial outlook 
on the world as assembled by reality TV texts. In so doing, representations 
that align with this perspective have attained an important commercial 
function, enabling the crafting of seemingly liberal, politically aware brand 
identities for channels and other viewing platforms (like Netflix or HayU) 
and speaking to advertiser-friendly youth demographics.

The industrial conditions from which reality TV’s representations of 
queer identities have emerged have, however, not been the primary focus 
of this book. Rather, I have sought to interrogate the cultural work of 
these representations, the cultural and sexual politics of reality TV. This 
refers to the ways in which reality shows have crafted and made recogni-
sable, even common-sense, particular ways of understanding sexuality and 
gender in the twenty-first century. Thus, a crucial, though admittedly 
broad, conclusion of this book is that reality TV is, and has always been, 
deeply political, especially in the arena of gender and sexuality.

Rather than the explicitly political domain, reality TV’s politics have 
operated at the level of cultural politics. Reality TV is a form of media that 
has foregrounded the lives, selves and emotions of the so-called ordinary 
people, dramatising and mediating the affective rhythms and disjunctures 
of people’s relationships with both other people and their own senses of 
self. Through this, reality TV has been, and remains, deeply involved in 
the politics of the personal. As one of the most pervasive representational 
forms of the twenty-first century, reality TV has played a key role in 
enabling and delimiting how norms of sexuality, gender and the self—
ideas about what do and do not constitute legitimate, recognisable or 
valid articulation sexuality or gender—have been able to take shape within 
the popular cultural field. Within this cultural process, reality TV’s own 
generic specificities and discursive tropes have been instrumental, func-
tioning as the discursive matter from which particular ideas about queer 
people and queer identities have consolidated within the mainstream media.

This can be seen most clearly, perhaps, in relation to reality TV’s fixa-
tion with the idea of an inner truth of selfhood unique to each individual. 
Reality shows maintain that each person has an innate set of desires, dispo-
sitions, talents and ambitions which stretch to the core of their being and 
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which, taken together, comprise the authentic self. Reality programming’s 
layering of intimacies and its tendency to represent different, individual 
perspectives on the same event or interaction suggest that authentic selves 
can be revealed openly, partially or gradually, or concealed completely. 
Overall, however, reality TV asserts that, ultimately, one must be faithful 
to one’s authentic self in order to live a happy and successful life.

In relation to sexuality and gender, these interrelated discursive tropes 
have congealed into a norm of almost unquestionable essentialism. For 
example, in one episode of Queer Eye, the team makes over a semi-closeted 
gay man, AJ, who confesses, ‘I’m a different person at work. I’m a different 
person around my family. I’m a completely different person at home.’ As I 
have explored, reality TV is very much attuned to the ways in which indi-
viduals can and do perform their identities differently in different social con-
texts. However, in the reality televisual world view, any kind of changeability 
or fluidity of selfhood is construed as an unquestionably negative state of 
being, as this is perceived as a failure to be true to one’s innate, unchanging, 
authentic self. In this context, AJ’s overly ‘conservative and masculine’ dress 
sense and chaotic, messy apartment are represented as signifiers of the insta-
bility of his identity and his attempts to submerge ‘the true AJ who wants to 
be the guy who is out.’ In the episode’s conclusion, the reveal of AJ’s post-
makeover appearance, invigorated with brighter, more stylish, form-fitting 
attire, and his redesigned home, upgraded with new furniture to enable him 
to more easily hang out with his partner and have ‘more space for friends,’ is 
conjoined with AJ’s coming out to members of his family. In the episode, 
this is described as the ‘meeting of both of his worlds’, as his partner is intro-
duced to his stepmom, an action that apparently marks the beginning of him 
‘living his life as his true self.’ The finale is represented as the synthesis of AJ’s 
fractured selfhood. Thus, the ‘queer’ of the show’s title carries very different 
meanings to the queer of academic queer theory, which has sought to ques-
tion and critique the operation of such essentialist thinking. In Queer Eye, 
material objects such as clothing, interior décor and food are construed not 
as the ways in which an identity is performatively constructed (as much 
queer and post-structuralist theory would have it), but as signifiers cathected 
existentially to an inner, bounded, authentic gay self.

Furthermore, in the context of neoliberalism, where the self has 
become ideologically centralised as both the source of, and route towards, 
success, prosperity and psychic well-being, these kinds of representations 
have legitimised certain, specific iterations of queer selfhood as emblem-
atic actualisations of the neoliberal imperative towards ‘success’ through 
authenticity, passion and self-branding (see Chap. 6). In Queer Eye, 
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makeover subjects’ unfashionable and ungroomed appearances are, as 
part of the discourse of authenticity, frequently linked to stymying of 
some kind of professional aspiration. Neil’s resemblance to a ‘yetti,’ for 
example, is represented as a threat to his nascent career as a digital app 
developer. In this context, the cast of Queer Eye are, in some ways, repre-
sented as ‘ideal’ neoliberal queers, crafting and channelling their minor-
ity identities, forged in context of heteronormative marginalisation, into 
a lucrative commercial media product.

Over its more than 20-year lifespan, reality TV has offered a highly 
ambivalent context for the representation of queer identities within the 
mainstream media. On one level, reality television has challenged, or at 
least called into question, heteronormativity and its logics of assumption 
and defaultness. As part of its construction and centralisation of the world 
view of compulsory authenticity over heteronormativity, reality texts, in 
their layering of intimacies and juxtapositions of different articulations of 
selfhood, have made visible ways in which queer identities take shape 
within contexts of heteronormativity, in ways rarely found in mainstream 
popular culture. At the same time, reality programming’s discursive con-
vergences between authenticity and essentialism have produced narrative 
tropes in which forming and persisting as a queer subject is reduced to a 
deeply individualised quest for self-realisation and neoliberal success. Just 
as reality TV’s focus upon the personal has manifested how hegemonic 
power relations are reproduced in the realms of the personal, affective and 
every day, this cultural politics is folded back, upon itself, as part of a uni-
versal discursive mandate to authenticity through individualised self-work.

Politicising Authenticity

Returning to Queer Eye, where this show does differ from the representa-
tional tropes I have explored in this book, is in its fairly explicit engage-
ment with formal politics in addition to the more ingrained, pervasive and 
elusive domains of cultural and sexual politics. Queer Eye has sought to 
tether itself to an explicitly political mission, connected in particular to the 
ascent of the US President Trump and his associated brand of nationalist, 
conservative populism. More broadly, the show has claimed to address the 
intensification of ideological fault lines between conservative and liberal 
values across American cultural life that Trump’s presidency has been seen 
to exemplify and exacerbate. Indeed, if reality TV developed and prolifer-
ated over a time of increasing liberalisation in social attitudes towards 
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sexual and gender diversity and augmenting legislative recognition for 
LGBT people in the 2000s and early 2010s, I finish writing this book at a 
moment in which such hard-won gains appear to be under serious threat. 
The so-called bathroom bills are seeking to prevent transgender people 
from using public restrooms, and changes to public health policy by the 
Trump administration have been described as representing a ‘rapid 
destruction of so much of the progress on LGBT health,’ by, for example, 
affirming the right of health workers to refuse to treat LGBT people on 
religious grounds (Diamond 2018). Upon Trump taking office, the LGBT 
rights page (alongside pages on the civil rights movement, climate change 
and the entire Spanish language version of the site) was removed from the 
White House official website (Itkowitz 2017).

In this context, Queer Eye can be read as the product of a cultural 
moment in which, after a period of liberalising attitudes towards and 
expanding legal rights and protections for (some) queer populations, the 
politicisation of sexuality and gender in the mainstream arena, particularly 
in the USA, is again on the ascent. Whilst the original series took place 
exclusively within the metropolitan milieu of New York City, the reboot 
adopts the geographically mapped media/ordinary distinction that struc-
tures the queer-fronted makeover shows I discussed in the previous chap-
ter, like How To Look Good Naked, Carson Nation and On the Road with 
Austin and Santino, as the Queer Eye cast travel to regional locations, 
often those traditionally associated with conservative ways of thinking. In 
this framework, the Fab Five stand as inhabitants of the media world, 
moving from the media centre to mount interventions into the lives of 
‘ordinary’ people in the ‘ordinary’ world. This representation recasts the 
media/ordinary distinction conceptualised by Nick Couldry (2000) along 
the conservative/liberal fault lines that have been perceived to grip con-
temporary America. The perceived power of mediation to invigorate 
authenticity on the part of the individual that I discussed in Chap. 4 is 
moulded into explicitly political terms. For example, discussing the show’s 
public reception in an interview in Variety magazine, the programme’s 
grooming expert, Jonathan Van Ness, stated:

From the extreme political polarization that is everywhere, there’s so much 
suffering going on, so many people are really thirsty to feel good about 
something. So the outpouring of support has been surprising because I 
don’t think I realised how many different people from how many different 
places from how many different walks of life are really suffering. (quoted in 
Littleton 2018)
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Van Ness appears to claim here that the show has enabled a spotlight to 
be shone upon a commonality of feeling existing beneath, and apparently 
obscured and rendered invisible by, the polarities of political debate. 
Despite its obvious connection to a very specific socio-political context, I 
would argue that this quote is in fact a localised, inter-textual rendition of 
reality TV’s long-standing cultural imprint. This is the production and 
circulation of a discursive worldview in which traditional criteria of same-
ness and difference, like political affiliation or sexuality, are overridden by 
a commonality of feeling which binds and unites the TV viewing public. 
The participants’ journeys towards authenticity narrativised by the show 
are celebrated as the nucleus of a shared desire to ‘feel good about some-
thing,’ one which is purported to transcend lines of sexuality and political 
allegiance. Of course, I am not claiming that Queer Eye actually does this. 
Rather, it continues, albeit in an altering social and political context, real-
ity TV’s crafting of what we might call queer utopias. The explicit contriv-
ance of the formats is represented to create an emotionally authentic world 
in which lines of difference and hierarchies of marginalisation in relation 
to sexuality, gender and identity do not hold sway, proffering a glimpse of 
what a more egalitarian future might look like.

Queering Authenticity

The second recent reality televisual happening that I want to mention here 
is the 2018 series of the British Celebrity Big Brother. This series was 
labelled ‘Year of the Woman,’ opening with an all-female cast, and was 
won by a late entry, the Australian drag queen Courtney Act (who had 
previously featured in Australian Idol and RuPaul’s Drag Race). The 
insertion of Courtney Act within this series, who vacillated between her 
drag queen persona and male identity, Shane, within the spaces of the 
Celebrity Big Brother house, appeared to mount a deliberate questioning 
of what constitutes the category of woman: ontology or self-performance? 
Obviously, such questions have been the focus of academic thinking for 
many decades. Yet, for a mainstream cultural text to de-naturalise the sub-
ject positions of ‘woman’ and ‘man,’ identities normatively construed as 
fixed and essential within popular thought point towards a very recent 
shift in representations of sexuality and gender in and through reality 
TV. As I argued in Chap. 4, reality TV’s fixation with the authenticity ideal 
has tended to leave little room for articulations of sexuality and gender 
outside of an essentialist mould. Yet, as we approach the end of the second 
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decade of the twenty-first century, and the second decade of reality TV’s 
pervasive cultural life, the genre’s insistence upon the connections between 
authenticity and essentialist paradigms of clearly defined LGBT subject 
positions has begun to transform.

Crucially, as much TV viewing now takes place online, reality pro-
grammes sit in complex dialogue with a digital milieu that enables the 
formation of a wide variety of sexed and gendered identities outside the 
normative taxonomies of heterosexuality and LGBT. We can take, as just 
one example of this, legibility of non-binary identities on digital platforms 
like Tumblr. Moreover, recent surveys have suggested that such discreet 
and bounded categories are becoming less relevant to young people in 
Britain and the USA in the formation of their senses of self. A UK-based 
study conducted in 2015 reported that 49 per cent of 18–24-year-olds 
identify as ‘something other than 100 percent heterosexual’ (Shakespeare 
and Dahlgreen 2015). In a 2017 study, 76 per cent of respondents, who 
were all aged between 13 and 26, answered ‘Agree’ to the statement, 
‘Sexuality labels are no longer important. People should just be able to 
date who they want,’ and 57 per cent of respondent ‘said they don’t fit 
into the traditional definition of heterosexuality’ (Ditch the Label 2017). 
Reporting on the study, the American Teen Vogue, which has recently 
rebranded itself as at the forefront of liberal, politically aware, millennial 
thinking, pronounced ‘Heteronormativity is over’ (McNamara 2017). 
This is clearly a hyperbolic statement at this current juncture, but it that 
nonetheless points towards an immanent loosening of the straight/LGBT 
taxonomy that has predominated in popular culture for much of the 
twenty-first century thus far.

Against this backdrop, a small number of reality shows, mostly docu-
soaps, though an intimate strangers show like Celebrity Big Brother’s Year 
of the Woman provides a surprising addition, have begun to reconfigure 
reality programming’s established convergences between discourses of 
authenticity and normative understandings of sexuality, gender and 
queerness. Here, authenticity is still conceived as a deeply held, unique, 
 existential way of being, manifesting as a series of apparently innate drives, 
passions, dispositions and ambitions. Yet, this altered model of authentic-
ity is not necessarily cathected to a discreet male, female, gay, lesbian, 
bisexual or transgender subject position, but to a more fluid conception of 
sex, sexuality and gender. Queer of colour docusoap stars like Big Freedia 
for Freedia: Queen of Bounce, the Prancing Elites dance troupe of The Prancing 
Elites Project and EJ Johnson of EJNY are not readily placeable within 
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bounded categories like male, female, gay or transgender. They mix gen-
dered pronouns in reference to themselves and others and adopt extrava-
gant corporealities which mix traditional signifiers of maleness and 
femaleness.

Big Freedia, for example, clothes her hulking body, which emits a deep 
and booming voice, in a long, elaborate weaves, make-up, delicate jewel-
lery and both ‘male’ and ‘female’ clothing. This self-performance is tied 
discursively to a kind of innate selfhood, one which emerges from, in 
Freedia’s words, ‘Being black, being gay, being from poverty.’ Yet, in this 
expanding discursive frame, being true to one’s authenticity is loosened 
from its established connections to essentialised LGBT subject positions. 
For example, in 2016, in an episode of EJNY, EJ, who adopts an ambigu-
ously gendered physicality through the materials of high fashion—furs, 
fabrics, jewellery, oversized sunglasses, handbags and makeup—visited a 
gender identity therapist to talk about how increasing public discussions 
around transgender identities (particularly in relation to Caitlyn Jenner) 
had made him consider his own lack of identification with normalised (or 
normalising) subject positions like gay or transgender. Explicitly rejecting 
an identification as transgender, in the sequence in the therapist’s office, 
EJ asserted that he wanted to be ‘in my own lane,’ that is, ‘in the middle, 
in the grey area’ of the gender binary.

Taken alongside Queer Eye, Celebrity Big Brother and docusoaps like 
EJNY and Freedia: Queen of Bounce crystallise the ambivalent, dual posi-
tion of reality TV at the approach to the third decade of the twenty-first 
century. Reality programming remains at once invested in fixed categories 
of innate, immutable selves. As this book has argued, this has been reality 
TV’s dominant framework for representing non-heteronormative identi-
ties since the millennial turn. This discursive history has proliferated cate-
gories for thinking about life beyond the heteronormative within 
twenty-first-century Anglo-American popular culture. Yet, perhaps now, 
after insistently producing these categories for almost 20 years, reality TV 
has begun to move on, and the compulsory authenticity paradigm is 
becoming more ‘queer’ in the scholarly sense of the term.

A PersonAl ending

Whilst it has been cliché for many years for researchers to ‘confess’ their 
own enjoyment of or affective investment in potentially ‘problematic’ cul-
tural forms in academic studies of these media, I love, and have always 
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loved, reality TV. As a child, I would stare mesmerised at the 24-hour live 
feed of early UK Big Brother, the first place I saw ‘real life’ queer people. 
As a teenager with a developing penchant for eyeliner, I learned from the 
‘make-under’ show Snog, Marry, Avoid that, apparently, ‘the only makeup 
a boy needs is a good moisturiser.’ Even as an adult, schooled in the criti-
cal deconstruction of media images, a show like Fire Island, which is about 
a group of hunky gay men holidaying and partying in Fire Island Pines, 
has made me wonder why my own life looks so boring in comparison. For 
me, reality programming has been a central framework for making sense 
of my identity, a conduit to understanding, and questioning, cultural 
norms around what can, and cannot, constitute culturally intelligible for-
mations and articulations of sexuality, gender and identity.

Whether reality TV is progressive or regressive, positive or negative in 
its representations of queer people, is inherently subjective, depending not 
only on one’s individual interpretations of these terms, but also the specific 
formats, seasons or episodes under interrogation. This line of argument is, 
therefore, an analytic dead end. What is, for me, unquestionable, is that 
reality TV has been, and remains, a highly important cultural form, not 
least in relation to gender, sexuality and queerness (even as it continues to 
be derided as pop-cultural trash). It is a profoundly generative space, one 
that has played a major role in normalising certain specific understandings 
of what it means to be queer, to occupy a subject position outside of the 
heterocentric norm, within the twenty-first-century cultural life.

Perhaps, for young people of today, reality TV is less important to 
their own formations and senses of self. In the nascent days of digitality, 
when, as a teenager, my only access to the internet was a loud, boisterous 
dial-up connection accessed through the lone, family desktop computer 
and which shut down the telephone line, television—reality television in 
particular—was my window into a world beyond the heteronormative. In 
the present, the permeation of online connectivity into the intimate 
spaces of handheld devices, where interactive digital platforms are acces-
sible at the tap of a screen anytime of the day or night, has transformed 
the affordances of queer people, both young and old, to access represen-
tations of other queer people and bring our own selves into being as 
queer subjects. Nonetheless, reality shows remain an integral, pervasive 
part of the television landscape and show little sign of abating, even as 
particular formats (the prime-time reality pop format, for example) 
decline in popularity, whilst others (such as docusoaps) proliferate. 
Through its specific representational properties—intimate, emotional, 
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excessive—reality TV continues to embed queerness, or certain kinds of 
queer identities at least, into the textual fabric of everyday life, shaping 
and circulating sometimes commonplace, sometimes new and exciting, 
ways of thinking about sexuality and gender within the mainstream pop-
ular imaginary. In its myriad ways, reality TV has, and persists in, making 
queer people a ‘reality’ of contemporary cultural life.
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